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Abstract
Morphological analysis and mathematical simulation o f the colour
changes that occur in cases of latanoprost induced iris darkening (LIID)
by
Kathryn Patricia Bonnell Cracknell
Aims: Prostaglandin (PG) drugs are routinely used for the management o f elevated
intraocular pressure (IOP). Topical application o f PGs, specifically latanoprost
(Xalatan®) can lead to a darkening o f the iris in susceptible individuals. There has
been a concern that LIID could be associated with damaging morphologic changes to
the iris tissue. The aim o f this work was to unravel the morphological basis o f the
side effect
Methods: In this study I was solely interested in the LIID side effect, hence all the
specimens selected for analysis were well documented cases o f LIID, confirmed by
the treating ophthalmologist and supported by photographic evidence. The control
material was provided by surgical iridectomies from cases where prostaglandins had
not been used, or from post-mortem donor eyes. The specimens were processed for
routine electron microscopy. Light microscopy (LM) sections were used to assess the
gross morphology, and electron microscopy (EM) sections were used to analyse the
melanin granules.
The second element o f the work was devising a theoretical model for iris colour. The
iris was modelled as a heterogeneous anterior border layer, consisting o f a
homogeneous medium, randomly filled with a distribution o f spherical melanin
granules. The deep stroma and posterior pigmented epithelial layer were modelled as
a perfectly diffuse reflecting layer. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was used to trace
the path o f a photon as it passes through the model iris. Photon scattering by the
melanin granules was treated as Mie scattering. W ith this model I was able to
generate the reflected spectrum over the entire visible spectrum o f light.
Results: Analysis of the gross morphology o f LIID cases compared to control tissue
revealed no detectable changes whatsoever. The detailed analysis o f the melanin
granules showed that there was no change in the numbers o f pre melanosomes. On
quantitation o f the mature melanin granules, I found that there was no increase in the
numbers o f melanin granules, but there was a small but significant enlargement o f
the existing granules following the development o f LIID.
The theoretical model for iris colour allowed us to test if the morphological changes
that were detected were able to account for the darkening seen in the iris. The MC
simulations showed that the reflectance was reduced for the LIID irises compared to
the control irises for all wavelengths o f light. The MC simulated colours were in
good agreement with the in vivo photography o f the eye colour.
Conclusions: In conclusion I find that the development o f LIID does not appear to
be accompanied by any gross morphological changes. The only detectable effect
taking place is a small increase in the size o f the mature melanin granule population.
W ith the computer model I have demonstrated that the detected increase in melanin
granule size causes iris darkening, and can explain LED.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

THE EYE

In humans, vision is probably our most important sense. It has been found in surveys
that loss o f sight is feared more than the loss o f any other o f the senses. In a recent study
o f young adults the subjects were asked to rank (from 1 to 5) their fear o f 5 conditions
(blindness, deafness , heart disease, lung cancer and stroke), and it was found that
blindness ranked highest with a mean score o f 4.2, whereas deafness ranked the lowest
at 1.2 (Moradi et al. 2007). As vision is so important to our functioning within society
(Grierson 2000), it is very important that the conditions and events that threaten vision
be studied and understood.

1.1.1 Anatomy of the human eye
The eye is adequately described as a large sphere with a smaller hemisphere (the cornea)
attached to the front see Fig 1.1. This shape is necessary as the transparent front portion
(cornea) needs to be maintained in a regular and optically optimum shape in order to
obtain a good quality image. Deviation in the radius o f curvature o f the cornea is called
astigmatism and results in distorted vision. However a perfect sphere with the radius of
curvature required by the cornea would not provide a sufficient distance between the
lens and the retina to enable focusing o f the incoming rays, hence the need for the
second larger hemisphere. The spherical shape is maintained by the pressure o f the
fluids which fill the chambers o f the eye.
The outer layer o f the eye is tough and fibrous, it both protects and supports the delicate
internal ocular tissues. The tissue covering the large sphere it is known as the sclera and
is white in appearance (Scheie et al. 1969; Davson 1990a). Internally the eye can be sub
divided into two distinct sections known as the anterior and posterior segments. The
structure o f these two segments are examined in more detail in the remainder o f this
section and in section 1.4.3.
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Anterior
segment

Posterior
segment

Figure 1.1

optic nerve

Schematic o f the eye illustrating the optical and visual axes and the relative locations o f
the fovea and the optic disc. (Kolb et al. 2007)

1.1.1.1

The anterior segment

The physical function of the anterior segment is to collect and focus incoming light. The
front cavities are roughly ellipsoid in shape (shown shaded in grey in Fig 1.1), and can
be further subdivided into the anterior chamber and the posterior chamber. The upper
boundary o f the anterior chamber is the cornea. The periphery o f the anterior chamber is
bounded by the trabecular meshwork and the posterior by the anterior surface o f the iris
and lens. The posterior chamber is very small and somewhat irregular in shape and is
bound by the posterior iris, ciliary body and the lens. The whole of the anterior segment
is filled with a fluid known as the aqueous humour- see amongst others (Hogan et al.
1971; Davson 1990a; Forrester et al. 2002).
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1.1.1.2

The posterior segment

There are three coats that cover the posterior segment. The outer layer consist o f the
opaque sclera, inside lining the sclera is the choroid which is the middle pigmented
vascular coat of the eye and is continuous with the iris and ciliary body (collectively this
is known as the uveal tract or uvea) (see Fig 1.1). The inner most layer o f the posterior
segments wall is the retina. The retina is the photo sensitive region o f the eye, and lies in
the optical plane of the eye. Anteriorly the posterior segment is bound by the ciliary
body and the lens. A viscous fluid, known as the vitreous, fills the posterior segment, the
function o f which is to act as an internal shock absorber to protect the retina, and ensure
that the optimum shape of the retinal surface is maintained to prevent image distortion.
The vitreous also accumulates nutrients for the retina (Hogan et al. 1971; Forrester et al.
2002 ) .

1.2 STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE IRIS
The iris is the most noticeable part of the eye, and it is responsible for the most obvious
physical attribute of the human face (Grierson 2000). The name comes from Greek
mythology, where Iris was the personification o f the rainbow and acted as a messenger
o f the gods (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2007a). It is a circular disk o f coloured tissue that
separates the anterior and posterior chambers within the anterior segment, and it
functions as the ocular diaphragm.
The iris is torus shaped with a ring o f muscle around the central edge which controls the
size o f the central aperture (pupil), it is approximately 12 mm in diameter (Lowenstein
et al. 1969) and has an external circumference o f 36mm (Grierson et al. 1984) (in the
average normal adult). The pupil (Fig 1.2) is located near the centre o f the iris but is
displaced slightly downward and nasally (Lowenstein et al. 1969; Hogan et al. 1971)
and its diameter changes from a minimum in bright conditions o f 2mm to 8mm in the
dark (Davson 1990b). These size changes o f the pupil provides the eye with an effective
aperture of between fl3 and f3 (Hunt 1987). The resulting change in the perceived
illumination levels is 1:8 (this is some what smaller than the theoretical prediction of
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1:16 as the rays that pass though the edges o f the pupil are less effective in stimulating
the retina this is known as the ‘Stiles-Crawford effect’ (Hunt 1987).

Pupil

iris

Figure 1.2
A heterogeneous (or hazel) coloured iris.

The root of the iris joins with the ciliary tissue that lies below it (see Fig 1.3), and with
the trabecular meshwork which is above it. It is the change o f curvature at the junction
o f the iris and the meshwork that creates chamber angle depth. The iris tissue forms part
o f the uveal tract and is continuous with the ciliary body and the choroid. Another
feature o f the iris is that it separates the anterior and posterior chambers and as a
consequence is bathed in the aqueous humour, which circulates around it. As the iris lies
along the upper most surface of the lens, the pupillary plane of the iris is further forward
than its root (Scheie et al. 1969; Hogan et al. 1971; Freddo 1996; Forrester et al. 2002).
The iris appears to an observer to be 178th larger than it actually is due to the
magnification caused by the cornea (Hunt 1987).
The thickness of the iris tissue varies along its radius (Scheie et al. 1969; Hogan et al.
1971; Freddo 1996). The visible features o f the iris include its colouration, freckles,
crypts, characteristic radial streaks and towards the periphery there are less obvious
contraction furrows (Williams 1997) see Fig 1.4. The patterns seen on the iris are unique
to the individual and considered to be stable, this has lead to their use as a biometric
identifier (Daugman 2004; Daugman et al. 2006). Iris recognition is becoming widely
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used; a few examples are project IRIS in the UK (for frequent fliers), and in Middle
Eastern countries there is a ‘watch list screening’ at points o f entry to the country.

Figure 1.3
The normal iris in semi-thin (1ftm) section by light microscopy (LM). .

Radial
streaks

Figure 1.4
An iris illustrating some o f the visible topographic features.

The sphincter muscle is located in the iris pupillary margin, and encircles the whole iris.
The iris also contains a second muscle, the dilator muscle, this forms an integral part of
the iris epithelial layer. Both these muscles are of the smooth muscle type and are
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heavily innervated. The role of these muscles is to uniformly change the size o f the pupil
in accordance with the prevalent lighting conditions (Lowenstein et al. 1969; Hogan et
al. 1971; Davson 1990b).
The iris is a vascularised tissue, and receives its blood supply from the eye’s major
arterial circle, which is located in the stroma o f the ciliary body near the iris root.
Branches from the arterial circle enter into the anterior iris stroma from the root and
extend out to the pupillary region. Further branching occurs to form capillaries which
provide the blood supply to the stroma and posterior iris. The venous channels roughly
follow the arterial ones (Hogan et al. 1971; Johnson et al. 2002).
The iris is a multilayered tissue which can be separated into four distinct regions:
1) Anterior border
2) Deep stroma
3) Anterior epithelia and dilator muscle layer
4) Posterior pigmented epithelia (PPE)
These are described in more detail in the following sections.

1.2.1 Anterior border
The top surface region o f the iris is known as the anterior border (Fig 1.5). It is a thin
cellular layer composed predominantly o f melanocytes (pigmented cells) with a few
fibroblasts see Fig 1.6. The cells here are oriented parallel to the iris surface and are
tightly packed together (Imesch et al. 1997). The anterior surface o f the iris is complex
in shape and contains numerous ridges and clefts Fig 1.6. The surface o f the anterior
border is not covered by a continuous layer o f cells (Tousimis et al. 1959a; Tousimis et
al. 1959b) and as a consequence the aqueous humour permeates freely through the
stroma (Tousimis et al. 1959a).
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Figure 1.5
Light micrograph sections through the iris showing the variation o f the anterior border
thickness with examples o f (a) a thin border and (b) a thick anterior border, the limits o f
the anterior border are outlined in red.

The anterior border layer is quite variable in its thickness: both between different irises
and also within an individual iris (Eagle 1988) see Fig 1.5 and Fig 1.6. It is at its thickest
in the pupillary portion o f the iris and over contraction furrows. At the extremes anterior
border thickness can vary from being almost non existent to 5 or more cells. As the iris
is a mobile tissue the thickness o f the anterior border will vary depending on whether
the iris is relaxed or contracted (Hogan et al. 1971; Eagle 1988; Forrester et al. 2002).
The overall cellularity of the anterior border seem to be similar for all irises irrespective
o f colour (Wolfrum 1922, as quoted by Fine et al. 1979; Eagle 1988; Wilkerson et al.
1996).
The fibroblasts are very branched, they are found to form a discontinuous thin layer over
the anterior surface o f the iris (Eagle 1988). At the periphery o f the iris, the fibroblasts
are continuous with those on the surface o f the ciliary body, and at the pupillary margin
they contact the pigmented epithelium (Hogan et al. 1971). A small number o f
fibroblasts are also observed intermixed with the melanocytes in the anterior border.
Melanocytes are branched and frequently come into contact with other melanocytes and
fibroblasts (Eagle 1988). Within their cytoplasm these cells contain in addition to
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Figure 1.6
Images o f the anterior border region. The red lines indicate the extent o f the
anterior border (a) light micrograph and (b) Transmission electron micrograph
(TEM) illustrating folds in the iris surface, (c) TEM showing the mix o f
melanocytes and fibroblasts. In all the images the orientation o f the cells
parallel to the iris surface can be observed.
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melanin granules, mitochondria, smooth and rough endoplasmic reticulum, golgi
vesicles, vacuoles and free ribosomes. The melanin granules are found at various stages
of development from stage M l to M4 (for a detailed description of the process of
melanogenesis see section 1.3.5 o f this work). The granules are spherical to elliptical in
shape, and the sizes of the granules can vary depending upon the colour of the iris
(Eagle 1988). The normal range extends from 0.19//m diameter in blue eyes, to 0.25//m
diameter in brown eyes according to (Feeney et al. 1965) and quoted by (Eagle 1988)
The melanocytes that comprise the anterior border are variably pigmented. Irises that are
blue have a low number of small pigment granules where as those from brown irises
have a high number o f larger granules (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996).
In the anterior border, cells o f a similar type (i.e. fibroblast to fibroblast etc) have been
shown to contact each other via gap junctions, and intermediate junctions (Raviola et al.
1987). In monkeys gap junctions have been seen between fibroblasts and melanocytes
(Ringvold 1975) but this has not as yet been confirmed for humans (Freddo 1996)

1.2.2 Deep stroma
The deep stroma is composed o f a loose irregular matrix o f collagen fibres and acidic
glycosaminoglycan (Sames et al. 1978; van der Zypen 1978) within which cells are
embedded see Fig 1.7. It also contains the sphincter muscle, blood vessels and nerves.
The iris, particularly the stroma, is continuous with the tissue of the ciliary body at the
iris root. During the contraction and relaxation o f the iris there is some sliding o f the
stroma both peripherally and centrally, but the major movement is accommodated by
folding and unfolding of the tissue (Hogan et al. 1971; Eagle 1988; Freddo 1996;
Forrester et al. 2002).
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Fig 1.7
Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) showing the main constituents o f the deep
stroma.

The iris stroma has an abundance o f blood vessels that consist of pre capillary vessels
(arterioles), capillaries, and post capillary vessels (venules) (Hogan et al. 1971; Bron et
al. 1997). The endothelium o f the vessels in the iris are an integral component o f the
blood aqueous barrier (i.e. a selectively permeable barrier that prevents the exchange of
materials between the chambers of the eye and the blood). The barrier effect is achieved
by the restricted permeability associated with the presence o f tight junctions sealing the
inter-endothelial cell clefts (Davson 1990a) and the endothelial lining being un
fenestrated. When examined in cross section the pre capillary vessels in the stroma are
not typical arterioles as they do not contain smooth muscle cells. The vessel walls have a
dense and distinctive collagen surrounding. The venules have a less distinctive
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collagenous cover or sheath. In both types of vessels the pericytes are evident and
occasionally fibroblasts and melanocytes are evident in the outer layers o f the sheath
(Hogan et al. 1971; Freddo et al. 1982; Freddo 1996; Bron et al. 1997). These vessels
tend to run in a radial direction through the iris (Freddo et al. 1982; Freddo 1996) in an
undulating pattern (Eagle 1988). It is also within the deep stroma that the nerves that
supply the iris are located. Myelinated and unmyelinated nerves are found in the iris,
which are partially surrounded by the processes o f fibroblasts (Freddo 1996).
The principal types of cells seen in this layer are melanocytes and fibroblasts, along with
small numbers o f clump cells, mast cells, macrophages, dendritic cells and lymphocytes
see Fig 1.8 (Hogan et al. 1971; Eagle 1988; Freddo 1996; McMenamin 1999). A brief
description o f these cell types is given below.
The melanocytes are spherical to oval in shape with a prominent nucleus and nucleoli.
They have heavily branching processes that have been measured to be up to 100//m in
length (Hogan et al. 1971; Bron et al. 1997). They are randomly distributed within the
tissue, but are often found to form networks with neighbouring melanocytes and
fibroblasts, and it has been suggested that they are always arranged around the adventitia
of blood vessels (Hogan et al. 1971). The pigment content of these cells is similar to that
o f the melanocytes in the anterior border (Eagle 1988) (see section 1.2.1).
The fibroblasts within the deep stroma are very similar to those in the anterior border
region and are often found to have cilia. Fibroblasts are randomly distributed throughout
the deep stroma although they are also seen to congregate around blood vessels, nerve
and muscle tissue (Freddo 1996).
Clump cells are most abundant around the sphincter muscle, although they can be found
elsewhere. These cells are variable in size and can reach up to 100/an and they are more
abundant with age (Iwamoto 1961; Freddo 1996; Bron et al. 1997). Clump cells are
thought to be macrophages o f the iris as they contain large numbers o f degenerate
melanin granules o f various sizes (see Fig 1.8), which are contained within membrane
bound vesicles (or residual bodies) (Iwamoto 1961; Hogan et al. 1971; Wobmann et al.
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Figure 1.8
Illustration o f the various cell types seen in the iris stroma.
(a) TEM o f deep stromal melanocyte, and fibroblast
(b) L M and (c) TEM o f clump cells from the iris stroma.
(d) L M o f the deep iris stroma from an iridectomy specimen showing a cluster
o f mast cells (arrows) (this image is unusual as normally mast cells are
seen individualy).
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1972; Wilkerson et al. 1996; Freddo 1996). A small number of mast cells are usually
seen in the iris, which are round in shape with villous protrusions on their surface
(Hogan et al. 1971; Freddo 1996). As seen under the light microscope, the stroma
contains an extensive collagen matrix. The collagen fibrils are found to form bundles of
various sizes (Davson 1990b).
Collagen is not uniformly distributed throughout the deep stroma, it is most abundant in
the sheaths it forms around the blood vessels, and to a lesser extent nerves. It has been
found that there is a pattern within this seemingly random arrangement o f collagen. The
collagen appears to be arranged in semicircular patterns, which form wide arches as they
course towards the ciliary body from the pupillary region (Rohen 1961; Lowenstein et
al. 1969). The collagen fibrils are approximately 60nm in width and have an axial
periodicity o f 50 to 60 nm as measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(Hogan et al. 1971) which is consistent with the dimensions of collagen fibrils found in
other extra-cellular matrix.

1.2.3 Anterior epithelia and dilator muscle layer
The anterior epitherlia layer lies at the base o f the deep stroma, it is just one cell thick
(about 12.5//m). Each cell is composed o f two portions: an epithelial apical portion and
a muscular basal portion. The dual nature o f this cell changes from the mid-point o f the
sphincter muscle to the pupil to become purely epithelial in nature (Freddo 1996).
The muscular portion projects into the deep stroma, and is approximately A/urn thick and
extends up to 60//m in the radial direction. On a TEM it has a wavy indistinct outline
see Fig 1.9, and the projections appear ribbon like, which are flattened in the plane of
the iris. The flattened projections are three to five layers thick and form the dilator
muscle. Gap junctions are often found between the muscle fibres these junctions tend to
be large and elongated in shape (Freddo 1996; Bron et al. 1997). When seen on
meridional sections the muscle projections are found to be orientated in a radial
direction along the iris (from root to pupil). This muscular portion is filled with
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myofilaments of 3nm in diameter and mitochondria which tend to be located in the
centre (Lowenstein et al. 1969; Hogan et al. 1971; Thompson 1992; Freddo 1996; Bron
et al. 1997)
The epithelial apical portion is lightly pigmented, and contains the nucleus which is
often flattened with dimensions o f 5pm in width and 14//m in length, this portion also
houses the majority o f the cell’s organelles. The apical cell surface joins that o f the PPE,
where cellular junctions such as desmosones and tight junctions can be seen (Hogan et
al. 1971; Freddo 1996; Bron et al. 1997).

Muscle
type
portion
of cell

PPE

Epithilial
type
portion
of cell

Fig 1.9
TEM micrograph ofpart o f the anterior epithelia.
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1.2.4 Posterior pigmented epithelia (PPE)
The posterior epithelia are very heavily pigmented, so much so that the precise
quantative details o f their cytoplasm becomes difficult to make out, though they do
contain the normal cellular organelles such as mitochondria and rough endoplasmic
recticulum (ER) (Freddo 1996). The nuclei o f the epithelial cells tend to be located near
the basal surface o f the cell (Hogan et al. 1971; Freddo 1996). The shape o f these cells is
roughly rectangular, although the dimensions change dramatically depending on the
state o f iris contraction or relaxation. When contracted the cells become quite columnar
in shape and when relaxed they are more cuboidal.
The PPE cytoplasm is densely filled with melanin granules, which are predominantly
mature (type M4) granules of considerable size (see section 1.3.5). These cells are filled
to a similar level irrespective o f ethnic group or eye colour (Eagle 1988), with up to
50% o f the cytoplasm occupied with melanin granules see Fig 1.10. The melanin
granules in the PPE are larger than those found in the stromal melanocyte and can
measure up to 0.8//m in diameter [(Feeney et al. 1965) as quoted by (Eagle 1988)], and
are roughly spherical in shape. The basal cell membrane has numerous infoldings, the
basement membrane however does not mirror these infoldings (Freddo 1996). In the iris
periphery the cells gradually become less pigmented as it extends backward onto the
ciliary body.
Cellular junctions are common between adjacent PPE cells, with gap junctions and
desmosomes frequently observed. In the PPE at the root o f the iris, the intercellular
clefts are sealed by tight junctions which prevent the diffusion o f substances from the
blood vessels o f the ciliary body into the root o f the iris. However the PPE that covers
the back o f the iris does not form an impermeable barrier (Davson 1990a). At the
junction between the PPE and the anterior epithelia there are also numerous cellular
junctions, gap junctions are particularly frequent with a few desmosomes also apparent
(Freddo 1996).
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Figure 1.10
The posterior pigm ented epithelia. (a) L M image illustrating the cubodal shape
o f the cells in this layer, (b) E M image o f the cells cytoplasm, which is heavily
fille d with large melanin granules..
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1.2.5 Iris function - the diaphragm of the eye
The eye (like all optical devices) operates within an optimum range o f illumination. If
too much light enters the system, then the photon receptors get oversaturated.
Conversely, if too little light is received then the photo receptors can not respond. The
outcome o f both these scenarios is that no information can be obtained. The role o f the
iris to control the flux of radiation that enters the eye to ensure that the photo-sensors
operate within their optimum range. To enable the iris to fulfil this role the iris must be
optically opaque, and have the ability to expand and contract in response to changes in
the illumination level (Grierson 2000).

1.2.5.1 Pupil size
The sphincter and dilator muscles o f the iris change the size o f the pupil automatically
dependant upon the external illumination levels and so regulate the amount o f radiation
that is received by the retina. The regulation o f the size o f the pupil is under the control
of the autonomic nervous system.
The sphincter muscle forms a band o f smooth muscle cells that encircle the iris in the
pupillary region, and is about 0.7 to 1mm in width (Lowenstein et al. 1969). The muscle
is contained within the posterior portion o f the stroma, but is separated from the
epithelial cells by a narrow strip o f stomal tissue (Freddo 1996). It is the sphincter
muscle that enables the iris to contract (from 8mm to 2mm) and hence the pupil to
enlarge in low illumination. The smooth muscle cells that comprise the sphincter muscle
are typical o f this cell type with the mitochondria normally found in the centre o f the
cytoplasm. The cells are arranged into bundles which are supplied with a network of
parasympathetic nerves. The cells within the bundles contact each other via large gap
junctions, hence it is not necessary for each cell to be in contact with a nerve terminal
(Freddo 1996).
The contraction o f the iris in bright conditions is facilitated by the dilator muscle. The
dilator muscle is made up from muscular portion o f the anterior epithelial cells. These
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cells are in contact with sympathetic nerves. When the iris is dilated the stroma and
anterior border becomes folded up upon itself (see Fig 1.5) whereas the dilator muscle
just becomes thicker (Lowenstein et al. 1969).

1.2.5.2

Optical opacity

The iris tissue achieves optical opacity by having a high melanin pigment content.
However the iris is a structured multi layered tissue (which has been described
previously in this section 1.3) and as such the melanin is not uniformly distributed
throughout all the layers.
In humans (especially those o f northern European descent) there are a wide range o f eye
colours ranging from light blue to dark brown (See Fig 1.11). It is believed that the
organisation and concentration of the melanin in the iris melanocytes and to some extent
the epithelial cells result in different coloured irises (Eagle 1988). The reason for the
variety o f iris colouration has been of interest for hundreds o f years, and much work has
been done on the hereditary aspects. Indeed the first investigations involving inheritance
in humans was the consideration o f how eye colour is passed on down the generations
(Davenport et al. 1907). At first it was believed that it was a simple case o f brown iris
colouration being dominant and blue recessive. This view has proved to be oversimplistic and the nature of the exact genes involved in the determination o f eye colour
is still ongoing (Sturm et al. 2004).
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Fig 1.11
Representative eye colours ranging from blue, grey, green, hazel, light brown to dark
brown. Image taken from (Sturm et al. 2004).

Relatively little work has been done on understanding the physical nature o f this colour
difference (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996; Wilkerson et al. 1996). With the advent of
prostaglandin type drugs (especially latanoprost) and the side effect that they exhibit in
causing iris darkening in susceptible individuals (Aim et al. 1995; Watson et al. 1996;
Camras 1996; Camras et al. 1996b; Wistrand et al. 1997; Yamamoto et al. 1997;
Sherwood et al. 2001; Goldberg et al. 2001), there has been an upsurge in interest in
understanding the nature o f iris colour.
It has been the subject o f considerable debate over the years whether the number of
melanocytes varied between different coloured eyes. Eagle (1988) states that several
researchers (Fuchs 1936; Dieterich 1972) believed that the darker colours have a greater
number o f melanocytes, whereas others (Wolfrum 1922, as quoted by Imesch et al.
1997) felt that the numbers were constant regardless o f colour. More recent work
performed by Eagle (1988) and Wilkerson et al. (1996), have confirmed that there is no
apparent difference in the melanocyte cell numbers with iris colouration. Eagle showed
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that within the melanocyte the melanosomes are more numerous in darker coloured eyes
and this finding was corroborated by Wilkerson, who demonstrated that blue irides had
significantly fewer melanosomes than brown irides Fig 1.12. However size variation of
the melanin granules from different coloured eyes is still not clear, as a study by Imesch
et al. (1996) showed no difference in the size o f the granules in the different coloured
eyes, whereas Eagle (1988) found that they were larger in the brown eyes compared to
blue.

Figure 1.12
TEM micrographs o f a typical melanocyte from (a) a blue eye with very few
melanosomes and (b) a brown eye with a large number o f melanosome.

1.3 MELANIN
In the 19th century work was performed to discover the cause of the skin colouration.
During the course of this research, histologists discovered that skin pigmentation was
caused by tiny intracellular granules, and that a population o f dendritic cells derived
from the neural crest, was the source o f colouration for the skin, hair and eyes (Klaus
1998).
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1.3.1 Biochemical pathways
Many o f the concepts involving the chemistry o f melanin and melanogenesis is from the
discovery in 1895 of the enzyme tyrosinase. Most o f the studies performed up until the
1960 were based on the enzymatic oxidation o f tyrosine (Fig 1.13), which produced a
black insoluble pigment which was found to be similar to melanin obtained from natural
sources (Prota et al. 1998b).

(5)-2-Amino-3-(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-propanoic acid
C9H „ N 0 3

Figure 1.13
Chemical structure andformula o f tyrosine(NIST 2007).

However tyrosine metabolism in mammalian melanocytes gives rise to numerous shades
o f yellow, red brown and black hair colouration. This variation in colour is due to two
main groups of pigments (see table 1.1) being present. These two pigments often occur
together, and it was originally thought that these two pigments were chemically and
biogenetically related; hence they are collectively known as melanin.
The metabolic pathways that give rise to melanins, discovered by Fitzpatrick et al.
(1958), suggested that pheomelanins arise through a deviation in the eumelanin
pathway. Pheomelanins were isolated (Prota et al. 1967), and found to contain sulphur in
addition to nitrogen. They arise from the addition o f cysteine (Fig 1.14) during the
tyrosinase catalyzed oxidation o f tyrosine. As the production o f cysteine is under genetic
control, the type o f pigment produced is controlled by the melanocyte cell. It is now
clear that the tyrosine metabolism in melanocytes gives rise to a broad range of
products.
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Black or brown
Nitrogenous
Insoluble

Eumelanins

Formed by oxidative polymerization o f 5,6-dihydroxyindoles
Biogenetically formed from tyrosine via dopaquinone
Yellow to reddish brown
Containing sulphur and nitrogen
Pheomelanins

Soluble in alkali
Fromed by oxidative polymerization o f cysteinyldopas via
1,4-benzothiazine intermediates

Table 1.1
The two main groups o f naturally occurring melanins (Prota et al. 1998a).

01-

(2R)-2-amino-3-sulfanyl-propanoic acid
c 3h 7n o 2s

N i

2

Figure 1.14
Chemical structure andformula o f cysteine (NIST 2007).
In the human iris both types o f melanin are present when the whole iris was analysed
and the ratio of the two was found not to differ between blue and brown coloured eyes
(Menon et al. 1987; Menon et al. 1992). In a recent study performed by Wielgus et al.
(2005) using electron spin resonance, it was shown that iridal melanin is composed o f
predominantly eumelanin with only a few percent o f pheomelanin. Further it was noted
that the eu/pheomelanin ratio does not change with age.
As far as eye colour is concerned the primary influence is the melanocyte from the
stroma not the PPE. Prota et al. (1998b) has performed detailed analysis on the types of
melanin present in the iris melanocytes only from different coloured eyes. They found
that the ratio o f the two types o f melanin in the stroma did vary between the different
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coloured irides. Blue irides had a predominance o f eumelanin where as in the browns
irides there was a much higher proportion o f pheomelanin see table 1.2.

Iris colour

Eumelanin

Pheomelanin

Eui/Pheomelanin

Blue

17.0

7.3

2.33

Yellow

16.0

15.6

1.03

Green

14.0

8.1

1.73

Green-Brown

3.3

20.3

0.16

Brown

4.0

20.0

0.2

Table 1.2
Eumelanin and pheomelanin content o f cells (nglO'3 cells) as measured from five pure
cell lines o f melanocytes isolated from blue, yellow-brown, green, green brown and
brown irides. The cells were cultured fo r more than three months and were nearly
stationary. This indicates that melanocytes in brown eye are o f predominantly
pheomelanin, and those in blue eyes have a preponderance o f eumelanin. Table adapted
from (Prota et al. 1998b).

1.3.2 Eumelanin structure
The consensus is that the molecular units comprising eumelanin macromolecules are
(Ito 1986; Prota 1992; Powell et al. 2004; Meredith et al. 2006b):
a)

5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI)
its redox form —►indolequinone (IQ)
and tautomers —► quinone-methide (QI1) ,and quinone-imine (QI2)

b)

5,6-dihydroxyindole 2-carboxylic acid (DHICA)

For the structures o f these molecules see table 1.3 . The proportions of these two
primary molecules (DHI and DHICA) are variable. Ito (1986) showed that in synthetic
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eumelanin contained only 10% DHICA, where as intact natural melanins can contain up
to 50% DHICA.

5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI)

+

X

"A

° Y

"A

^NH

HO

indolequinone (IQ)

^

""N H

redox form

I

and its

quinone-methide (QI1)

a
OCD
cr

tautomers
quinone-imine(QI2)
5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid
(DHICA)

N

W
H O 'X X , J

OH

Table 1.3
Molecular units that combine together to form eumelanin. (Meredith et al. 2006a)
There are two conflicting theories concerning the structure o f eumelanins :
A) Eumelanins are hetreropolymeric, cross linked structures consisting o f several
hundreds o f monomeric units (Longnet-Higgins 1960)
B) Eumelanins are composed o f smaller oligomers which are condensed into 4 or 5
oligomer nano-aggregates (Clancy et al. 2000)
The hetropolymeric model became dominant in early 60s (Longnet-Higgins 1960;
Pullman et al. 1961) as it is a natural extension of the Raper-Mason scheme for the
biosynthesis o f melanin. Prota and others (Prota 2000) however support the oligomer
model. They suggest that oligomerization occurs through the 2 and 4 positions in DHI.
+Kaxiras et al. (2006) and Powell et al. (2004) erroneously label this molecule as dihydroxyindolequinone
or hydroquinone (HQ). The correct nomenclature is given here (Armstrong 2007; NIST 2007)
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This leads to linear macromolecules linked by single bonds. For macromolecules
incorporating DHICA it is suggested that bonding at the 3, 4 and 7 positions are
possible. From these basic molecular building blocks (table 1.3) a large number of
higher order macromolecules are possible, leading to an extremely disordered chemical
structure.
In support of the oligomer model are the X-ray diffraction studies performed (Cheng et
al. 1994a; Cheng et al. 1994b) on DOPA-melanins, tyrosine-melanin and sepia-melanin,
which indicate that the different melanins have a similar arrangement o f the spacing of
the melanin monomer layers. Cheng’s work demonstrated that the interlayer spacing is
0.34nm, which has been confirmed by (Zajac et al. 1994) using scanning tunnelling
microscopy. Zajac et al (1994) also suggests eumelanin is composed of stacked
oligomers o f no more than 5 to 6 indolequinone units Fig 1.15. A structural model of
eumelanin is proposed in recent work performed by (Kaxiras et al. 2006) that seems to
reproduce well the main physical properties. It is proposed that the four constituent
molecules IQ, DHI, QI1, QI2 are linked as shown in Fig 1.16. Although the oligomeric
model o f eumelanin is currently in ascendance, it is still to be definitively proven. What
is still needed are real images (such as high resolution TEM images) which demonstrate
these stacking dimensions.
From scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations it has been suggested that the
primary particles o f natural melanin are spherical with a diameter o f the order o f 30nm
(Kollias et al. 1991; Zeise et al. 1992), from this evidence it is suggested that a melanin
aggregate (granule) is composed of strongly associated primary melanin particles.
Ultrasonic measurements on synthetic and natural melanin suggests a stiff-chain unit
that could be approximated by a rod-like molecule (Kono 1984; Kono et al. 1987). Work
done on X-ray small angle scattering of synthetic dopa-melanin suggests that it is
rod-like in shape, 4.8-8.5nm long and 0.6-0.8 nm in diameter (Miyake et al. 1984;
Miyake et al. 1985; Miyake et al. 1987).
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4 to 6 units

Figure 1.15
Schematic representation o f the stacked oligomer model suggested by Zajac et al.
(1994) showing planes o f oligomeric indoles composed o f 4-6 unit proto-molecule
stacked in the z plain with spacing characteristic o f graphene sheets. Taken from
Meredith et a l . (2006b).

Fig 1.16
Illustration o f the basic idea o f the melanin tetramer protomelecules. It is made up o)
four constituent molecules IQ, DHI, QI1 and QI2, linked by covalent bonds at the C2
and C7 atoms. (Gold =carbon, red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen and white = hydrogen).
Illistration taken from (Kaxiras et al. 2006)
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1.3.3 Pheomelanin structure
Pheomelanins are soluble in alkali which should in principle make their characterisation
more straightforward than eumelanins, but unfortunately this has not proven to be the
case. Pheomelanins are thought to be a complex mixture o f irregular molecular entities
which do not have well defined chemical or physical characteristics (Prota et al. 1998b).
The structural subunits are believed to be made up from benzothiazine units (Prota et al.
1970). It is thought that, once formed, the benzothiazine intermediates couple through
carbon-carbon and carbon-oxygen bonds at the benzene moieties (Napolitano et al.
1996).
Work has been done by (Napolitano et al. 1996) on the structure o f pheomelanins in
biosynthetic studies, this has given a new insight on the pigment structure. It appears
that pheomelanins are composed of a mixture of oligomers made up mainly o f 1,4
benzothiazinylalanine unit polymers. Natural pheomelanins are expected to also contain
isomeric cysteinyldopas and 2,5-dicysteinyldopa (Napolitano et al. 1994).(See table 1.4
for the chemical structures).

1,4 benzothiazinylalanine

OH

.¿0
isomeric cysteinyldopas
9H

C O ,H

^
5-S

2,5-dicysteinyldopa

OH

'

^

s ï oh « ' V

2-S

C O ,H
H 1N

'S

OH

' Y Y 3«
C O jH

Table 1.4
The chemical structures o f the pheomelanin base units. (Napolitano et al. 1994).
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1.3.4 Physical properties of melanins
Melanins are a complex group o f polymers. The composition and structure will differ
depending on the local conditions during their synthesis. As a result o f this natural
melanins are usually heterogeneous, which leads to very intractable physical properties.
However much work has been done to try and characterise the physical properties of
melanins, but the results to date are sometimes incomplete and even contradictory.
The two key functions o f melanin in an organism are to provide colouration and
photoprotection. For this reason the optical properties o f melanin are of paramount
importance. It is therefore somewhat ironic that in general melanin has defied optical
characterisation. The main stumbling block to understanding how the molecule interacts
with radiation is the lack of a convincing description o f the structure o f the
macromolecule and the aggregated particle (or granule) see 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.
Eumelanin has a characteristic broadband monotonic absorption spectrum. The unusual
feature o f this spectrum is that it is very smooth and featureless, whereas most organic
chromophores have spectra that have characteristic peaks.
Wolbarsht et al. (1981) suggested that the broad spectrum o f melanin is due to
scattering. As natural melanin is granular in form, it will have significant scattering
contributions due to both Mie and Rayleigh regimes (for a detailed description of these
scattering regimes see chapter 2 sections 2.6.1.1 and 2.6.1.3). If the wavelength
dependence o f Rayleigh scattering is superimposed on the broad background contributed
by Mie scattering it is possible to produce the characteristic absorption spectrum.
However a recent study by Riesz et al. (2006) showed that scattering contributed <6% of
the total optical attenuation across all wavelengths in the UV and visible range. Vitkin et
al. (1994) found the scattering contribution to be 13.5%, and in turbid solutions with
poorly solublised melanin the value can be very much higher (Sardar et al. 2001), these
recent data show that, even though scattering can have a large contribution to the way
melanin interacts with light, it can not be responsible for its overall absorption profile.
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It appears that non-aggregated melanin also has an absorption spectrum that is smooth
with no sharp peaks. Hence it seems likely that the absorption spectrum is due to
electronic effects at the molecular level. In a molecular model o f eumelanin suggested
by Kaxiras et al. (2006) it was shown that even though each oligomer had an absorption
profile with sharp peaks, a random stack of various oligomer units will produce a
featureless spectrum as is seen with melanin aggregates.
The importance o f melanin is as a biological pigment. Therefore it is also important to
consider the absorption spectrum of melanin in situ. In human skin it was found to be a
linear function from 500 to 700nm (Kollias et al. 1985), and from 400 to 500nm it is
exponential (Kollias et al. 1987; Kollias et al. 1991). Vitkin et al. (1994) have measured
the absorption (/ 4 ) and transport scattering coefficients (/£,') of sepia officinalis at
580nm (/4=162-176cm'V%,

24-28 cm '/%,) and 633 nm (/^=127-157 cm_1/%,

/4 -2 8 -3 0 cm "'/%,) from diffuse reflectance and transmittance measurements. These
values are consistent with Mie scattering theory of light by particles (for more details of
Mie scattering see chapter 2 section 2.6.1.3). Measurements have also been performed to
determine the absorption coefficients of skin melanosomes in situ by measuring the
threshold laser exposure required to cause the explosive vaporization of the
melanosomes (Jacques et al. 1991). The ju^ was found to vary significantly with
wavelength, see Fig 1.17. Work has also been performed by Jacques et al. (1996) on the
absorption coefficient for melanosomes in the retinal pigmented epithelial cells, see Fig
1.17.
The findings o f these studies were that there is considerable variability (up to ten fold)
of the concentration of melanin within different melanosomes. However the
melanosome absorption spectrum exhibited a general shape that can be approximated as
(Jacques 2007) (see Fig 1.17):
pa = 1.70xl012 A'348 [cm'1]

skin

(1.1)

Pa = 6.49x1012 /t'348 [cm'1]

retina

(1.2)

Where A is the wavelength o f the radiation.
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Mini pig skin

X Cultures melanoma cells
+ Retina3
— Skin:/® lJ x lO 12* 3-48

A skinl
+ Retina2
- Human skin , invivo spectrometer
- Retina:/® 6.49xlO‘U -348

Figure 1.17
The absorption coefficient (pa [ c m 1]) o f the melanosome interior. Data based on
threshold fo r explosive vaporization o f melanosomes by various pulsed lasers (from
Jacques and McAuliffe 1987 and Jacques et al. 1996), except fo r data o f Goldman and
data ofSliney et al. based on optical measurements. The solid red line is based on an in
vivo optical fibre spectrometer measurement scaled to match data. The dashed black
and blue lines are

the approximate expression fo r the functions o f the absorption

coefficients. Graph taken from (Jacques 2007).
1 (Sliney et al. 1968), 2 (Goldman 1969), 3 (Jacques et al. 1996).

1.3.5 Biogenesis of melanin in the melanocyte
Melanin was realised to be o f a granular nature from the earliest examinations of
pigmented tissues with a light microscope. At about the same time the discovery was
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made of the importance of the enzyme tyrosinase in the chemical synthesis o f melanin
(see Section 1.4 for more details). Research by Herrmann et al. (1945), showed that
tyrosinase obtained from the ciliary body was particulate in nature. Thereafter
Fitzpatrick et al. (1950) found that newly formed tyrosine melanin was a brown granular
substance. The advent o f TEM in the 1950s allowed a much more thorough
investigation of these granules within the melanocytes (Dalton et al. 1956; Clark et al.
1958; Barnicot et al. 1958; Charles et al. 1959; Barishak et al. 1961; Zelickson et al.
1961), this enabled a coherent picture of the melanin granule to be pieced together.
Barnicot et al. (1958) noted the apparent sequential maturation o f the melanin granules
within a cell. Another leap forward in our understanding o f biological melanin came
from work by Seiji et al. (1961) when they combined biochemical techniques and TEM.
They were the first to coin the phrase ‘melanosome’, and to note the four stages in its
maturation (Seiji et al. 1961; Birbeck 1963; Seiji et al. 1963). The four stages are shown
in table 1.5 and illustrated in Fig 1.18.

Melanosome stage of development

Appearance

Ml

Spherical vacuole

(pre-melanosome)

Poorly organised internal structure

M2

Elliptical
Internal structure well organised

M3

Regular and periodic deposition of melanin

M4

Dense melanisation

(mature melanosome)

Internal structures obscured

Table 1.5
Details o f the appearance o f the four stages o f melanosome maturation (Orlow 1998).
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Figure 1.18
TEM micrograph showing the four stages o f melanosomes. © stage 1 melanosome,
spherical in shape with amorphous intermal structure. © stage 2 melanosome has
become oval in shape, and the internal structure is organised. © stage 3 melanosome,
some degree o f melanisation has taken place. © stage 4 melanosome, mature
melanosome completely fd le d with melanin. G Golgi apparatus, N nucleus, SER smooth
endoplasmic reticulum, C centriole. Image taken from Orlow (1998)

It was from these initial EM investigations that the development of the melanosome was
deduced, however the cellular origins of the melanosome were still unclear.
Examination o f serial sections by TEM showed that the premelanosome appears to arise
from smooth membranous structures. These were in turn demonstrated to be ER or
nuclear membrane, (which is contiguous with the ER) (Maul 1969; Maul et al. 1971; Ide
1972; Jimbow et al. 1979; Stanka et al. 1981; Hirobel 1982). Studies by Seiji et al.
(1965) showed that the tyrosinase activity within the cell was in the smooth and rough
membranes and ribosomes, as well as in the melanosones. Using histochemical
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techniques it has also been demonstrated that tyrosinase filled vesicles form and bud off
from the Golgi apparatus (Mishima et al. 1983; Chakraborty et al. 1989).
The current theory to explain the biogenesis of the melanosome is that it is a two stage
process. One stage is the premelanosome budding off from the membrane, and a
tyrosinase filled vesicle buds off from the Golgi apparatus. The second stage is the
fusion o f these two, which then initiates the process o f melanisation (Jimbow et al.
1976; Jimbow et al. 1979).
As stated previously melanocytes can have melanosomes which contain either o f the
two types o f melanin, eumelanin and pheomelanin, (for details o f the different types of
melanin see section 1.4 o f this work). The melanosomes that contain eumelanins and
pheomelanins differ not only chemically, but also physically from one another. The
descriptions given in table 1.5 of the elliptical M2 and M3 melanosomes with internal
organised lamella structures are eumelanosomes. Pheomelanosomes are spherical and
devoid o f ordered internal filamentous structures. They do however have numerous
internal vesicles (Moyer 1966; Sakurai et al. 1975; Jimbow et al. 1979; Sama et al.
1998). In pheomelanins there are fewer o f the key melamosomal proteins, as well as
diminished levels o f tyrosinase (30% of normal) (Lamoreux et al. 1995). It is
conjectured that the pheomelanin is a ‘primitive’ melanosome that contains tyrosinase
but is lacking other key melanosomal components (Orlow 1998).
Within the pigmented cells o f the iris the vast majority o f the melanin granules are M4
mature melanin granules, but some immature melanosomes o f types M l, M2 and M3
are also observed. The melanocytes in the iris have been shown to retain some
melanogenic activity throughout life (Montagna et al. 1967; Laties 1974; Dryja et al.
1978; Smith-Thomas et al. 1996). Iris stromal melanocytes are considered to retain their
pigment granules during their life (i.e. this is known as ‘continent’ with respect to
melanin). The PPE iris cells have been shown to have at best a minimal capacity for
melanin granule turnover. M2, M3 and M4 melanin granules have all been observed in
these cells undergoing degeneration, however, as far as synthesis is concerned, that the
process is virtually static (Lindquist et al. 1999).
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1.4 GLAUCOMA
Around the world it is estimated that 0.5% o f the total population is blind and 2% is
visually impaired (Resnikoff et al. 2004). There are a large array o f diseases that affect
the eye. Some o f the most commonly occurring eye conditions that cause visual
impairment and blindness are given in table 1.6.

Leading
causes of
blindness

Disease

Cause

Numbers
blinded
(in millions)

Cause of
blindness as
a percentage
of total world
blindness

1st

Cataract

Optical opacities o f the
lens

18

48%

2nd

Glaucoma

Optic nerve neuropathy

4.5

12%

3rd

Macular
degeneration

Degenerative lesions of
the retina

3.2

8.7%

4th

Corneal
opacities

Corneal scarring and
vascularization,
resulting from a wide
variety o f eye diseases

1.9

5.1%

Table 1.6
A list o f the most common vision impairing eye diseases. The data is an estimate o f the
total numbers o f people in the world blinded by the disease in 2002. Data from
(Resnikoff et al. 2004; WHO 2007b)

It has been estimated that glaucoma affects between 70 to 90 million people worldwide
(Quigley 1996; Goldberg 2002). Glaucoma is a progressive disease leading ultimately to
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blindness at its end stage. As can be seen from table 1.6, glaucoma is the second largest
cause o f blindness in the world, and is defined by the (WHO 2007a) in the following
way
“Glaucoma can be regarded as a group o f diseases that have as a
common end point a characteristic optic neuropathy which is
determined by both structural change and functional deficit.
it is worth noting however that the greatest prevalence o f blindness caused by glaucoma
is in underdeveloped countries where their healthcare systems are ill-equipped to detect
and treat the condition. In developed countries with their well established medical
services once glaucoma is detected there are a range o f treatments available to halt or
slow its rate o f progression. Glaucoma is an age-related disease and the Western World
has an aging population, hence in this part o f the world the incidence o f glaucoma is
increasing, this is especially true for Caucasians, less so with the Affo-Caribbean
population, as the disease has a much earlier onset in this ethnic group.
Glaucoma is the name given to a group o f conditions that all give rise to optic nerve
damage (see Fig 1.19) and optical field loss which is usually accompanied by raised
normal intraocular pressure IOP.

Figure 1.19
Clinical photographs showing (a) a normal optic disc and (b) a late stage glaucomatous
disk with considerable nerve damage and disk cupping. (Atlas o f Ophthalmology 2007).
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1.4.1 Aqueous production and the outflow pathways
Aqueous humour is composed o f mainly water (99%) the other components are oxygen,
sugars and amino acids, it has a specific gravity of about 1.003 and contains l.Og of
solute per 100ml (Hogan et al. 1971)). The aqueous humour is transparent to light in the
visible spectrum and has a refractive index o f 1.336 (Bochert et al. 2005).
Elevation o f the IOP in POAG is brought about by an imbalance of the production and
removal o f aqueous in the eye. Studies have shown that the formation of aqueous
humour in patients with glaucoma is relatively normal, so that this imbalance is caused
by reduced drainage (Camras 1996).
The ciliary body is part of the uveal tract and is continuous with the choroid and the iris
see Fig 1.3. The surface o f the ciliary body and the posterior iris are continuously
covered by a double layer o f epithelial cells. The outer layer o f non-pigmented epithelial
cells forms a complete permeability barrier. The ciliary body fulfils three basic functions
(Hogan et al. 1971):
i)

production of the aqueous humour

ii)

accommodation - changes the optical power o f the lens to alter the focal
length

iii)

affects the composition of the vitreous.

The aqueous is constantly being secreted by the ciliary epithelium into the posterior
chamber (Cole 1977), the rate of production and its composition are actively managed
by the double epithelial cell layer (MacKnight et al. 2000). It flows around the posterior
of the iris, and the anterior surface o f the lens. It then passes through the pupillary
opening into the anterior chamber. Within the anterior chamber it circulates, nourishing
the tissues and removing waste products. The rate of aqueous production (in a normal
adult ) varies from 1 to 3//1 per minute. Hence the fluid in the posterior chamber
(volume=0.06mL) is replenished every 30 minutes and the anterior chamber
(volume=0.25mL) every 120 minutes (MacKnight et al. 2000).
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The aqueous must be continually removed from the eye. As the aqueous circulates
within the anterior chamber it passes into the chamber angle (see Fig 1.3) where it is
removed by the outflow systems. There are two possible routes for the drainage o f
aqueous humour from the anterior chamber o f the eye, the conventional outflow path the
trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal and the uveoscleral outflow pathway see Fig
1.20. An impairment within these outflow routes can lead to increased IOP and thereby
cause POAG.

Figure 1.20
Schematic illustration o f the two outflow routes, the conventional one through the
trabecular meshwork and the uveoscleral outflow route. Illustration taken from Aim
(1998a).

1.4.1.1

Trabecular meshwork and Schlemm ’s canal

The trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal, are structures that have developed
specifically to facilitate the removal o f the aqueous humour from the anterior chamber
of the eye (Johnson 2006). They are in the limbal region and are contained within the
chamber angle just above the junction o f the iris root see Fig 1.20. The meshwork has a
triangular shape when seen in cross section (Gong et al. 1996). As can be seen in Fig
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1.21 the physical structure o f this region is very open network o f tissues. The meshwork
itself can be sub divided into three separate parts. The region o f the meshwork that
opens onto the anterior chamber is known as the uveal meshwork it is about two to three
layers thick. It appears cord like when seen in cross section, see Fig 1.22a. Inside the
uveal meshwork lies the corneoscleral trabecular meshwork. This region is composed of
a large number of flat perforated sheets that branch and interlace with each other (Fig
1.22b). The trabecular sheets are composed of collagen fibrils and elastin with a light
density matrix o f ground substance and are lined with thin epithelial cells. The final
region is called the juxtacanalicular tissue (JCT) and lies immediately beneath
Schlemm's canal. Within the JCT the trabecular cells are arranged within a matrix of
connective tissue. The matrix is composed of collagen elastic like fibres and ground
substance full o f glycoaminoglycans and glycoproteins (Hogan et al. 1971; Bill 1975;
G ongetal. 1996).
Schlemm’s canal is a circular channel that runs around the eye in the limbus region. It
has a circumference of approximate 36mm (Grierson et al. 1984), and appears elliptical
in cross section see Fig 1.20. The interior wall o f the canal is lined with epithelial cells.
It is into Schlemm’s canal that the aqueous drains, from the meshwork. The canal itself
is drained by 25-35 collector channels and 2 to 8 aqueous veins (Hogan et al. 1971;
Gong et al. 1996; Johnson 2006).
The trabecular meshwork is the major outflow pathway in the human eye, and accounts
for over 90% o f the total flow (Bill et al. 1971).The aqueous passes with little resistance
through the spaces between the trabeculae. As it does so it passes over the trabecular
cells which then trap and remove any debris by phagocytosing it (Grierson et al. 1973;
Epstein et al. 1986; Grierson et al. 1986; Buller et al. 1990). As it approaches
Schlemm’s canal the resistance increases and reaches a maximum in the JCT area
(Maepea et al. 1989; Ethier et al. 1995; Ethier 2002). The aqueous finally enters
Schlemm’s canal via perforations in the epithelial cell layer, created by the giant
vacuoles (Grierson et al. 1981). These vacuoles are transient features and their numbers
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Figure 1.21
Histological section through the chamber angle. The scleral spur with its coarse
and dense collagen fibres is shown at (a). The anterior part o f the longitudinal
portion o f the ciliary muscle (b) merges with the scleral spur and the trabecular
meshwork. The lumen o f Schlem m ’s canal (c) and the loose tissues o f its wall are
clearly seen. The sheets o f the trabecular meshwork (d) are internal to the cords o f
the uveal meshwork (e).

Figure 1.22
The architectural elements o f the trabecular meshwork.
A) SE M micrograph showing the cord-like trabeculae o f the uveosclral meshwork.
B) SE M micrograph o f the sheet like trabeculae o f the corneoscleral meswork.
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are pressure dependant (Grierson et al. 1974; Grierson et al. 1975; Grierson et al. 1977;
Brilakis et al. 2001).
The rate o f flow of the aqueous humour through the meshwork system is pressure
dependent, and the resistance it provides serves to maintain the eyes necessary rigidity.
The trabecular cells have been shown to contain contractile filaments, similar to those of
smooth muscle (De Kater et al. 1990; Coroneo et al. 1991). The contractility o f these
cells contributes to the active management o f changes to the resistance o f the trabecular
outflow system thereby regulating the IOP (Wiederholt 1998).

1.4.1.2

Uveoscleral outflow system

The uveoscleral outflow was first described by Anders Bill (1965). He found that in
monkeys about 50% of the aqueous humour did not leave the anterior chamber via the
trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal. The missing aqueous humour was
discovered to be passing out o f the eye via a pathway through the ciliary adventitia,
choroids, supraciliary and suprachoroidal spaces, and then out through the sclera (Bill
1989).The aqueous humour is able to pass freely from the anterior chamber into the
ciliary muscle. From there it passes between the muscles into the supraciliary and
suprachoroidal spaces, it then leaves the eye via the perivascular spaces or through the
spaces between the collagen bundles of the sclera. The uveoscleral outflow route has no
special features that can be recognised as having been specially designed for
accommodating the outflow of aqueous. In fact this route works equally as well in both
directions (Bill 1965). The uveoscleral flow also does not appear to increase greatly with
elevated IOP (Aim 1998a).
The only way that it has been possible to measure the uveoscleral flow was with
radioactive tracers, hence there have been relatively few measurements on human eyes
(Bill et al. 1971). It has been shown however that it contributes less to the total outflow
than seen in primates (Aim 1998a). It is not known if this difference is a true
interspecies difference or if it is due to the fact that the human eyes tested have been
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from older individuals and that the ciliary muscles have undergone age related changes
(Aim 1998a).

1.4.1.3 The role o f two outflow pathways.
There appear to be two independent outflow pathways in the eye, and it is proposed that
these provide a ‘fail safe’ protective mechanism for the management o f IOP (Gabelt et
al. 1998). For example in cases o f inflammation of the eye the primary outflow route
(the trabecular meshwork), can become compromised either due to the inflammation
itself or through the accumulation of debris and protein circulating in the aqueous
(Gabelt et al. 1998). It is speculated that the uveoscleral pathway might serve as the
functional equivalent of a lymphatic drainage pathway at this time by allowing the exit
of these unwanted substances (Bill 1975), thereby preventing excessive rises in IOP. In
experiments on monkeys with immunogenic iridocyclitis a four fold increase in the
uveoscleral outflow was detected (Toris et al. 1987), this seems to be consistent with
this theory. In cases of uveitis hypotony (IOP o f less than 5mm Hg) is sometimes
observed. This can be explained when one considers that the uveoscleral pathway drains
against atmospheric pressure, where as the trabecular outflow route drains against a
venous pressure which is equal to atmospheric pressure plus 10mm Hg.

1.4.2 Types of Glaucoma
Glaucoma is the term used to cover a range of diseases that all give rise to optic nerve
damage (see Fig 1.19) and optical field loss which is usually accompanied by raised
normal intraocular pressure IOP. Glaucoma can be classified by 3 (overlapping) criteria
(Shields 1998; Batterbury et al. 1999):
1) Primary or Secondary

(The basic characteristics o f these two groups of
glaucomas are give in table 1.7)

2) Open angle or Closed angle
3) Congenital or Acquired
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Primary

Secondary

Involve chamber angle and the
conventional outflow system

Caused by predisposing ocular or
systemic events

Usually bilateral

Can be ether unilateral or bilateral

Table 1.7
Basic characteristics o f primary and secondary glaucoma. (Shields 1998)

With all of these different types of glaucomas the damage is caused by reduced flow of
blood to the optic nerve and by pressure effects on the nerve fibres. A brief description
the different types of glaucoma is given below:

1.4.2.1
a)

The primary glaucomas
Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG)

This is most common type o f glaucoma in Britain, Western Europe and the USA
(Grierson 2000) is POAG, which is a disease that has a slow onset and is common in the
older population. See section 1.5.2 for the details o f the disease.
A subset o f POAG is known as normal tension glaucoma. In normal tension glaucoma
the patient has what is considered to be a normal IOP i.e. 16 to 18 mm Hg (Shields
1998), however optic nerve head damage characteristic to glaucoma is observed. There
are certain elements o f this disease which are still to be understood, it is however
believed that in these patients that the optic nerve head is particularly fragile. It has been
suggested that in this disease, the optic nerve damage is caused by a poor vascular flow
in the back o f the eye, making the optic nerve susceptible to damage at a normal IOP
(Shields 1998; Stamper et al. 1999; Grierson 2000; Kanski 2003). The treatment for this
condition is similar to POAG i.e. to try to lower the IOP to prevent further nerve
damage. However the success in preventing further visual field loss in these cases is not
good (Shields 1998; Kanski 2003).
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b)

Angle closure glaucoma (ACG)

This form o f the disease is common in people of Asian decent. ACG is brought about by
the iris being pushed forward by the build up of fluid behind it; this causes the iris to
block the main drainage site (i.e. the trabecular meshwork). There are two forms of
ACG:

Chronic

The outflow is reduced by the partial blockage of the outflow system

over long periods of time. The treatment regime can be via drug therapy or surgical
intervention. Surgery is often laser iridotomy (see section 1.6.2) at the first instance
followed by a full trabeculectomy and iridectomy (see section 1.6.2) if the initial
treatment is not satisfactory (Shields 1998; Kanski 2003).

Acute

The iris billows up suddenly and totally blocks the outflow system, see

Fig 1.23. This causes the IOP to rise rapidly, and can reach up to 70mm-Hg (Pitts et al.
1986). Acute ACG is treated with drugs on presentation and then followed by surgery as
soon as possible. Systemic and topical drugs are administered to stop the production of
fluid to relieve the pressure, this limits the damage to the optic nerve and makes the
patient more comfortable. Then conventional surgery or laser iridotomy is performed to
remove a small portion o f the peripheral iris to allow the fluid to drain from the posterior
chamber to the anterior chamber of the eye to prevent further attacks from occurring. If
conventional surgery is performed a trabeculectomy is often carried at the same time
(Pitts et al. 1986; Shields 1998; Batterbury et al. 1999; Litwak 2001; Kanski 2003).
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Figure 1.23
Schematic illustration o f acute ACG (a) pupil block, (b) pressure builds up behind the
iris causing it to billow up, (c) iris contacts the cornea causing a blockage o f the angle.
Illustration taken from Kanski (2003)

1.4.2.2 Secondary glaucomas
There are a large range o f conditions that come under this category (Lee et al. 1982;
Brubaker 1996; Shields 1998; Batterbury et al. 1999; Kanski 2003), such as:
A)

Secondary inflammatory glaucoma, due to anterior uveitis

B)

Neovascular glaucoma as a complication o f the formation o f new blood vessels
on the iris surface (rubeosis iridis). This is most commonly caused by retinal
ischaemia, or diabetes.

C)

Pigment glaucoma and pigment dispersion syndrome which is caused by the
shedding o f pigment from the posterior iris layer. This condition is managed in
the same way as POAG.

D)

Pseudoexfoliation syndrome due to the secretion o f a grey/white, flake-like
basement membrane material. This condition is treated in the same way as
POAG.

E)

Steroid induced glaucoma. Topical steroid application causes a raised IOP in
10% of the population. Cessation o f use o f steroids normally results in a reversal
o f this condition.
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F)

Hemolytic and ghost cell glaucoma. Bleeding in the eye leading to the meshwork
becoming blocked

G)

Glaucoma secondary to neoplasms.

H)

Cataract-associated glaucoma. Protein and other lens constituents in the anterior
chamber.

I)

Traumatic secondary open angle glaucoma.

1.4.3 Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG)
Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) is caused by a rise in the IOP. It is still unclear as
to the causes o f the elevation of IOP (Tan et al. 2006), and much work is still being
undertaken to try and understand the mechanisms involved.
The disease is much more invidious in people of African decent. In this case, the disease
is more aggressive, has an earlier onset, and a more rapid rate o f progression (Shields
1998). POAG is the most prevalent of the glaucomas in the western races. In this
population the disease has a slow onset, and is common in the older population. Hence
due to the increase in longevity POAG is becoming an ever greater problem in the UK,
Europe and the USA.
In the normal population there is a trend for the intraocular pressure (IOP) to gradually
rise with age. In individuals with POAG this rise is much more rapid. In general an IOP
of 20mmHg is tolerated by most eyes (Pitts et al. 1986). With the human population
there is a distribution o f what is a ‘normal’ eye pressure, and there will also be a similar
distribution to the IOP levels that an individuals eyes can tolerate. As has been discussed
in section 1.4.2.1 with the case of normal tension glaucoma these eyes are particularly
sensitive to relatively low pressures. Conversely, there are patients who are ocular
hypertensive in which their eyes can tolerate IOPS up to 30mm Hg and sustain no
glaucomatous damage, indeed it has been shown that the majority o f people with high
pressures never go on to develop glaucoma (Shields 1998; Stamper et al. 1999; Kanski
2003).
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The onset o f POAG is usually asymptomatic, and only when the disease is
long-established does it lead to a loss o f visual field that is detectable to the patient. In
the UK most cases are picked up during routine visits to an optician in which it is usual
to check the IOP, and to perform visual field tests of people over the age o f 40
(especially if there is a family history o f POAG). If the IOP is found to be elevated then
the patient is referred on to an ophthalmologist, and the optic nerve is examined for
signs o f damage. The signs o f glaucomatous damage are, disruption to the normal retinal
nerve fibre arrangement, and tissue damage around the optic nerve and the surrounding
tissue. This causes the nerve head to collapse forming a cup, killing the nerve fibres (see
Fig 1.19). The periphery o f the visual field is damaged first, and only in the late stages
of the disease is the central vision affected (Shields 1998; Batterbury et al. 1999; Kanski
2003).
As POAG is a progressive and irreversible disease, the aim is to stabilise the eye to
prevent any further progression. The long term aim in the management o f all glaucomas
is the protection of the optic nerve, and ganglion cell layer in the retina. The only
treatment option at present is to lower the IOP (Weinreb et al. 2004). A potential
alternative treatment would be to use neuroprotective agents to ‘strengthen’ the nerves,
at this time however research is ongoing but no drugs are currently available (Weinreb
et al. 2004; Chidlow et al. 2007). In order to understand the currently available treatment
options it is first necessary to know how the aqueous is produced and the outflow
systems operate.

1.4.4 The outflow system and POAG
Studies have shown that the rate of aqueous production is similar in cases of POAG and
normal non diseased eyes (Brubaker 1996). From this it is clear that the increased IOP
seen in POAG is brought about by failures within the outflow system and not by
excessive production of aqueous. In the outflow system in POAG there is a loss o f the
trabecular meshwork cells (Alvarado et al. 1981; Alvarado et al. 1984; Grierson et al.
1987) and an increase in extra cellular material (Lutjen-Drecoll et al. 1986; Gottanka et
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al. 1997). These alterations seem to lead to an increase in the resistance o f the tissue to
the flow o f the aqueous. The uveoscleral outflow pathway is also affected in glaucoma.
It has been shown by Lutjen-Drecoll et al (Lutjen-Drecoll 1998) that the size o f the
ciliary muscle and the connective tissue between the muscle bundles are unaffected in
POAG. However they did find significant increases in the extracellular deposits at the
anterior muscle tips, and a thickening o f the elastic fibres (Lutjen-Drecoll et al. 1988).
These changes in the outflow pathways lead to a corresponding increase in IOP.

1.5 TREATMENTS FOR POAG
PAOG is diagnosed by a combination o f various factors see table 1.8

IOP over 21mm Hg. This is not sufficient in itself as 7%
Raised IOP

of over 40 year olds have this but only 1% develop
glaucomatous damage.

Optic disc

Visual field

Optic disc changes and cupping
Abnormal visual fields, consistent with those developed
in glaucoma.

Excessive diurnal
fluctuations

Pressure fluctuations of 5mm Hg occur in 30% o f normal
eyes, however fluctuation o f this level and more occur in
90% o f POAG cases.

Occasionally gonioscopy
(examination using a special
instrument to view the

To eliminate the possibility that the angle is obscured.

chamber angle)
Table 1.8
Clinical signs o f POAG, (Shields 1998; Stamper et al. 1999; Kanski 2003; Weinreb et
al. 2004).
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Ganglion cells in the retina are constantly being lost over a lifetime (Harman et al.
2000). In a normal individual this rate o f loss is approximately 5000 per year, but cases
of glaucoma this rate of loss is increased (Quigley et al. 1992; Kerrigan-Baumrind et al.
2000; Ventura et al. 2006). In POAG the assumption is made that the level of the IOP
prior to treatment caused the damage that is seen to the optic nerve head. In POAG the
current treatment goals are targeted at reducing the IOP thereby reducing the pressure
and preventing further nerve damage. At the present time this is the only treatment
option available. However work is ongoing to develop other treatment possibilities such
as the use o f neuroprotective agents to prevent increased ganglion cell death, as this is
the underlying cause of the disease (Clark et al. 2003; Ferrer et al. 2006).

1.5.1 Medical assessment of treatment for POAG
Once it has been established that the patient has POAG the treatment approach for that
individual has to be decided upon. A target IOP (i.e. an IOP at which further
glaucomatous damage is prevented) is set for the individual (Weinreb et al. 2004),
which is dependant upon (Stamper et al. 1999):
•

Initial IOP

•

Degree o f nerve damage

•

General health i.e. presence of predisposing conditions such as diabetes or heart
disease.

In general an initial target is to reduce the IOP to 20-50% o f the initial value (Weinreb et
al. 2004). The treatment aims are to achieve a stable optic nerve and visual field using
the least medication possible. The patient is routinely started on a single drug therapy
and monitored with respect to the IOP, nerve head and visual fields. If further damage
occurs the drug treatment regimes are adjusted (i.e. increased doses or the addition of
other classes of drugs) up to the maximal medical therapy and then finally surgery is
considered if there is a progression o f the nerve damage. However very rarely surgery
can be used as the first line treatment if the patient has advanced glaucoma at the time of
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diagnosis, or is unlikely to tolerate the medication or comply with the medication
schedule (Shields 1998; Stamper et al. 1999; Kanski 2003; Weinreb et al. 2004).

1.5.2 Drug treatments
Several classes o f anti-glaucoma drugs are available. An alphabetical list of the more
common ones is shown in table 1.9 with their mode o f action, possible side effects and
the commercially available brands.

Class
Adrenergic
stimulators

Action
Decreased aqueous
secretion and
enhanced
uveoscleral outflow

Beta blockers

Suppress formation of
Aqueous

Miotics

Parasympathomimetic
drugs
Cause contraction of
the ciliary muscle
increasing outflow
through the
meshwork.
Miosis

Side effects
Ocular
Allergic conjunctivitis
Systemic
dry mouth, drowsiness and
fatigue

Ocular
Allergy, corneal punctuate
erosion, and reduced tears
Systemic
bradycardia
hypotension
Bronchospasm
Ocular
miosis
browache
myopic shift
exacerbation of cataract
symptoms

Drug name
Epinephrine (rarely
used as first line due
to common side
effects)
Brimonidine.
Apraclonidine
suitable only for short
term use due to high
incidence of local
side effects.
Timolol
Betaxolol
Levobunolol
Metipranolol
Carteolol

Pilocarpine

Systemic
Rare at low doses

Table 1.9
Principle POAG medication currently used in the UK. Continued over page
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Class
Prostglandins

Action
increased
uveoscleral outflow

Topical
carbonic
anhydrase
inhibitors

Reduces aqueous
production

Systemic
carbonic
anhydrase
inhibitors

Reduces aqueous
production
Short term
treatment

Side effects
Ocular
Mild conjunctival hyperaemia
Iris and eye lash
hyperpigmentation
and ocasionaly
anterior uveitis
cystoid macular oedema
Systemic
Ocasionaly headache and
upper respiratory tract
symptoms
Ocular
Allergic conjuntivitis
Systemic
GI upset, malaise, renal
calculi, systemic acidosis,
aplastic anemia
Ocular
None of note
Systemic
Unsuitable for long term use,
due to complications, such as:
Paraesthesia (tingling or
numbness of the skin)
GI upset,
malaise,
renal stones,
systemic acidosis, aplastic
anemia

Drug name
Latanoprost
Travoprost
Bimatoprost
Unoprostone

Dorzolamide

Acetazolamide tablet,
capsule or injection
Dichlorphenamide
tablet
Methazolamide tablet

Table 1.9
Principal primary open angle glaucoma medication currently used in the UK. (Shields
1998; Batterbury et al. 1999; Onofrey et al. 2001; Clark et al. 2003; Kanski 2003)

Historically the treatment for POAG has been P-blockers, adrenergic agents, miotics and
oral carbonic anhydrase inhibitors (CAIs) (Hoyng et al. 2000). Many o f these were
developed for non-ocular used e.g. p-blockers were originally developed as systemic
hypotensive drugs, but were subsequently found to lower IOP after topical application
(Clark et al. 2003). As a result of this ‘borrowing’ of drugs often the mode o f their
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operation was initially poorly understood (Bito 1997). The most recently developed
class o f anti-glaucoma medication (prostanoids) were specifically developed for the eye
and as a result their effects are relatively well understood (Bito 1997) (see 1.6 for more
details on the development of latanoprost).
Once an individual is diagnosed with POAG the initial treatment is usually with a single
drug (monotherapy) which is licensed for first line use (i.e. a medical therapy
recommended for the initial treatment). O f the anti-glaucoma drugs that are available the
currently most commonly prescribed ones in the UK are prostaglandins (latanoprost)
and beta blockers. If the use of a single drug therapy fails to provide an adequate
reduction o f IOP, a second line (or still classes further) o f drugs are added to the
treatment regime (combination therapy). As the mode o f action o f the different classes
of drugs are often different there can be an additive effect when they are combined, e.g.
P -blockers have an additive effect with prostaglandins, topical CAIs and miotics, and
prostaglandins such as latanoprost can be combined with p -blockers, adrenergic agents,
local CAIs and miotics (Hoyng et al. 2000).

1.5.3 Surgery
Surgery is usually reserved until such a time that the patient does not adequately respond
to the maximal medical therapies available. All glaucoma surgery involves the principle
of physically opening up some additional drainage pathways, hence facilitating an
increase in outflow to regulate the IOP. Table 1.10 details the surgical procedures
currently in routine use and their main complications.
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Surgical procedure

Laser
treatment
ALT
SLT

laser
trabeculoplasty
using an argon
or diode laser

Principle
multiple
bums of
50/rm in
diameter are
made in the
trabecular
meshwork
to enhance
aqueous
outflow

Removal of
a portion of
the
trabecular
Trabeculectomy meshwork
with
and a
Irridectomy
peripheral
piece of the
Conventional
iris, to
filtering
facilitate
surgery
increased
drainage.
Non
penetrating
glaucoma
surgeries

The surgical
incision
does not
penetrate
the anterior
chamber.

Indication
for use

Efficacy

i)

The veryEffect is
elderly.
short term
ii)
Primary(in the
therapy for order of 6
medically
months to a
nonfew years)
compliant
patients.

major
complications
a)
IOP elevation
immediately
post treatment
b)
Mild anterior
uveitis
c)
Small
haemorrhages.

Progression
of nerve
damage
less likely
following
surgery
a)

i)
Used
following
the failure
of medical
therapies
ii)
in cases of
advanced
Inferior
disease
IOP
reduction.
Reduced
incidence
of overfiltration.

sha!low
chamber angle
b) Over filtration
c)
Filtration failure

a)

Augmented
surgeries

Surgeries
using artificial
drainage
devices.

Use of
implants
and valves
to create
and regulate
the outflow

IOP not
controlled
following
conventional
surgeries.

excessive
drainage
b) corneal
decompensation
c)
cataract
d)
tube retraction
e)tube erosion of
the cornea
f) drainage failure
due to blockage
g) diplopia

Table 1.10
Anti-glaucoma surgical procedures. (Sharpe et al. 1986; Shields 1998; Batterbury et al.
1999; Thimons 2001; Goldstein 2001; Kanski 2003).
Where ALT is Argon laser trabeculoplasty and SLT is selective laser trabeculoplasty.
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1.6 LATANOPROST - XALATAN®
Prostaglandins (PGs) were discovered by U lf von Euler in human semen, and he named
them prostaglandins as he believed that they were secreted by the prostate gland
(Encyclopedia Britannica 2007b). They form a group of hormones, that have
subsequently been found to be widespread in animal tissues. The action of PGs are
diverse, e.g. stimulating smooth muscle contraction, causing blood to clot, and
stimulating inflammation, to name but a few. Notable work was performed on PGs by
Bergstrom, Ingemar and Vane in the 1960s and 70s which greatly enhanced our
understanding, for which they subsequently received the Nobel Prize for medicine in
1982.
PGs is the group name o f a family of similar organic compounds that are produced in
living organisms. There are 5 naturally occurring PGs which are known as PGD2, PGE2,
PGF2a, PGI2 and TxA2 (the structure of PGs is discussed in more detail later). Work has
been done on the effect of PGs on virtually every tissue of the body. The use of PG’s in
the eye dates back to the 1950s reviewed by (Stjemschantz et al. 1989; Bito 1997). The
natural production of PGs in the eye was first discovered in the iris during research to
find the agents responsible for the immediate ocular irritative response in rabbits
(Stjernschantz et al. 1989). In the 1960s various PGs became available for research use
and it was found that on infusing them into mammalian eyes, they increased IOP and
caused a breakdown o f the blood aqueous barrier. This initially created an unfortunate
association between PGs and inflammation in the eye (Bito 1997).
In the 1970s, work by Bito showed that the doses of PGs being used by other
researchers were several orders of magnitude greater than the optimal and functional
physiological levels. He also demonstrated that very small doses of topically applied
PGs could produced a reduction of IOP, which was contrary to contemporary
expectation (Bito 1997). However a rapidly decreasing response to the drug was found
following repeated administration, which meant that at this time it could not be
considered as a practical ocular hypotensive agent (Bito et al. 1989). Continued research
on synthetic PGs did eventually lead to the development a reliable ocular hypotensive
reagent in the form o f the PGF2a analogue known as latanoprost. However as PGs had a
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reputation o f provoking an inflammatory response further work was needed for them to
become accepted as a potential therapeutic agents.

1.6.1 The development of latanoprost
As anticipated, the various prostanoids have different effects on the human eye
(Woodward et al. 1997; Camras et al. 1997). Following initial demonstrations of the IOP
lowering ability of PGs (Camras et al. 1977; Camras et al. 1981; Camras 1996), an array
of PGs and their analogues were clinically tested. The earliest studies of topical
application o f the PGF2a-tromethamine salt at 200//g (0.5%) were disappointing, and
though they significantly reduced the IOP for 24 hours, significant local discomfort and
red eye was reported. PGE 2 and PGD2 analogues were also tried with unsuccessful
results (Camras et al. 1997).
During the mid 80s, attempts were made to chemically modify PGs in order to improve
their therapeutic index*. The first breakthrough came with the development of isopropyl
ester o f PGF 2« (PGF2a-IE ), as the esterification of the carboxylic acid group improved
the corneal penetration (Bito et al. 1987). The improvement of drug penetration meant
that much lower concentrations could be used to produce similar IOP reduction (Wang
et al. 1990), a useful consequence o f this was that it also produced less ocular side
effects. PGF2a-IE is a prodrug (administered in an inactive form, and is metabolized in
vivo into the active compound) of PGF2a and is converted to the free acid by esterases
in the cornea (Bito et al. 1987). Clinically PGF2a-IE reduced the IOP for up to 24
hours, however the side effects, whilst less than earlier trials, were still too severe to
enable it to become a useful anti-glaucoma therapy. However this result did establish
that PGs and their analogues could be chemically modified to enhance their therapeutic
properties whilst diminishing their side effects.

*Therapeutic index is a comparison of the amount of a therapeutic agent that causes the therapeutic effect
to the amount that causes toxic effects
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Following various modifications to the original PGF2a latanoprost (PhXAal) was
trialled. It was found to reduce IOP by 25 to 35%, a reduction which was maintained for
24 hours following a single dose (Nagasubramanian et al. 1993; Racz et al. 1993;
Hotehama et al. 1993a; Hotehama et al. 1993b). Local side effects were minimal.
Following this initial success, the drug then moved on to multicentre trials (Aim et al.
1995, Watson et al. 1996; Camras et al. 1996a; Aim et al. 1997) and ultimately gained a
licence in the USA and Europe in 1996 to be used as a therapeutic drug treatment for
POAG. At this stage the licence was for second line treatment meaning that it could only
be used for those patients that did not respond or tolerate the other established glaucoma
drugs. It achieved a first line treatment licence in December 2002 in the USA and
January 2003 in the UK. However by this time, due to ease o f use and efficacy at
lowering IOP it was already in common use as a front line treatment.
In summary latanoprost has been proven as an effective IOP lowering agent (Aim et al.
1995, Watson et al. 1996; Camras et al. 1996a) and is the most common anti-POAG
medication in use in the Western World today. PG analogues are highly effective and
generally well tolerated IOP lowering agents that currently are widely used for the
treatment of POAG and other glaucomas.

1.6.2 Development of other anti-glaucoma prostaglandin drugs
During the development of latanoprost from the original PGF2a various substitutions on
the two side chains were tried in the attempt to increase the clinical efficacy o f the drug
whilst reducing the side effects. During this process other promising compounds were
produced some o f which are also being used as anti-glaucoma medications. The first of
these to be developed was unoprostone (Rescula®) which was first used in Japan and is
now available world wide. The dosage of unoprostone is 0.21% and it is required to be
administered twice daily, as compared to once daily o f a 0.005% solution for latanoprost
(Susanna et al. 2002). In studies (Susanna et al. 2001; Enoki et al. 2006) latanoprost was
found to produce a significantly higher reduction o f IOP when compared to
unoprostone.
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Travoprost (Travatan®) is also a PGF2a analogue. Once daily application o f 0.004%
travoprost was compared against 0.005% latanoprost (Netland et al. 2001; Eisenberg et
al. 2002). It was found that both drugs were equally effective at lowering the IOP. A
more recent meta analysis (Denise et al. 2007) has suggested that though the responses
are similar travoprost may be slightly more effective at lowering the IOP. The only
significant difference found in the side effect profiles (Eisenberg et al. 2002) was that
the incidence of hyperemia and eyelash growth were both higher with the travoprost
group.
Bimatoprost (Lumigan®) is a prostamide (Woodward et al. 2001), it has a chemical
structure that is similar to the PGF2a analogs. Though it is not a true PG, bimatoprost
and its free acid have been shown to bind to the FP receptor (Resul et al. 1993; Resul et
al. 1997; Stjemschantz 2001; Sharif et al. 2001). Administered once daily in a 0.03%
solution, Bimatoprost has been shown to be as effective in lowering IOP as latanoprost
(DuBiner et al. 2001; Gandolfi et al. 2001; Eisenberg et al. 2002). A recent meta
analysis study (Denise et al. 2007) has found that bimatoprost may be slightly more
effective at lowering the IOP. However two studies (Gandolfi et al. 2001; Eisenberg et
al. 2002) have found that bimatoprost also had a significantly increased incidence of
hyperemia and eyelash growth when compared to latanoprost.

1.6.3 Structure
PC’s are lipid compounds, and every PG contains 20 carbon atoms including a 5 carbon
ring. The naturally occurring prostanoids are known as PGD2, PGE2, PGF2ct, PGI2 and
TxA2, and they have a very wide range of biological activity. Latanaprost is a synthetic
modification to the original PGF2a, molecule. The chemical structures of both
compounds are given in Fig 1.24.
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PGF2a.
Systematic Name
9S,11R, 15S-trihydroxy-5Z, 13E-prostadienoic acid

Latanoprost
Systematic (IUPAC) name
propan-2-yl 7-[3,5-dihydroxy-2- (3-hydroxy-5-phenyl-pentyl) -cyclopentyl] hept-5enoate
Figure 1.24
Chemical structures and formulas o f (a) PGF2a and (b) latanoprost (Camras et al.
1997).

1.6.4 Latanoprost receptors
PGs have a poor ability to cross biological membranes (Bito et al. 1975), and they
require a carrier-mediated transport to pass into cells. These mediators are known as the
receptor sites. PGs interact with cells by attaching to specific receptor sites on the cell
surface. Each type of PG has a particular affinity for a specific receptor site. A list of the
natural PGs and their primary receptor designation are (Woodward et al. 1997):
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pgd2

DP

pge2

EP

p g f 2„

FP

p g i2

IP

TxA2

TP

For a more details on receptor sites see (Woodward et al. 1997) as full details of this is
beyond the scope o f this work. For these receptor sites only the EP has been confirmed
to be subdivided into various subclasses (EPi EP2 and EP3).
Naturally occurring PGs have a low selectivity for the PG receptors, and as a
consequence they are found bound onto various receptor sites. However synthetic PG
analogues can be much more selective than the naturally occurring product (Woodward
et al. 1997; Resul et al. 1997).
The naturally occurring PGF2q. has a very strong binding affinity for the FP, EPi EP2 and
EP3 receptor sites. Latanoprost as a PGF2a analogue also has a particular affinity to the
FP receptor site, but it is a more selective agonist of the FP receptor with much less
effect on EP2 than the PGF2a itself (Resul et al. 1997; Stjemschantz 2001). Indeed it is
this selectivity which has improved the drug’s therapeutic profile.
Prostanoid receptors are a sequence o f amino acids which are integral membrane
proteins that possess membrane-spanning domains. The so-called FP receptor has been
successfully cloned for several animals and humans (Abramovitz et al. 1994; Lake et al.
1994), and the amino acid sequence that comprises it is found to be well conserved
between species. Signalling occurs via phospholipase C enzyme, when a PG encounters
and binds to a receptor, this ultimately causes the release of Ca2+ from the cell and
activates protein kinase C (PKC). It is interesting to note that it has been demonstrated
that PKC^ activates tyrosinase (Park et al. 1993; Park et al. 1999).
The FP receptors mRNA was found in the human and monkey eyes in low levels in the
comeal epithelium, ciliary processes (pigmented and non-pigmented epithelial cells, iris
(PPE and melanocytes), inner retina (ganglion cell layer and inner nuclear layer, outer
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retina (outer nuclear layer and the photoreceptor layer), optic nerve, and lens epithelial
cells. Imunohistochemistry confirmed these findings with a weak diffuse signal in all the
tissues studied. The entire ciliary muscle was immunopositive, and a wide distribution
was observed in the cornea (Woodward et al. 1997).

1.6.5 Mechanism action of latanoprost on the aqueous outflow
A number o f studies suggested that latanoprost reduction o f IOP was caused by an
increase in drainage through the uveoscleral outflow (Hayashi et al. 1987; Crawford et
al. 1987a; Crawford et al. 1987b; Nilsson et al. 1989; Toris et al. 1997; Aim 1998b), and
it was demonstrated that there was no effect on the production rate of aqueous humour
(Kerstetter et al. 1988). Studies on latanoprost itself also showed that it significantly
increased the uveoscleral outflow in monkeys from 30% to 60%, but there was no effect
on the trabecular outflow or aqueous production (Stjernschantz 2001).
Why was the uveoscleral outflow being increased? Three potential mechanisms have
been proposed:
1) relaxation of ciliary muscle (Crawford et al. 1987a)
2) remodelling o f the extracellular matrix (Lutjen-Drecoll et al. 1988; Weinreb et
al. 2002).
3) vasodilatation causing tissue expansion (Bill 1989; Bito 1997).
The naturally occurring prostaglandins have strong vasodilatory effects. Work by Resul
(Resul et al. 1997) however has shown that latanoprost has a minimal effect on
vasodilatation so this mechanism seems to have been ruled out.
As far as the remodelling o f the extracellular matrix is concerned, Lindsey et al. (1994;
1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1999) have looked at the effect o f prostaglandins on the ciliary
muscle at a cellular level. They found that PGF 2tt disrupts the turnover of certain
extracellular matrix components. Ocklind (1998) also found that latanoprost acid
decreased certain extra cellular matrix components (specifically; collagens I, III and IV,
laminin, fibronectin and hyaluronan) in cultured human ciliary muscle. She also found
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that 10 days topical treatment of 3//g latanoprost in monkeys seemed to reduce collagens
IV and VI in the ciliary muscle. One mechanism by which the extra cellular matrix is
affected by latanoprost is by an increase the biosynthesis of matrix metalloproteinases
(Hinz et al. 2005; Oh et al. 2006a). It appears that at least some o f the mechanism by
which latanoprost increases the uveoscleral outflow is accomplished by remodelling the
extra-cellular matrix (Weinreb et al. 2002).
There is an age related decrease in the uveoscleral outflow both in humansand monkeys.
(Toris et al. 1999) This accompanies a morphological change seen in the aged ciliary
muscle, o f a build-up of extracellular material which reduces the spaces around the
muscle bundles. Interestingly in monkey eyes treated with PGF2a the opposite effect is
seen, namely a reduction in the extracellular matrix and an increase in intramuscular
spaces (Lutjen-Drecoll et al. 1988; Nilsson et al. 1989).
In vitro work using PGF2a demonstrated a weak relaxation of monkey ciliary muscle
strips (Poyer et al. 1995). Also in monkeys, large doses o f pilocarpine was found to
partially block the IOP reduction effect produced by PGF2a (Crawford et al. 1987a). The
IOP reduction can be explained as it is known that pilocarpine contracts the ciliary
muscle and closes up the intramuscular spaces (Bill 1967), from this it can be deduced
that it is likely that some of the effect of PGF2a is by causing a relaxation of the ciliary
muscle.
All the initial studies suggested that latanoprost had virtually no effect on the trabecular
meshwork outflow (Crawford et al. 1987a; Nilsson et al. 1989; Gabelt et al. 1989).
However more recent work (Oh et al. 2006b) has indicated that latanoprost does indeed
have a significant effect upon the trabecular meshwork cells. A consequence of this is
that latanoprost has recently been found (Oh et al. 2006b) to cause a limited increase in
the conventional outflow pathway.
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1.6.6 Clinical efficacy of latanoprost and general side effects
Latanoprost was initially trialled at a twice daily application o f 0.0035%, 0.006% and
0.0115% concentration. It was found that the mean IOP reduction was 31% to 38% and
there was only a weak dose dependant response at these concentrations (Aim et al.
1991). The results suggested that the low concentrations used were close to the optimum
for the dose response. Further studies were undertaken where it was demonstrated that
once a day administration of 0.006% latanoprost was as effective as a twice daily regime
(Diestelhorst et al. 1997). As a result of all these and other studies it was decided that a
once daily topical application o f 0.005% concentration o f latanoprost was the most
suitable clinical dosage to treat POAG and ocular hypertensive patients (Diestelhorst et
al. 1997). A once daily application regime is of clinical importance as it should improve
the level o f patience compliance.
Hedman et al. (2002) determined the efficacy of latanoprost on IOP based on the results
of a two year trial. The study involved 532 patients and it was found “that the mean
morning IOP was significantly reduced from the untreated base line at all time points
during up to 2 years of latanoprost treatment”. No statistically significant changes were
seen in the IOP from 0.5 to 24 months of latanoprost treatment. The full effectiveness of
the drug to reduce IOP was seen within 2 to 8 weeks of commencement o f treatment. It
was necessary for only 6% o f the patients to be withdrawn during the follow up period
due to insufficient IOP reduction. There was an overall 20% risk o f withdrawal from the
study due to an adverse event, but only 3% were withdrawn due to other adverse effects
other than iris darkening. A detailed list of the local side effects that have been reported
are listed in tables 1.11.
As far as systemic side effects are concerned, latanoprost (and indeed all of the PG
analogue drugs) has been consistently reported safe with respect to cardiovascular and
respiratory function (Hollo 2007). The lack of systemic side effects could have been
predicted as latanoprost is routinely prescribed to POAG patients in 0.005% (1.5//g)
drops that are administered once daily. As most patients are on bilateral treatment this
means that the daily dose will be 3//g. The half life o f latanoprost in the body is 20
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minutes and is completely excreted in less than 24 hours (Bito 1997) The body’s natural
production o f PGs is estimated to be 1000-2000//g per day. As there are 5 different PGs
it can be assumed that 20% o f the natural PGs stimulates the FP receptor. Therefore the
proportionate increase in the daily load of FP receptor agonist by topical latanoprost is a
mere 5% (Bito 1997).
The maximum concentration of the active latanoprost acid is found at 1-2 hours after
application and its half life in the aqueous is 2-3 hours. Systemically latanoprost acid
peaked 5 minutes following the topical application and the elimination half life was 17
minutes. The major route for the removal from the body is in urine (88%) with the
remainder found in the faeces (Sjoquist et al. 2002). H alf o f patients who had been
treated with latanoprost for over one year were found to have plasma levels of
latanoprost acid that were below the limits o f detection. This rapid clearance of the
active drug from the body and low levels in the plasma indicates that systemic side
effects are unlikely to be occurring.
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Effect
Side effect

Frequency

and

Predisposing conditions

Reversibility

severity
Eyelash
changes
Conjunctival
hyperaemia

Up to 25%

Mild

Not known

Yes

Treatment -naive eyes

yes

Not known

Yes

Mild

Mixed iris colour

No

Up to 1.5%

Mild

Not known

Yes

Rare

Severe

Up to 15%

Typically
mild

Ocular
surface
problems and

Up to 40%

Mild to
moderate

irritation
Up to 30% in
Iris

all eyes.

darkening

But up to 70%
in at risk eyes

Eyelid
pigmentation
Uveitis

Previous or ongoing uveitis
or herpetic keratits

Yes

Complicated cataract
Cystoid
macular

surgery, diabetic
Rare

oedema

Severe

retanopothy, epiretinal

Yes

membrane, retinal vein
occlusion

Table 1.11
Summary o f the most important side effects o f latanoprost eye drops. (Aim et al. 1995;
Watson et al. 1996; Camras et al. 1996b; Aim et al. 1997; Hollo 2007).

1.6.7 LIID side effect
The first report concerning a possible darkening o f the iris following the topical
application of a PG was made in 1983 by Bito et al. (1983). This study involved PGE2
application to the eyes o f cats where a subtle darkening was noted in all of the treated
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animals. Indeed this darkening o f the iris had been noted for various PG analogue
screened in cats (Stjernschantz et al. 2002). Later work involving cynomolgus monkeys
in studies on chronic ocular toxicity o f latanoprost showed that at doses slightly above
those used in clinical practice brought about a darkening o f the iris in 40% of the
animals. Rhesus monkeys also developed an increase in iris pigmentation during 1-2
years o f latanoprost treatment (Stjemschantz 2001). Further to this it has also been
observed that a similar darkening effect brought about with the application of isopropyl
esters o f PGF 2a and PGE 2 which are naturally occurring prostaglandins (Selen et al.
1997). Thus it seems that the iris darkening is likely to occur with most if not all of the
prostaglandin analogues.
It was in phase III clinical trials of latanoprost that humans were shown to develop the
LUD side effect (Aim et al. 1995; Watson et al. 1996; Camras et al. 1996a; Camras et al.
1996b; Wistrand et al. 1997; Yamamoto et al. 1997; Sherwood et al. 2001; Goldberg et
al. 2001). From these trials it was possible to analyse this effect as the patients had had
colour iris photographs taken at the start and at regular intervals throughout the study
period. It was found that some darkening was seen after 3-6 months of treatment. By
reviewing all the photographs it was seen that uniformly coloured eyes (i.e. blue, grey,
or brown) very rarely underwent darkening. However, heterogeneous coloured irides
were at a much greater risk of developing this side effect (see table 1.12). Freckles and
nevi in the iris did not seem to be affected (Wistrand et al. 1997). Some examples o f the
darkening are shown in Fig 1.25. At 3 years (Stjemschantz et al. 2002) the results seem
to indicate that there is a very high incidence of increased pigmentation in green-brown
and yellow-brown eyes o f up to 70% and also a surprisingly high incidence among
brown eyes (almost 17%) (see table 1.12).The overall rate o f darkening independent of
colouration is 30%. A word of caution however must be added to these results as these
data include some very subtle darkening which could not be detected without the aid of
the sequential colour photographs. Hence, even though total incidence of LIID is high, it
is a very mild effect in the majority of cases. Indeed the incidence o f colour change
detectable by the patients is in the order of 10% o f those treated (independent of eye
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colour) (Stjernschantz et al. 2002). The development o f LIID is most obvious to the
individual with unilateral treatment (which is most common in clinical trials).

Initial

Frequency following 12

Frequency following 36

eye colour

months treatment

months treatment

Very rare

8.5%

15% ± 4 %

45.2%

36% ± 16%

69.2%

22% ± 36%

70.4%

All hazel groups combined

25% ± 10%

30.4%

Uniform coloured blue eyes

Very rare

Very rare

Uniform coloured brown eyes

Very rare

16.7%

Blue/grey with slightly brown
hues
Hazel
Blue/grey-brown
Hazel
Green-brown
Hazel
Yellow-brown

Table 1.12
Incidence o f iris colour darkening fo r the various coloured eyes treatment with
following latanoprost (Wistrand et al. 1997; Stjernschantz et al. 2002)

As a consequence of latanoprost being the first drug to exhibit this side effect in large
numbers o f susceptible individuals, the subsequent studies of prostaglandin induced iris
darkening (PIID) are mainly restricted to investigations involving latanoprost (LIID)
(Brown 1998; Grierson et al. 1998; Grierson et al. 1999; Camras et al. 2000; Pfeiffer et
al. 2001; Chiba et al. 2001; Grierson et al. 2002; Cracknell et al. 2003; Chiba et al. 2003;
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Figure 1.25
Examples o f the LIID side effect
A ) An unusual type o f increased pigmentation, note the brown radial streak at the
7 o ’clock after 7 months treatment,
B) Moderate concentric increase in pigmentation, spreading from the pupillary
zone after 4.5 months o f treatment
C) A marked increase is observed after 12 months treatment
Images taken from Wistrand et al (1997).
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Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004; Chiba et al. 2004; Chou et al. 2005). The data on the
incidence o f PHD for the other available prostanoids are some what limited, in
comparison Travoprost has been shown to cause PIID at levels similar to latanoprost
(Netland et al. 2001; Li et al. 2006), bimatoprost causes PIID which appears to be at a
lower level than latanoprost (Cantor 2001; Higginbotham 2001; Krauss et al. 2004),
whilst Unoprostone seems to cause a very low incidence o f PIID (McCarey et al. 2004).
It must be noted that these other prostanoid drugs have been subjected to less intensive
investigation o f this darkening side effect and it is possible that the mild cases of
darkening that have been identified with latanoprost are being over looked, thus leading
to a under representation of the true level of darkening.
Although clinical evaluations (Camras et al. 1996a; Bito 1997; Wistrand et al. 1997),
morphological investigations (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Grierson et al. 2001; Tsai et al. 2001;
Pfeiffer et al. 2003), animal experiments (Selen et al. 1997; Prota et al. 1998b; Lindquist
et al. 1999; Dutkiewicz et al. 2000; Stjernschantz et al. 2000) and tissue culture studies
(Eagle 1988; Drago et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2000; Lindsey et al. 2001; Loeffler et al. 2001;
Kashiwagi et al. 2002) have provided valuable information (which has been summarised
in the preceding sections), at the time o f commencement of this study we still did not
understand key features o f the side effect. In particular it was not clear what
morphological and biological changes occur in the tissue to bring about the iris
darkening effect.

1.6.8

L atanoprost safety

A fundamental question is whether latanoprost is a safe drug to use in the treatment of
glaucoma.

1.6.8.1 Summary of previous latanoprost safety studies
Clinical studies were initiated to look for evidence of cellular proliferation and/or other
morphological alterations in the tissues treated with latanoprost (Pfeiffer et al. 2001;
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Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Albert et al. 2004). One o f these studies was performed at Liverpool
m conjunction with Mainz in Germany (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003). The
findings o f the Mainz I study summarised here can be found in Pfeiffer et al (Pfeiffer et
al. 2001). The aim o f this first study was to determine whether 3 months of topical
latanoprost treatment was associated with proliferative or degenerative effects. The
study involved 20 patient all of whom had POAG, and required routine trabeculectomy
in one eye due to uncontrolled IOP. Each patient was arbitrarily assigned to either the
latanoprost or the non prostanoid IOP medication in an unmasked fashion. The
treatment was continued for the three months prior to the scheduled filtration surgery.
Following the surgery, the samples were masked as regard to their drug treatment
regimes and sent to the lab in Liverpool for histological processing and examination. 17
patients completed the study of which 9 were from the control group and 8 from the
latanoprost group.
A LM investigation of these samples was undertaken to search for pathological features
or degenerative changes. Specific parameters investigated were the presence o f free
melanin, numbers o f clump cells, cells exhibiting atypia, and the thickness o f the
anterior border .The analysis was a qualitative observational masked study which
involved no absolute quantitation but did involve a relative grading o f the samples in the
series as regards to the examined parameters. When the masking was broken the results
from the latanoprost treated group and the controls were examined, and no significant
differences were found for any of the criteria.
Immunohistochemistry was also used to examine the tissue for the presence o f cellular
proliferation. The samples were stained to detect the presence o f cell cycle marker
proteins; PCNA (Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen)*, and Ki-67+. In both the control
and latanoprost treated groups there was no positive staining o f any of the cells (Pfeiffer
et al. 2001). The results of this study indicate that at least with short term use latanoprost

PCNA, is a protein identified as an antigen that is expressed in the nuclei of cells during the DNA
synthesis phase of the cell cycle
+Ki-67 protein is present during all active phases of the cell cycle, but is absent from resting cells.
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did not affect the gross morphology, invoke an inflammatory response or cause cellular
proliferation.
Following on from this initial work, a further longer duration study was conducted
(known as Mainz II) [For details of the study samples see section 2.1.1], The
iridectomies obtained were sent in a masked fashion to Liverpool for analysis. The
morphology o f each o f the specimens was examined. Particular attention was paid to;
•

degeneration of the epithelial cells and those in the stroma.

•

structure o f blood vessels.

•

presence of an inflammatory response, clump cells and free melanin.

•

Thickness of the anterior border layer

•

Immature melanosomes.

with a graded assessment as to the presence o f each of these features.
An attempt was made to predict the status of each masked sample (i.e. latanoprost
treated or control) on the basis o f the pathological investigation. On breaking the codes
it was seen that predictions corresponded poorly with the actual specimen designation.
This seems to indicate (at least on the morphological criteria being assessed) that the
latanoprost treated samples did not differ from the untreated controls. None o f the
specimens showed any signs of epithelial or stromal degradation, vascular alteration or
stromal inflammation. With the other criteria there was a variable occurrence within the
specimen group, however there was no significant differences found between the treated
and control groups.
With both the Mainz studies, the aim was to look for any pathological effect of
latanoprost on the iris, and not a specific study o f the LIID side effect. In the Mainz I
study only one patient developed this condition, and in the Mainz II study 2 patients
developed a darker iris. However, only one o f these completed the study and was
therefore included in the analysis. At this point in time it appeared that latanoprost was
having no obvious effect on general iris morphometry. The LIID cases within these two
studies also appeared to have no discemable changes occurring in the iris. However as
the numbers o f LIIDs were small it was not possible to be certain o f this finding.
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A large scale latanoprost safety study has also been carried out by Albert et al. (2004)
consisting o f 449 latanoprost treated (incidence o f LIID was 21/449) and 142 control
iridectomies. The range o f latanoprost exposure in this group was from 3 months to over
3 years. In this study they looked at a broad list o f pathological features that included all
those that were used by the Liverpool studies. The masked samples were sent to
multiple pathologists for evaluation o f a range o f potential pathologies. They found no
evidence o f malignant or premalignant changes, and their results were consistent with
the previous findings that there were no adverse histopathologic effects in latanoprosttreated irises as compared with controls.
With all o f the aforementioned studies (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Albert et
al. 2004), the aim was to look for any pathological effect o f latanoprost on the iris, and
not a specific study of the LIID side effect. At this point in time it appeared that
latanoprost was having no obvious effect on general iris morphology. The LIID cases
within these studies also appeared to have no discernable changes occurring in their iris.
However as the numbers of LIIDs were small it was not possible to be certain o f this
finding.

1.6.8.2 Conflictingfindings in Spanish population
A LM prospective study was performed by Arranz-Marquez (Arranz-Marquez et al.
2004) which compared iridectomies from LIID patients (range 3 to 21 months) with
untreated controls. This study reported several morphological alterations in the iris
tissue o f LIID cases as compared to control irises which were in stark contrast to the
previous studies by our lab (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Cracknell et al.
2003) and others (Albert et al. 2004). They found increased pigmentation within the
melanocytes o f the LIID patients but, however, lacking electron microscopy, they were
unable to quantify and statistically analyze the melanin change. In addition they
described a distinct increase in the thickness o f the anterior border region. O f particular
concern was their observation o f a significant increase in the amount o f “free” melanin
within the iris stroma in their LIID patients combined with a higher incidence of atypia
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in the melanocytes. As pointed out by Arranz-Marquez (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) the
duration of latanoprost treatment was longer than in the previous investigations (Pfeiffer
et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003). It is possible therefore that the morphological changes
detected in the Madrid work are due to the extended period o f exposure to latanoprost

1.6.9 Speculated mechanisms of LIID
The unknown cause by which the LIID side-effect was generated was of concern to
many ophthalmologists. This lead to considerable speculation as to the exact mechanism
and morphological basis for this darkening of the iris tissue (Bito 1997). Several
different pathological mechanisms were postulated, both of which could potentially lead
to worrying pathology and secondary diseases.

1.6.9.1

Cell proliferation and gross morphological changes

Initially it was proposed that melanocyte proliferation could be stimulated by
latanoprost, thus leading to the iris darkening. A worrying consequence o f this scenario
is that if uncontrolled cellular proliferation was occurring, it could potentially lead to
tumour formation within the iris. Initial work however in tissue culture studies have
shown that latanoprost and the F2« analogues at least did not provoke iris melanocyte
proliferation (Hu et al. 2000; Loeffler et al. 2001). It was still necessary to determine if
this was the case for the iris melanocytes in-stitu.
In terms of the general morphology o f the iris it is necessary to establish if any other
cellular changes were occurring alongside the development o f LIID. One particular issue
was the question as to whether iris inflammation is accompanying LIID side effect.

1.6.9.2 Melanogenesis
A second potential mechanism put forward to explain the darkening seen in LIID is
increased melanogenesis. The concern was that if this turned out to be the cause o f the
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darkening, then the cells would become overburdened with melanin. If this happened the
cells might burst and shed their melanin content into the surrounding stroma. The
presence of free melanin would then cause two new problems:
a) invoke an inflammatory response.
b) the excess melanin would have to be cleared from the anterior chamber via the
trabecular meshwork, this could then cause secondary glaucoma.
Work has been performed in Liverpool investigating the incidence of pigmentation in
the trabecular meshwork in patients that had been treated with latanoprost (Cracknell et
al. 2006). It was found that pigmentation o f the meshwork is age-related and it is
elevated in POAG by mechanisms yet unknown. The melanin accumulation seems to be
partly due to the disease process, partly as a consequence o f chronic anti-glaucoma
medication but interestingly not due to latanoprost even in patients where there is iris
darkening. This work suggests that excessive melanisation is not occurring with
latanoprost, and the issue o f secondary glaucoma being caused by prostaglandins seems
to be receding.
However as the iris is darkened melanogenesis is still suspected to be occurring. The
question that arises is, if melanogenesis is stimulated which cells are involved and what
happens to the melanin granules within the affected cells? It is known that in irises o f all
colours that there is no difference in the number o f melanocytes (Eagle 1988; Imesch et
al. 1996). However a morphological difference is that the melanin granules are more
numerous in the melanocyte o f a brown iris as compared to a blue iris (Eagle 1988;
Imesch et al. 1996; Stjernschantz 2001). It is a reasonable hypothesis that the number
and size o f melanin granules increased in an otherwise stable population of iris
melanocytes in LIID.

1.7 AIMS OF THE THESIS
Topical application of latanoprost is responsible for a local side effect, i.e. the
development o f iris darkening. This is an intriguing (and unwanted) effect and warrants
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further study. It must be noted at the outset that this thesis is not a complete study o f the
effect o f latanoprost on iris morphology, but is a detailed study o f the LIID side effect in
humans.
Initial speculation as to the cause o f LIID has lead to some rather worrying scenarios,
such as cell proliferation potentially causing pre-cancerous changes, or excessive
melanogenesis leading to secondary glaucomas. The work performed to date (see
section 1.6.9) regarding lack o f cellular proliferation in the presence o f latanoprost,
indicates that the worries regarding this issue appear to be receding. However possible
increases in cytoplasmic melanin are still a concern. If the cytoplasmic melanin granules
grow too large and/or abundant, the cells could become compromised and shed their
contents into the surrounding tissues. This free melanin would cause local disruption,
and possibly induce “down stream” problems such as iritis (Broekhuyse et al. 1993) and
secondary glaucoma.
There are two main objectives of this study:1) Determination of the morphological changes that are occurring in cases o f the
LIID side effect.
Masked analysis was performed on sections o f the iris using both LM and TEM. The
LM study was aimed at detecting any differences in the large scale features of the iris,
such as cellularity changes. The tissues were then subjected to a more exacting analysis
using TEM, looking at the cellular and extra cellular melanosomes.
2) Provide a physical explanation as to how any morphological changes detected
could be responsible for bringing about the iris darkening effect.
This is carried out by developing a computational model of the interaction of light with
a theoretical iris.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This chapter details:
•

recruitment o f specimens, and their preparation.

•

methodology used and developed to analyse the gross morphology by light
microscopy (LM), and the fine morphology by electron microscopy (EM)

•

statistical techniques

•

method development for the computer simulation of eye colour.

2.1

TISSUE

In this work we are interested in understanding the latanoprost induced iris darkening
(LIID) side effect. Much work has been done in the past by our group in Liverpool and
others (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Albert et al. 2004) on the general effect
o f latanoprost on iris tissue. In this study we are only concerned with the changes that
are occurring in cases that have developed the LIID side effect. To be able to carry out
this work it was absolutely essential that all the cases included in our study could be
verified photographically as having developed LIID. In general ophthalmology clinics,
colour photographs of the iris are not routinely taken, and due to this limitation there are
relatively few LIID cases in the world that meet our exacting criteria for inclusion to this
study.
The samples used in this work came from three sources:
1) Clinical trials conducted by Pharmacia in Mainz (Germany)

—►

which will be

referred to as the “Mainz II” study.
2) ‘Ad hoc’ sources as part o f open recruitment o f LIID following routine ant-glaucoma
treatment

—►

which will be referred to as the “variable exposure” study.

3) Control irises never exposed to latanoprost (or other prostaglandins) obtained from
corneal donor eyes at the Liverpool eye bank.
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2.1.1 Recruitment of samples
2.1.1.1

The paired eye study (a sub-set from the Mainz II study)

The two subjects in this study were designated as patient 1 and 2 and were originally
part o f the Mainz II study o f the possible pathobiological effects of latanoprost (Pfeiffer
et al. 2003). This study was designed by Pharmacia/Upjohn, Uppsala, Sweden
[subsequently taken over by Pfizer]. The Mainz II study comprised 17 patients aged 50
years or older with primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) glaucoma, who were
scheduled for bilateral trabeculectomy (see tables 2.1 and 2.2). They were recruited and
provided informed written consent (approvals provided by the Ethical Review
Committee o f the Land Rheinland-Pfalz). The fellow eye provided the control
iridectomy specimen at trabeculectomy. The study eye had latanoprost (50pg/ml)
applied once-nightly for a six month period prior to surgery. The screening visits were at
baseline, 2 weeks, 3 months, 4.5 months and on the day o f surgery at 6 months. In
addition, each patient had a follow up visit at 6 weeks post surgery. Medical history,
visual acuity testing, Goldmann applanation tonometry, slit-lamp examination and
ophthalmoscopy were conducted at each visit. To evaluate iris colour change, full face
portraits o f the patients were taken as well as standardised close up photographs o f both
eyes at baseline and also at 3, 4.5 and 6 months. The photographs were sent to
experienced masked observers (Pharmacia/Upjohn, Uppsala, Sweden [subsequently
taken over by Pfizer]). The patients had their eye colour classified as being either
monochrome (blue, grey, green or brown) or heterochrome (hazel or heterogeneous) as
compared to standard photographs that were used for all patients in the study. Iris
photographs were re-evaluated following each photographic session. During the course
o f the 6 months study two patients with heterogeneous coloured irises* were observed to

* These two patients were originally classed as browns (Pfeiffer et al. 2001). Following the Mainz II study
it was necessary to re-classify the colour groups that we were interested in. It had been noted that those
eyes that had some in- homogeneity in the colouration were more susceptible to undergoing the LIID side
effect. Hence following detailed scrutiny o f the original iris photographs the eye colouration was re
classified as homogeneous blue or grey, homogeneous brown, or heterogeneous (brown mixed with either
blue, green or gold). With this new colour categorisation both the eyes in the Mainz II study that
underwent LIID had indeed been heterogeneous in colour (see fig 2.1 and 2.2).
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undergo eye colour change (LIID) and these formed the basis o f our present
investigation (Mainz lib).

Male

7 patients

Female

10 patients

Mean

64 years

(range)

(52-76)

Ethnic origin

White

17 patients

Duration of
disease in
months

Mean

127 months

(range)

(2-360)

Blue/green/grey

6 patients

Hazel

6 patients

Brown

5 patients

Gender

Age in years

Eye colour

Table 2.1
Demographic characteristics o f the Mainz II study population.
Table adapted from (Pfeiffer et al. 2003)

Patient 1 underwent a change that was appreciated first at 4.5 months by the medical
team at Mainz and confirmed by the photographic observers at Uppsala using the
established colour classification which had been defined by Wistrand et al. (1997). Prior
to latanoprost exposure, the patient’s eyes were a homogenous brown colour. After 6
months exposure to latanoprost the treated eye was much darker over the whole iris (Fig.
2.1). The patient refused surgery on the second (latanoprost treated) eye at the 6 month
time slot because his intraocular pressures were well controlled under the study
medication, and so only the control iridectomy was included in the electron microscopic
qualitative examination that the Liverpool group called the Mainz II study (Pfeiffer et al.
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2003). As latanoprost was not yet available outside the study the patient was maintained
on timolol

Mainz code number

Eye colour

Control

Latanoprost treated

Hazel

B1

B23

Hazel

B2

B18

Hazel

B3

B19

Hazel

B4

B20

Brown

B5

B21

Blue

B6

B22

Brown

B7

B24

Hazel

B8

B26

Blue

B9

Hazel

BIO

Did not present for
second surgery
B32

Hazel

B ll

B25

Blue

B12

B27

Hazel

B13

Brown

B14

Did not present for
second surgery
B28

Blue

B15

B31

Blue

B16

B29

blue

B17

B30

Table 2.2
Eye colour and study number o f the paired eyes in the Mainz II study. The two patients
highlighted in the table developed a darkening o f the iris and made up the Mainz lib sub
group.
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Figure 2.1
The appearance o f the irides in patient 1 in the paired eye study (A) fellow eye at
base line, (B) study LIID eye after 6 months exposure to latanoprost.

Figure 2.2
The appearance o f the irides in patient 2 in the paired eye study (A) fellow eye at
base line, (B) study LIID eye after 6 months exposure to latanoprost.
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0.5% twice daily and aceclidine three times daily for another ten months. The patient
was then admitted for trabeculectomy because intraocular pressure had risen to 31
mmHg. At that time there was no further darkening o f the iris, confirmed by the iris
photographs taken at the time o f surgery.
Patient 2 underwent a marked eye colour change. At baseline both eyes had a hazel
colour with a darker brown pupillary zone whereas the periphery was light green with a
few brown streaks. The latanoprost-treated eye became a more uniform dark brown
(Fig.2.2).

2.1.1.2

Variable exposure study

The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and with local
ethical approval (LREC 02/047). A world wide call by the unit o f ophthalmology and
Pfizer global research, was put out to recruit iridectomy samples from confirmed cases
o f LIID. Peripheral iridectomy specimens were collected from patients with POAG who
required a trabeculectomy due to loss o f IOP control, and who had been on topical
latanoprost therapy prior to surgery. The study required that the period o f time on
0.005% latanoprost was well documented. Patients were treated either as part o f the
various latanoprost trials or as part o f their conventional anti-glaucoma medical
treatment. Emphasis was placed on those patients who had undergone LIID (confirmed
photographically) and who had a protracted exposure to latanoprost. At the time of
surgery the peripheral iridectomy sample was placed in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde fixative
solution and sent to Liverpool for processing and subsequent masked morphological
analysis.
A total o f 61 latanoprost-treated patient specimens were collected. O f these 23 were
claimed to have undergone noticeable LIID, and the remaining 38 were thought to have
no clinical evidence of darkening. In order to investigate and effectively confirm or
refute any morphological changes associated with LIID, robust evidence o f colour
change was required. The inclusion criterion was that an increase in iris pigmentation
was clinically observed and iris photographs were taken (at the treating centre) to
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document the level of pigmentation. From my cohort o f 61 specimens I obtained 15
confirmed LI1D patients (table 2.3). Samples in this series had a wide variation of
exposures to latanoprost (3 months to 3 years 5 months). The final iris colour at the time
o f the trabeculectomy ranged from blue with brown flecks to dark brown (Fig. 2.3). The
38 ‘non-darkened’ irises were not used as controls as I could not be certain that there
had been absolutely no eye colour change (especially with the heterogeneous eyes).

2.1.1.3 Controls
Control iridectomies for the ‘variable exposure study’ were provided from routine
surgical procedures, and corneal donor eyes, (where consent had been given for research
use). An essential criterion for a particular sample being included as a control was that it
had never been exposed to latanoprost. A total o f 125 specimens were collected for
investigation. O f these specimens 41 had accompanying colour iris photographs. Three
experienced observers (Kathy Cracknell, lan Grierson and Penny Hogg) established the
colour category for each o f the 41 control irises. Three categories were used:
a) homogeneous blue or grey irises,
b) heterogeneous irises (brown mixed with either blue, green or gold),
c) homogeneous brown irises.
No further subdivision o f eye colour was made in this study. Each donor eye was
photographed under standardized conditions, along side a standard colour chart using a
FUJIFILM FinePix 2600 digital camera to provide an appropriate record o f eye colour.
An arbitrary selection of 5 specimens from each o f the 3 colour groups were selected,
these are given in table 2.4 and the clinical photographs are given in Fig. 2.4. These
were then subjected to detailed morphological analysis. As the morphological analysis is
detailed and time consuming it was necessary to limit the number o f controls to 5 from
each o f the colour groupings. It was felt 5 cases were sufficient to provide adequate
information on the morphology o f each eye colour, to have analysed more than this
would have been prohibitively labour intensive, and would not yield significantly more
information.
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EM no

Gender

Age

097-04

Male

Unknown

098-88

Unknown

Unknown

098-89

Unknown

Unknown

000-21

Female

83

095-109

Female

74

096-105

Female

67

097-001

Male

64

097-003

Female

85

097-023

Male

72

099-11

Male

63

099-21

Female

82

099-22

Male

72

099-26

Unknown

Unknown

000-01

Female

73

095-173

Male

Unknown

Trials number

Duration on

and

latanoprost

Patient No

in months’

9400PG034
B32
9400PG034
2517
9400PG035
2517
None
9200PG005
101
9200PG006
620
9200PG008
1319
9400PG034
605
None
None

9400PG034
816
9400PG034
801
9400PG034
1905
9400PG034
1214
9400PG034
B18

6

29

29

Original iris
colour

Brown
Blue grey
brown
Blue grey
brown

Final iris colour

Dark brown

Brown

Brown
Darker blue with

12

Blue

13

Green brown

More brown

14

Green brown

Brown

18

13.5

3

23

36

40

41

Blue grey with
slight brown
Blue grey
brown
Blue gold
brown
Green brown
Blue grey
slight brown
Blue grey
slight brown
Blue grey
slight brown

brown flecks

Darker brown

Darker brown

Darker brown

Brown

Darker brown

Darker brown

Darker brown

34

Green brown

Darker brown

6

Green brown

Brown

Table 2.3
The 15 patients used in the variable exposure study with latanoprost induced iris
darkening (LIID) and photographic evidence to confirm the clinical opinion o f there
being colour change, that were used in the analysis.
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Clinical iris photographs o f all the latanoprost induced iris darkened (LIID)
specimens used in the variable exposure study. These photographs were taken at
the time o f surgery. Specimens are ordered from lightest to darkest as ranked by
an experienced observer (Ian Grierson).
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Blue

Heterogeneous

Brown

Figure 2.4
. ,,
Clinical iris photographs o f all the control iris specimens in the variable exposure
study used fo r analysis.
The opacity seen in the photographs is due to post mortem changes that have
occurred in the cornea.
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EM number

Gender

Age

Source

Colour

002-06

Unknown

Unknown

PM donor

Blue

002-11

Male

75

PM donor

Blue

002-25

Male

79

PM donor

Blue

002-27

Male

94

PM donor

Blue

003-03

Female

91

PM donor

Blue

095-8 l f

Male

Unknown

Iridectomy

Heterogeneous

095-123

Male

Unknown

Iridectomy

Heterogeneous

002-29

Male

69

PM donor

Heterogeneous
(blue/brown)

002-32

Female

96

PM donor

Heterogeneous

002-34

Male

81

PM donor

Heterogeneous
(blue/grey/hazel)

001-56

Male

75

PM donor

Brown

002-13

Male

74

PM donor

Brown

002-28

Female

35

PM donor

Brown

003-02

Male

88

PM donor

Brown

003-10

Male

75

PM donor

Brown

Table 2.4
The 15 control irises used in the variable exposure study. This group was comprised o f a
random selection o f 5 irises from three distinct colour groups i.e. homogeneous blue,
heterogeneous, homogeneous brown.

+These specimens were the untreated iridectomies from the paired eye study. As these were part of a
clinical study they were well documented cases- unfortunately I was not able to obtain the age for these.
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2.1.2 Sample preparation
All specimens received in this study were prepared for electron microscopy. To ensure
the optimal preservation o f the tissues fixation was carried out in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde
buffered with 0.1M Sorenson’s phosphate buffer. The protocols to make up the 0.1M
Sorenson’s phosphate buffer and the glutaraldehyde fixative solutions are given in tables
2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

Glutaraldehyde Fixative
A 2.5% solution of glutaraldehyde fixative was made by adding
50 ml of 50% EM grade glutaraldehyde
to
950ml of 1.0M Sorensons solution

The stock solution is store buffer at 4°C.

Table 2.5
Protocol fo r making up E M gluteraldehyde fixative solution.

Sorensens Buffer
1)

Solution A

A 0.2M solution of dibasic sodium phosphate was prepared with:-

Or

Na2H P04.2H20

35.61 g

Na2H P04.7H20

53.65g

Na2H P04.14H20

71.64g

Distilled water was added to make 1000ml
Table 2.6
Continued over page
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2)

Solution B

A 0.2M solution o f monobasic sodium phosphate was prepared with:-

Or

NaH2P 0 4.H20

27.6g

NaH2P 0 4.2H20

31.21g

Distilled water was added to make up to make 1000ml
3)

Final buffer

The final buffer was prepared by mixing the appropriate volumes o f solutions A and
B together. This was then dilute to make a 0.1M solution by adding distilled water to
make a total volume o f 100ml.

pH (at 25°C)
5.8
6.0
6.2
6.4
6.6
6.8
7.0
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.0

Solution A (ml)
4.0
6.15
9.25
13.25
18.75
24.5
30.5
36.0
40.5
43.5
45.75
47.35

Solution B (ml)
46.0
43.85
40.75
36.75
31.25
25.5
19.5
14.0
9.5
6.5
4.25
2.65

This buffer was used at the normal physiological pH o f 7.4
Osmolarity o f 0.1 M sorensens buffer is 226 mosmols
The sorensens buffer was stored at 4°C.

Table 2.6
Protocol fo r making up 0.1M Sorensens Buffer solution
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2.1.2.1

Paired eye study

During the trabeculectomy procedure, a trabeculectomy block and an iridectomy
segment o f tissue were removed from the patient’s eye. The trabeculectomy block was
immediately immersed in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered with 0.1M Sorenson’s
phosphate buffer. The iridectomy specimens were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in
0.1M Sorenson’s phosphate buffer after they had been placed, with the posterior
epithelium orientated upwards, on strips o f filter paper. The filter paper prevented
rolling up o f the tissue and aided handling.

2.1.2.2 Variable exposure study
This study involved a general call to the ophthalmology community (by the unit o f
ophthalmology at Liverpool and Pfizer Global Research) for iridectomies from
confirmed L11D cases. Most of the 15 well documented cases used for analysis were
received from centres where they contacted us at Liverpool prior to the surgery, and it
was arranged that vials o f the glutaraldehyde fixative were sent out to them. The
specimens were then placed in the fixative solution immediately on removal. These
samples were sent back to Liverpool for processing. Sample (000-01) however was
immersed in a buffered formalin fixative during the surgery, and then shipped on to us.
To try and improve the fixation even at this late stage the specimen were placed into a
glutaraldehyde fixative solution for 24 hours prior to further processing.

2.1.2.3 Controls
The controls from routine surgical procedures were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
buffered solution at the time o f surgery. The control specimens that were obtained from
the corneal donor eyes, were retrieved up to 48 hours post mortem. Following the
retrieval the eyes were photographed and then the cornea was removed. Immediately
after this the iris was removed and an iridectomy sample taken. The whole iris and the
iridectomy were then placed in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered fixative solution.
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2.1.2.4 Processing fo r electron microscopy
All the iridectomy specimens were processed for routine electron microscopy. Following
the initial primary fixation in 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered with 0.1M Sorenson s
phosphate buffer (details o f these solutions are given in tables 2.5 and 2.6), buffer
washes were carried out prior to secondary fixation o f 1 hour in buffered 1% osmium
tetroxide (protocol given in table 2.7), again followed by further buffer washes. The
specimens were then dehydrated through a graded series o f ethanol (30% up to 100%),
cleared in propylene oxide and finally embedded in an Araldite/Epon mixture (protocol
given table 2.8). The resin embedded iridectomy specimen were then cured for 48hr at
80°C in an embedding oven. See detailed processing schedule given in Table 2.9.

Osmium tetroxide ( 0 s 0 4) secondary fixative
Stock solution
O s04

lg ampoule

Distilled water

100 ml

The paper label was carefully removed from the glass ampoule. This was done by gently
washing the ampoule thoroughly to remove any paper, glue, and grease from the glass.
The distilled water was placed into a clean glass bottle. Within the fume hood the glass
ampoule was broken in half along the pre-scored line and both portions were dropped
into the bottle. The bottle was tightly sealed and left for at least 24 hours for the O s0 4
crystals to dissolve. Following this the solution is stored at 4°C.

NOTE
O s0 4 is extremely hazardous. All work was be performed in a chemical fume hood,
whilst wearing the appropriate personal protection equipment i.e. gloves, safety
glasses and lab coat.

Table 2.7
Protocol fo r making up 1% osmium tetroxide fixative
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Epon-Araldite Resins
Araldite CY212

8.5g

Agar 100

15g

DDSA

27g

DBP

lg

All the above components were mixed vigorously on a magnetic stirrer for a few
minutes.
Then the final component was added
BDMA

0.5g

Again the mixture was stirred vigorously on a magnetic stirrer for a few minutes.
This resin requires curing at 80°C for 48 hours.
Table 2.8
Protocol fo r making Epon-Araldite resin that is used fo r embedding E M samples

Plastic resin embedded specimens (Fig. 2.5a) were trimmed by hand to produce a
trapezium shaped face, suitable for cutting. The faced block was placed in the chuck of
an ultramicrotome (Reichert Ultracut E) (Fig. 2.5b). A glass knife (Fig. 2.5c) was freshly
made using a 30mm thick glass strip, broken using a LKB knife maker. The glass knife
was placed in the ultramictotome and used to line up the sample block and finish facing
the cutting surface. A histology diamond knife (DiATOME Switzerland) (Fig. 2.5d) was
then used to cut semithin sections for LM of thickness 0.5-1.0pm. The semi thin sections
were floated off in the water bath (attached to the knife), picked up using a metal loop
and placed on a glass slide. The slide was placed on a slide warming plate to dry down
the sections. Once thoroughly dry a drop of 1% toluidine blue in 1% borax (for
formulation see table 2.10) was placed over each section and the slide returned to the
warmer for a further 30 seconds, then the stain was washed off with pure water, and the
slide left to dry before mounting with a cover slip.
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EM Embedding Protocol
Procedure

Timing

Fixation in 2.5% Glutaraldehyde

min 24 hours

2X Wash in 0.1 M Sorenson’s buffer

10 minutes

Post fix in 1% buffered osmium tetroxide

1 hour

2X Wash in 0.1 M Sorenson’s buffer

lOminutes

30% ethanol in water

10 minutes

50% ethanol in water

10 minutes

70% ethanol in water

10 minutes

90% ethanol in water

10 minutes

2X 100% ethanol (dehydrated)

10 minutes

1:1 ethanol: propylene oxide

10 minutes

100% propylene oxide

10 minutes

1:1 propylene oxide: Araldite/Epon mixture

1 hour

1:2 propylene oxide: Araldite/Epon mixture

Over night with caps lose.

2X 100% Araldite/Epon mixture

3 hours

Cure in 100% Araldite/Epon mixture at 80°C

48 hours

Table 2.9
E M processing schedule which has a minimum duration o f 91 hours.
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Toluidine Blue
Toluidine blue

lg

Borax

lg

Distilled water

100ml

The sodium borate was dissolved in the water, then the toluidine blue powder was added
and stirred until dissolved. The stain solution was filtered (using syringe filter) before
use.
Note: Borax makes the stain alkaline so it will helps penetration in to the epoxy sections.
Table 2.10
Protocol fo r making up 1% toluidine blue stain that is used to stain semi thin sections o f
resin embedded samples to be viewed under the LM.

For EM ultrathin sections are required. To cut these sections the sample block remained
mounted in the microtome chuck, and the knife was changed to an ultra diamond knife
(DiATOME Switzerland) (Fig. 2.5e). The water boat was filled and the cutting face is
lined up with the knife edge. The ultramicrotome was set to cut ultrathin sections of
90nm and the automatic advance engaged. The thickness o f the cut sections were
checked by visual inspection o f the floating sections, pale to dark gold colour they are of
the correct thickness (~ 90nm) (Fig. 2.5f). The sections are picked up on a 3mm copper
grid (agar scientific G2450C). This was done by holding the grid with a pair o f fine
forceps and immersing it under the water in the knife’s boat. Using an eyelash stick the
section was carefully manoeuvred over the grid, and the grid was lifted out o f the water
picking up the section with it. (Great care must be taken not to touch the knife’s cutting
edge with the grid or forceps as it is extremely delicate and the merest touch will
damage it). The grids were then stored in a grid box (agar Scientific G276N).
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Figure 2.5
. . . .
r ■
a) Specimen embedded in a resin block with a 5p coin to give an indication o f size.
b) Reichert Ultracut E ultramicrotome.
c) Glass knife.
d) Diamond knife fo r cutting histological samples.
e) Ultra diamond Knife fo r sectioning ultra thin sections.
f) Cut ultrathin sections floating in the water boat
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Prior to viewing the EM sections they were stained with heavy metal salts, to give
contrast to the section. Staining is achieved by floating the grid section side down on a
drop o f Reynold’s lead citrate solution (see table 2.11) for 5 minutes. (As the lead reacts
with carbon dioxide to form deposits o f lead carbonate, care must be taken not to breath
on the staining area). The grid is then washed in pure water and floated (section side
down) on a drop of aqueous uranyl acetate (see table 2.12) for a further 20 minutes.
Finally the grid is washed again in pure water and left to dry, it is now ready for
viewing.
Lead C itrate
Lead citrate

0.25g

Distilled water

100ml

NaOH(10M solution)

1ml

All the components were mixed together by shaking in a tightly stoppered bottle, and
stored in a brown glass bottle in the dark at 4°C. The solution was centrifuged before use
Table 2.11
Protocol fo r making up Reynold's lead citrate solution which is used to stain biological
specimens fo r examination by TEM

U ranyl acetate
Stock solution
Uranyl acetate
Distilled water

5g
200ml

Uranyl acitate was added to the water in a dark coloured bottle, and left for at least 24
hours to dissolve. The saturated solution is stored in the dark at 4°C. The solution was
centrifuged before use
Table 2.12
Protocol fo r making up uranyl acetate solution which is used to stain biological
specimens fo r examination by TEM
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2.2 LIGHT MICROSCOPY AND ANALYSIS
Prior to embarking on any analysis o f the tissue, the cut sections were coded and masked
to eliminate observer bias from the subsequent results. The masking was performed by
randomly assigning new sequential numbers (1-30) to the cut grids. The original sample
designation along with the new code were stored in a secure location within the lab until
all o f the analysis was completed.
All samples had at least 3 good sections available for analysis as this enabled multiple
measurements to be performed from tissue at different depths o f the sample block. The
masked LM sections were stained with 1% toluidine blue. LM analysis was performed
on a Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope (Fig. 2.6). Digital images were recorded with a JVC
TK-1280E colour video camera. The digital images were stored using the Aequitas IDA
software archiving system (1.3, DDL Ltd, Cambridge, UK).

Figure 2.6
Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope with a JVC TK-1280E colour video camera.
The image analysis software that was available for use at our lab was Aequitas IA (1.3,
DDL Ltd, Cambridge, UK). Though this software package is relatively old, it is simple
to use and the principles utilised in the analysis are simple to understand. One limitation
was that it was not able to perform all o f the measurements that we required, however
this was overcome by having a second custom designed and programmed image analysis
code written in house (see section 2.2.4)
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2.2.1 Calibration of the Image analysis
The Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope was set up using the standard set o f objective lenses
(lOx, 25x, 40x and lOOx oil immersion) that were used throughout this work. A standard
1mm calibration graticule slide (Agar L4078) was imaged with each o f the objective
lenses.
Before any quantitive measurements could be taken from the images, the Aequitas IA
image analysis software required calibration. A calibration constant was needed for each
o f the objective lenses that were used. The image o f the graticule taken with each o f the
objective lens was imported into Aequitas IA. On the graticule image the separation
between each sequential mark on the graticule is lx l0 '5m [in the case illustrated in Fig
2.7 the line is 6xl0'4m or 600//m long]. Using the Aequitas IA software a line o f known
length was drawn along the ruling on the graticule image (Fig. 2.7). The length o f this
line was then input into Aequitas IA calibration. Aequitas uses this to calculate the size
o f each pixel. The procedure was repeated to obtain a calibration constant for each o f the
4 objective lenses used in this work (lOx, 25x, 40x and lOOx oil immersion).

Fig 2- 7
Screen shots o f Aequitas software illustrating the calibration procedure.
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2.2.2 Cellularity measurements
In order to assess the total iris stromal cellularity, the specimens were viewed using the
40x objective lens. For each specimen up to 10 separate fields o f view were imaged.
Each image of random stromal regions was imported into Aequitas IA for analysis (Fig.
2.8a). An area measurement of the stromal tissue present on the micrograph was
calculated. This was done by manually drawing around any area in the image which did
not contain tissue, and also areas that contain the PPE; these were then masked off from
the remaining image (Fig. 2.8b). The software then calculated the area of tissue
remaining on the image. The tissue in the unmasked region was examined and all the
nuclei present were counted by eye (Fig. 2.8b). From these two measurements the
number o f nuclei per unit area o f tissue was calculated for each image. The results for all
the images for a particular sample were pooled together to generate a mean degree of
cellularity for each sample.
The relative composition o f melanocytes compared to the other cell types was
determined by examination o f the EM micrographs (Fig. 2.9). For each micrograph the
area occupied by different cells types was measured using Aequitas IA software. The
ratio o f melanocyte to other cell type area was calculated for each sample.

2.2.3 Atypia
For each specimen the whole stroma from three sections was examined in a masked
fashion by myself and an experimental pathologist (Ian Grierson) under 40x and lOOx
objective lenses in order to assess and count the numbers o f cellular atypia present in the
iris stromal melanocytes. Atypia were defined as (Grierson et al. 1999; Pfeiffer et al.
2001) nuclear enlargement, chromatin margination, chromatin clumping, prominence of
nucleoli, pronounced nuclear invaginations and the presence o f pseudonuclei. For the
present analysis full atypia was not seen, but some melanocyte nuclei had atypic features
illustrated in (Fig. 2.10). Therefore atypia (atypic features) were defined in the iris
melanocyte nuclei when there was clear evidence o f some o f the features defined above.
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Illustration o f the procedures perform ed to determine the tissues cellularity.

a) LM micrograph is imported into Aequitas IA (1.3, DDL Ltd, Cambridge, UK) .
b) The empty space is masked off, and the anterior border and deep stroma tissue
area is highlighted. The cell nuclei within this area are marked with a red spot

and counted.
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Figure 2.9
Analysis o f melanocyte against fibroblast area
a) E M Image o f (he anterior border. Masked images showing b) the fibroblast and
c) the melanocyte area. Area occupied by d) the fibroblasts and e) the melanocytes
are highlighted and measured.
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Figure 2.10
Atypic features seen in the iris stroma
cells with some features o f atypia,
a) the nuclei marked with an* are invaginated,
b) the arrows point to two nuclei which have rarefaction and margination o f chromatin.
c) The nucleus highlighted with the arrow head shows chromatin margination and a
pseudovacuole.
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The numbers o f cells exhibiting some degree o f atypic features were counted. A low
power image (using lOx objective) was taken o f the tissue section, and using Aequitas
IA the total area o f the stroma was calculated. Using these three parameters it was
possible to calculate the number o f atypic cells per unit area o f tissue. As the cellulartiy
o f the sample is known (see the previous section 2.2.2), we were then able to calculate
the number o f cells with some atypic features per 100 stromal cells.

2.2.4 Anterior border thickness
A detailed investigation o f the anterior border thickness was undertaken. Each o f the
masked specimens was imaged using a lOx objective lens on the Nikon Optiphot-2
microscope and archived in the Aequitas IDA data base. In order to measure the
thickness o f the anterior border in these images a specialised image analysis software
was written in-house by Damian Famell and Kathy Cracknell. This code allowed us to
define (by outlining by hand) the upper and lower boundaries o f the anterior border (Fig.
2.1 lb). The smoother of the two boundaries was chosen and the software plotted best fit
polynomial line to it. This best fit line served as a normal from which a line was drawn
that intersected both boundaries (i.e. the thickness at that point). 100 such thickness
measurements were taken for each image (Fig. 2.1 lc). The image analysis software was
calibrated using a standard 1mm calibration graticule slide, imaged using the same
objective lens, so the mean and standard deviation o f the anterior border thickness in ¿t/m
was calculated.

2.2.5 Free melanin
The presence o f free (i.e. extracellular) melanin granules was initially assessed by
detailed systematic analysis of sections o f iris stroma under high power optics o f the
light microscope (Fig. 2.12a). However it was extremely difficult to determine if the
pigment granules were genuinely free or if they were contained within the processes of
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Figure 2.11

Illustration o f the procedures perform ed to determine the thickness o f the anterior
border.
a) L M micrograph is imported into the image analysis program
b) The anterior border upper and lower boundaries are manually outlined.
c) The thickness between these two boundaries is measured at 100 equally spaced
positions.

Figure 2.12
Free melanin as seen within the iridiectomy specimens.
a) L M micrograph o f the iris stroma
b) E M micrograph o f the iris stroma
Some o f the free melanin granules are indicated by the red arrows.
c) E M micrograph o f the stroma. With the advantage o f E M it is clear that the
melanin indicated by an * are membrane bound however at the LM level this
could not be identified.
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the melanocyte. To enable the documentation of the number, size and condition o f the
free granules which were found in the stroma, electron micrographs were carefully
examined to identify free melanin granules (Fig. 2.12b). The free granules identified in
these images were measured using Aequitas IA.

2.2.6 Melanin proximity to the blood vessels
The masked specimens were examined under a 40x objective lens and each blood vessel
was identified and imaged. The images were imported into Aequitas 1A for analysis and
the distance from the vessel to the closest 5 melanin granules were measured (Fig. 2.13).
The arteries had clearly defined vessel walls so all measurements were taken from the
inner vessel wall closest to the location o f the melanin (Fig. 2.13a), however the veins
had a less distinct outline, so all the measurements had to be taken from the centre o f the
vessels’ location (Fig. 2.13b). As there are two separate measurement criteria involved
there are potential errors in combining the results. The most probable error is an
overestimate of the distance of melanin from the vein. To counteract this source o f error
the results for the arteries and veins were processed separately. The data from the two
separate groups were compared and there was found to be no significant difference
between them (Mann-Whitney U test), hence for the final analysis the results o f both
measurement techniques were pooled.

2.3 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ANALYSIS
2.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy
The ultra thin sections were mounted on hexagonal copper mesh grids (the hexagonal
pattern leads to adjacent grid bars being displaced relative to each other, this enables
better visualisation o f layered tissue such as the iris) and counter-stained with uranyl
acetate and lead citrate, and were viewed on a Phillips CM10 transmission electron
microscope (TEM) (Fig. 2.14). For each sample a random a series o f 25 micrographs (at
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^Measurement o f the distance from the blood vessel to the closest melanin deposits
a) An artery, with the vessel wall clearly defined. Measurements are taken from the
inner vessel wall to the location o f melanin granules.
b) A vein, in this case the vessel walls are indistinct hence the measurement is
recorded from the centre o f the vessel to the location o f melanin granules.
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5,200x magnification) were taken, these were composed of 10 micrographs from the
anterior border region, 10 from the deep stroma and 5 from the PPE. To calibrate the
microscope an image was taken o f a diffraction cross grating replica (Agar S I06). A
diffraction cross grating consists of a cross hatched pattern o f very regularly ruled lines
(2,160 lines/mm). The original grating is manufactured and the line spacing tested by
observing the diffraction pattern produced by visible light waves, and the grating is
certified. From this original grating a carbon replica is produced which is placed upon a
copper grid. The regularly spaced lines can be observed under the TEM and the
separation between them measured, which is then used to calibrate the microscope at the
magnification range that was used in this work.

Figure 2.14
Philips C M 10 TEM

The magnification o f 5,200x was chosen as it provided a good compromise between
resolution (i.e. being able to clearly differentiate between individual melanin granules)
and field o f view (i.e. encompassing a sufficient number o f melanin granules per image).
If a higher magnification was used the discrimination between melanin granules would
not have been greatly enhanced but many more images would have been required to
capture a sufficiently high number of granules. The number o f micrographs per tissue
layer was decided upon such that the number o f melanin granules observed was
sufficient as to give numerical stability to the data. Separate data sets from the same
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sample were collected and compared giving a repeatability error o f less than 10% for the
pigmented epithelium set (hence the lower number of images captured) and slightly over
10% for the two stromal regions. Sample repeatability was established by comparing
different sets of images from the same specimen.

2.3.2 Mature melanin granule analysis
Contact prints o f the EM micrographs, were digitized by scanning at a dpi of 150 on a
flat bed scanner. At this stage the contact prints were coded with randomly assigned
numbers to ensure that the analysis was performed in an unbiased fashion. The images
were imported into the Aequitas image analysis software (Fig 2.15a), which was
calibrated using the diffraction cross grating replica micrographs. The calibration
procedure was identical to that described in section 2.2.1.
Aequitas image analysis software was used to assess each micrograph. For each image
the area of the various tissue cellular components (i.e. melanocyte cytoplasm, and
nucleus and also cells other than melanocytes) were drawn around by hand with the
image analysis software Fig 2.15b. The area occupied by each of these tissue
components was determined (Fig 2.15c), specifically these were; total tissue area, area
of melanocyte cytoplasm, melanocyte nuclear area and area of other all other cell types
present within the field of view (i.e. fibroblasts).
The individual melanin granules were counted and measured for each micrograph. To do
this the grey scale thresholding was adjusted in Aequitas IA software to highlight the
individual melanin granules. When the melanin granules were closely packed together
the software was unable to distinguish the individual granules, in this situation it was
necessary to manually separate near neighbours so that each granule would be dealt with
as a discrete entity during the measurement procedure. This individualization process
was done on a commercially available graphics package. (Jasc ® Paint Shop Pro version
7.0). For each micrograph, measurements were made o f the maximum diameter of each
granule, the area o f cytoplasm occupied by the granules and the total number of granules
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(Fig 2.16). To eliminate noise from the measurements a threshold was set. The value of
the threshold was determined by a trial and error procedure which involved the analysis
of numerous images from a range of specimens. Each image was analysed and a range
of threshold levels were applied. The images were then assessed to determine if melanin
granules that were obvious were being excluded or if many small artefacts were being
included. Following this procedure the pre set threshold value of 0.0 lum2 was decided
upon. This meant that if the area enclosed was smaller than the pre set value (below
0.0lum 2) this object would not be counted and included within the analysis.
From the measurements the number of granules per 100/mT, and the melanin granule
area per 100//m2 o f cytoplasm (henceforth referred to by us as a granularity
measurement) were calculated for each micrograph.

2.3.3 Immature melanosomes analysis
Melanin granules can be separated into 4 stages (Jimbow et al. 1971) identified as M l,
M2, M3, and M4. M l is a membrane bound vesicle, M2 is an oval shaped vesicle
containing regular membranous filaments with little electron dense melanin, in M3 the
fibres have become partially obscured by electron dense melanin, and M4 is a fully
melanised mature melanin granule (Fig. 2.17).
The 4 samples that comprise the ‘paired eye study’ were examined in order to determine
the level o f melanogenesis, as indicated by the proportion o f immature melanin granules
present. An Ml melanin granules appearance is oval in shape with an amorphous
internal structure, it is difficult to distinguish as distinct to other cellular organelles. Due
to this it is difficult to unambiguously identify an M l hence only M2 and M3 granules
were included in this evaluation. This analysis was performed using a 200x250mm
enlargement o f each o f the micrographs. Each of these was manually scrutinized for the
presence o f M2 and M3 immature melanin granules by two observers (Kathy Cracknell
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Figure 2.15
a) A digitised electron micrograph.
b) The micrograph is imported in to the image analysis package and the different
cellular components are outlined.
c) The melanocyte cytoplasmic area is masked and the area is measured.
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and Ian Grierson) (Ian Grierson is particularly experienced at this type o f evaluation)
using a hand held magnifier. The area o f tissue in each image was obtained from the
image analysis software, as described in section 2.3.2. This was used in conjunction with
the immature melanosome counts to obtain a value o f M2 and M3 granules per unit area
o f tissue.
Ml

Figure 2.17
Schematic diagram o f the appearance o f the melanosome during the different stages o f
melanogenasis. M l melanosome is spherical in shape with amorphous internal
structure. M2 melanosome has become oval in shape, and the internal structure is
organised. M3 melanosome, some degree o f melanisation has taken place. M4
melanosome, mature melanosome completely filled with melanin

2.3.4 Ranking the LI ID patients
The LIID samples were masked as to patient details. A set o f digital photographs (see
Fig 2.3) were printed out using good quality photographic paper. The photographs were
then cut up to give the 15 separate images. This set o f images was given to individuals
who were then asked to manipulate them until they were happy that the images were in
an ascending colour order.
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Two masked methods were used to assess the rank. The first was based on the
assessment o f an expert observer (Ian Grierson), where each specimen was assigned a
unique ranking number from 1 to 15 (where 1 was the lightest iris and 15 the darkest),
this we called the ‘single observer ranking’. A second ranking was also carried out
where 9 individuals (of differing expertise) independently ranked the LIID samples. The
results o f these 9 rankings were pooled to obtain a mean ranking for each specimen,
these have been called the ‘multiple observer ranking’ values. (I did not participate as a
ranker in the ranking procedures as at this point the masking had been broken and I was
familiar as to the designation o f each o f the photographs and the results o f the melanin
granule analysis for each, however I coordinated the survey and archived the results.).

2.4

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

2.4.1 Shapiro-Wilk test for normality
The numerical data sets were tested to see if they conformed to a normal distribution
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. This tests the null hypothesis that the sample came from a
normally distributed population (Lewis et al. 1999).
This method calculates the ratio o f two quantities that should be the same if the
distribution is normal.
( 2 . 1)

The test statistic S is defined as
S 2 = ns

( 2 .2 )

where s is the sample standard deviation given by

(2.3)
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and n is the number of observations
The test statistic b is determined by first ordering the observed values in an ascending
order. The observed values are then paired off and the difference between them found
e.g. (xn-xi),(xn.i-x2) etc. If there are an odd number to observations the median will be
unpaired and therefore ignored, b is now calculated by finding the weighted sum o f the
differences
b = an(xn- x ,) + an_x(x„_, - x2) +...

(2-4)

Where the weighting variable a is found from a look up table.
b Eqs (2.4) and S Equ (2.3)are substituted in Eqs (2.1) to find the test variable W. The
test value W is compared to values in a look up table provided in many books on
statistics for example (Lewis et al. 1999) to find the probability that the data set comes
from a normal distribution.

2.4.2 ‘/-test’ for normal distributions
A /-test can only be used if both sets o f data are normally distributed. The basis of the /test is comparing the ratio o f the difference between the means and the variability o f the
groups (Lewis et al. 1999).
With this test the null hypothesis is tested i.e. it is assumed that the means o f the two
populations are equal. With all o f our data sets, we have assumed the two tailed test i.e.
difference in the population means can be in either direction (up or down).
For each o f the sample sets being tested the mean x and the standard deviation 5 is
calculated. The test statistic is then calculated by
(2.5)
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Where
a =

nxs 2x + n2s\
»1 + /J2 - 2

(

( 2.6)

And
n is the number o f observations.
Next the critical tc value must be calculated. To do this the number o f degrees of
freedom vis calculated.
v = w, + «2 ~ 2

Q'T)

The critical value is found by using a look up Mable provided in many books on
statistics for example (Lewis et al. 1999) using the appropriate degrees o f freedom.
The test statistic t is compared to a critical value tc. If t is greater than the tc we can reject
the null hypothesis i.e. the means o f the two distribution are not the same.

2.4.3 Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test
The Mann-Whitney U test compares the test data from two data sets. This test makes no
assumptions as to the distribution of the data within the data sets, hence it can be used
with all data sets. The principle behind this test is comparing the ranks o f each o f the
data sets when combined together into one set (Lewis et al. 1999).
The null test hypothesis is that the two populations are identical so they have identical
medians. The alternative hypothesis is that the two populations have different medians.
The two test data sets have the number o f observations m and n2 respectively. The two
groups are combined together and ordered such that the highest has a rank o f 1. The sum
o f the ranking values for each group is calculated and is known as Rh and R2. The test
values Ui, and U2 are calculated
n. (n. +1)

( 2. 8)
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(2.9)

The smaller o f the two values is now denoted by U. Look-up tables provided in many
books on statistics for example (Lewis et al. 1999) are used to find the critical value of
U. The null hypothesis can be rejected if U is less than or equal to the critical value.

2.4.4 Correlation coefficient
With some o f the data sets it was important to examine the data to find out if there was a
correlation between the two ordinates o f the data, (such as the darkness of eye colour
and duration o f latanoprost treatment).
The Pearson product moment correlation is given by (Lewis et al. 1999)

^(x-xXy-y)

( 2 . 10)

Where x and y are the two ordinates of a point and x and y are the means of each o f the
ordinates. The range o f r is from +1 to -1.
(Normally on graphs the r2 (or R2) is given.)
The regression coefficient o f a trend line can be tested to see if the trend is statistically
significant or not. The test statistic t is given by

( 2 . 11)

Which has a t distribution with («-2) degrees o f freedom. The critical value o f / is looked
up in a / table provided in many books on statistics for example (Lewis et al. 1999).
This can be rearranged to give
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r

2

_ e_

___

( 2 . 12)

n - 2 +t 2

By substituting the t value in Eqs (2.12) the critical value of the r2 value is calculated. If
the r2 is less than the critical value then the null hypothesis can not be rejected, i.e. there
is no significant correlation in the data.

2.4.5 Fisher correction for the Pearson

%2 test

This test is used in the analysis of categorical data were the sample size is low i.e. the
total frequency is less than 20.
The data are set out in a contingency table
a

b

a+b

c

d

c+d

a+c

b+d

n

Where n=a+b+c+d
The probability that the cells have the values stated is given by
,
(a + b )l(c+ d )\(a + c)\(b + d)\
p(a,b,c, d) „\a\b\c\d\

(2.13)

We now need to find the probability o f getting the critical value or something even
worse (i.e. something even more different from the expected value). To do this we
sequentially alter the frequencies making sure that the marginal frequencies [(a+b),
(c+d) etc] are kept the same. This is done over all the possible arrangements. The
probability for each o f the arrangements is computed using Eqs (2.13). Note the sum of
all the probabilities will be 1 (except for rounding errors)
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The probabilities o f interest are those that are equal to or less than the expected
probabilities. The sum of these probabilities is calculated to give the chance o f getting a
worse result than that which has been obtained.

2.5 METHODS : STEREOLOGY
The term stereology was coined in 1961 by Hans Elias. Stereology is essentially a
branch o f applied mathematics developed to aid interpretation of 2D sections, and to
relate the features observed to the corresponding 3D structures. There are many aspects
of stereology that go beyond the scope o f this study (see texts by Weibel 1980a; Weibel
1980b; Aheme et al. 1982; Russ 1986; Howard et al. 1998). Here we will consider only
the aspects o f stereology relating to sphere reconstruction.
As detailed in section 2.2 iridectomy specimens were processed and cut for routine EM.
The sections are cut through a plane which is as close to 90° as possible (i.e., normal) to
the anterior border plane, passing through the deep stroma and the posterior pigmented
epithelia (Fig 2.18). Although the section plane is normal to the anterior border, the
plane can have any orientation with respect to the x and y directions, shown in Fig 2.18.
As the melanocyte cell components are not directionally orientated, we can consider this
as randomly sectioned.

Section plane randomly

Fixed section direction
¡n the z-axis

Figure 2.18
Sectioning plane through an iridectomy specimen
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Image analysis was performed on the (monochrome) micrographs in order to determine
the size and number o f the melanin granules contained within the melanocytes. In order
to determine the size of the individual granules, the image was subjected to a pixel
intensity threshold, (approximate range 0 to 80) [in a monochrome image the pixel
intensity ranges from 0 (black) to 255 (white)], which was chosen such that all o f the
pixels that were within the melanin granules were highlighted. The total number of
pixels within each granule was determined and converted into an area in pm , (by the
calibrated image analysis package). The maximum diameter o f each granule was also
recorded. As the melanin granules are not perfectly spherical, (or circular in the 2D
plane), the most representative measurement of the size was the area, thus it is this
measurement that is used in the stereological calculations. In order to calculate the
sphere populations of the actual melanin granules it is necessary to convert the area into
the equivalent circular diameter (D):

(2.15)
The area equivalent diameters were grouped into classes within a frequency profile
using the frequency function in Microsoft Excel. The diameters greater than the lower
limit but less than the upper limit o f a particular class are counted in a particular range;
e.g. if the first class size is 0.75/mi it contains profiles of diameters 0 to 0.75//m. After
the data from the 2D EM images have been assembled in this fashion it requires analysis
by stereological methods in order to elucidate the 3D structures.

2.5.1
2.5.1.1

Sectioned profiles
Theory o f profiles cut fro m a uniform sphere

A simple illustration can be used to explain what happens when a uniform sphere is
sectioned. Consider a sphere o f radius R (arbitrary units) from which are taken infinitely
thin sections Fig.2.19a. The circular profiles o f radii r that will be produced, encompass
all the possible circles ranging form r=0 to r=R.
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The next step is to determine the probability with which a particular circular profile of
radii r is produced. Using the simple graphical representation in Fig 2.19 it is easy to
understand and reproduce the frequency distribution profiles. A tangent is drawn from
the lowest point o f the sphere, and the radius R marked on it. The radius is then divided
into a number o f equal sized segments o f length Ar. Construction lines at 90° to the
tangent are drawn at Ar intervals along the tangent until they intersect with the sphere.
At the intersection a horizontal line (shown as dashed) is extended backwards to the
z-axis. The vertical distances between these dashed lines are proportional to frequency
profile. This can be represented as a histogram shown by the purple shaded area. In the
limit o f Ar -> 0, the frequency distribution function becomes a continuous function
shown in Fig.2.19c.

2.5.1.2

Theory o f profiles cut fro m a m ixed sphere population

In the case o f the data we wish to look at, and indeed most real situations, the actual
population consists of a distribution of sphere sizes; Fig 2.20 illustrates this point. The
problem is now how to disentangle the profiles generated by the various size spheres
from each other in order to determine the true 3D sphere population.
Using an analytical approach it is possible to determine the generating 3D sphere
population from the circular profiles seen in the 2D sections. The principle behind this
can be illustrated as follows. Consider the effect o f the same sampling class range o f Ar
on spheres o f differing sizes (Fig 2.21).
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Class size Ar

In arbitrary
units

Figure 2.19
a) Diagrammatic illustration o f sectioned profiles obtainedfrom a uniform sphere,
with an infinitely thin section. Purple shaded blocks represent the range o f sphere
profiles within the class Ar.
b) The purple shaded blocks can be converted into a histogram that represents the
frequency o f the profile class size Ar. I f the size classes Ar were made progressively
smaller then a continuous p lo t o f the frequency distribution can be produced seen in
c) .
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Figure 2.20
a) Representation o f a cell fille d with a distribution ofparticle sizes. The
sectioning plane is shown in red. b) Profiles seen in the 2D section.
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Class size

Class size

Figure 2.21
Frequency distributions observed with different sized spheres. Class size fo r all cases is
Ar=l (arbitrary units). The radii o f the spheres are different in each case
a)R=l, b)R=2, c)R=3, d)R=4

A class interval o f Ar=l (arbitrary units) is used, and 4 spheres o f sizes R= 1,2,3,4. It can
be seen in Fig 2.21 that the smallest sphere only contributes profiles in the smallest class
size (Fig 2.21a), whereas the next size up contributes profiles in class sizes 1 and 2 (Fig
2.21b). This relationship carries on until the largest sphere size which contributes
spheres to all the class sizes.
A population that is composed o f equal numbers o f these four sphere diameters, will
produce the circular profile distribution that is the sum o f the 4 histograms shown in Fig
2.21, this is shown in Fig 2.22. The contributions from each o f the 4 sphere diameters to
profiles in each class size are shown in a different colour. It is clear that in the general
case each sphere of size R will contribute circular profiles to sections from 0 to R. In Fig
2.22 it can also be seen that the largest profile class size is generated solely from the
largest sphere class.
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1

2

Class size

3

4

Figure 2.22
The expected frequency o f circular profiles (class interval Ar=l) seen in sections
produced from a 2D system which has equal proportions o f 4 spheres o f radii R=l,2,3,4
respectively. The contribution o f circular profiles to each class size profiles from each
sphere size is shown in a different colour

IS R=l,

d R=2,

D ^=5,

d i? = 4 . (Units

arbitrary)

2.5.1.3 Practical considerations with real sectioned data
The profiles formed from sectioning a uniform sphere described above in sections
2.5.1.1 and 2.5.1.2 represent an idealised case o f perfect and infinitely thin sections.
With real experimental data it is impossible to achieve this, and errors occur in the
cutting and counting processes.
a)

Lost small profiles

In a section the smallest profile sizes contain very small amounts o f material,
consequently they provide relatively little contrast in the section, and are therefore
difficult to detect. Also as r -» 0 the profiles will become impossible to see. Another
consideration is that in the sectioning process it is possible that these small profiles will
be physically lost. As a result o f all these various effects it is necessary to correct for
missing small profiles. A pragmatic approach to this problem is described by Weibel
book 1 (Weibel 1980a). This involves using the existing data to extrapolate for these
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missing small sections. All the subsequent calculations in this chapter are performed on
profiles corrected in this fashion.
b)

Finite section thickness.

In Fig 2.23 the effect that sample thickness has on the number o f profiles in the section
is clearly demonstrated. It can be seen that the thicker the section, the greater the number
of profiles that will be present. This effect was first recognised by Holmes in 1927
[Holmes 1927] hence its name the ‘Holmes effect’.
The effect of section thickness (t) is to increase the number o f profiles in the largest
class size as the section will pass through the maximum of a greater number of particles
Fig 2. 23 (Weibel 1980a). For a single sphere size the increase in the number of particles
in the largest class size will be in proportion to t/(R+t). If there is a distribution of sphere
sizes then the class size that corresponds to the maximum radius of a sphere will also be
correspondingly increased. Weibel describes an approximate practical solution to
remove this over-count, and this approach was used in this work.

2.5.2 “Unfolding” the frequency distribution to find the sphere distribution
With experimental data we are faced with the reverse problem to that described in the
2.5.1.2, i.e. I have measured a distribution o f circular profiles, and need to determine
from this the sphere size distribution in 3D that gave rise to it.
The principles behind the ‘unfolding’ process are that it is known that largest profile
class observed was created solely by the largest sphere which has the same radii as this
class (see Fig 2.22 and section .2.5.1.2). From this it is possible to construct a frequency
profile that this sphere size would contribute to the whole. This frequency profile is then
subtracted from the original. In the remaining distributions all the profiles in the largest
remaining class size must have been generated from a sphere o f this size. This procedure
is repeated until all the profile class sizes are accounted for.
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b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.23
a) Representation o f a cell fille d with a distribution ofparticle sizes. The planes
illustrate various sectioning thicknesses. The red plain illustrates an ideal infinitely
thin section. The separation between the red and blue plane represents the thickness
o f a section taken fo r EM (90nm). The separation between the red and green plane
represents the thickness o f a thin LM section (1pm).
The figures b) c), and d) represent the profiles seen with the different section
thickness, b) infinitely thin, this section has 23 profiles, c) 90nm section with 28
profiles, and d)lp m section with 126 profiles.
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2.5.2.1

Cruz -O rive method

Cruz-Orive proposed an unfolding method which gave an accurate estimation o f the true
sphere population, as shown in Weibel (Weibel 1980a). The unfolding depends critically
upon the way that the class range and size are defined. The class range is defined as the
upper limit o f each class size, but the defining class size is taken as the mid point o f the
class range Fig 2.24.
All the previous descriptions have been given in terms o f radii, but hold equally true for
diameter. For practical reasons measured date are normally recorded in terms o f
diameter. Hence in the remainder o f this work the class sizes will be referred to in terms
o f their diameters.

Defining class size

1

2

3

4 5 6 7
Class size Ad

8

9 10

11 12 13 14 15

Fig 2.24
Illustration o f the method proposed by Cruz-Orive. The range is defined as the
separation between successive class sizes Ad and the defining class size is taken as the
mid value between the class sizes.

The calculation to unfold the experimentally determined distribution o f profile sizes into
the 3D sphere population requires that the profiles have already been adjusted to account
for the missing small profiles and the section thickness. The unfolding step was
performed using Cruz-Orive (Cruz Orive 1976) method as given in Weibel (Weibel
1980a). For completeness the details o f this unfolding procedure are given in Appendix
A.
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2.6 M E T H O D DEVELO PM ENT: M O D ELLING SCATTERING
A N D ABSO RPTIO N
The understanding of the nature of light (is it a wave or a particle?) has perplexed
scientists for thousands of years. In the 17th century Isaac Newton proposed that particles
(corpuscles) were emitted from a luminous object. This idea was superseded in 1801
when Thomas Young famously demonstrated that light was composed of a wave with
his famous ‘double slit’ experiment. However in 1905 Albert Einstein showed that
certain aspects o f the behaviour of light can only be understood by considering it as a
particle.
After Einstein’s work, it has become accepted that light is at once both a wave and a
particle: this is known as wave-particle duality (the particle aspect of light is called a
photon). In this work when dealing with light, the terms Tight particle’ and ‘wave’ will
be used interchangeably depending on the appropriate context. [Where ‘particle’ is not
preceded by Tight’, the word refers to a solid particle (e.g. melanin)].
The nature of light waves were themselves a cause of much speculation in the 19th
century. A wave in that time would have been defined as
‘an energy-carrying disturbance propagated though a medium by a
progressive local displacement o f the medium, without any overall
movement o f matter
But what exactly was the medium that light waves were travelling in? It was postulated
that a material called ‘ether’ filled all space, and light waves were caused by vibrations
in this ‘ether’.
In 1864 James Clark Maxwell proved theoretically that electrical disturbances propagate
in free space with a speed equal to the speed of light, and so he postulated that light is
composed of electromagnetic (EM) waves. During this research he also discovered that
the basic principles of electromagnetism can be formulated in terms of four fundamental
equations, which we now know as Maxwell’s equations. This discovery did away with
the need for the imaginary ‘ether’ as it is clear that light and all EM waves are
oscillations in electric and magnetic fields.
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Visible light makes up just a small part o f the whole E M spectrum, see Fig 2.25, it
encompasses wave lengths of 400 to 700nm. At longer wavelengths (lower energy) there
are infrared, microwaves and radio waves, and at the shorter wavelengths (high energy)
are ultraviolet, X-rays, and gamma-rays.
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Fig 2.25
The electromagnetic spectrum

Any object that is illuminated by EM radiation will interact with that radiation. At the
smallest scale within the object, the electric charges that make up the object will be set
into oscillatory motion by the electric fields o f the incident wave. When a charge is
accelerated it will radiate E M energy in all directions, this secondary radiation is referred
to as the radiation scattered by the object. During this scattering it is possible that some
o f the incident energy will be converted into other forms o f energy (e.g. thermal energy),
this process is known as absorption.
Work in this thesis only considers wave scattering by a single particle embedded within
a homogeneous medium. The physics o f type o f scattering event has been simply and
qualitatively explained by Bohren and Huffman (Bohren et al. 1983) as thus. The
scattering particle is subdivided into many small regions. The incident EM wave induces
a dipole moment in each o f these regions. The dipoles will oscillate at the frequency o f
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the incident wave and scatter secondary radiation in all directions. In any direction the
total scattered field can be obtained by superposing the scattered wavelets from each
dipole. The phase relationships will be different for different scattering directions,
therefore we would expect the scattered field to vary with scattering direction. If the
scattering object is small compared to the wavelength, all the secondary wavelets will be
approximately in phase, hence we would not expect much variation with the scattering
direction. This effect was shown by Rayleigh and has become known as the Rayleigh
effect. As the particles size becomes bigger the wavelets have more opportunity to
constructively and destructively interfere with each other, so the total scattered wave
will exhibit peaks and valleys in the scattering pattern. It is clear that as the scattering
object becomes larger, its shape will also become an important factor in the scattering
pattern.

2.6.1 Scattering regimes and the effect of particle size
From the simple description given in 5.3 o f the physics o f scattering, it can be
appreciated that the interaction o f waves with matter depends on the relative size of the
particles compared to the wavelength.
Effectively there are three subdivisions o f scattering depending on the ratio o f particle
diameter (D) to the wavelength (A):
1) Particle small compared to the incident radiation, iK O .U ; this is known as
Rayleigh scattering
2) Particle size similar size to the incident radiation, 0.1 A <D<10A ; this is known as
Mie scattering.
3) Particle much larger than the incident radiation, D>10/1 ; this is known as
‘ballistic’ scattering, and is represented by geometric (or ray) optics.
A brief description of all three types of scattering is given below.
In this work considers the scattering o f visible light (A 0.4//m-0.7//m), by melanin
granules on the iris anterior border. Following experimental measurements (Cracknell et
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al 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b) and subsequent stereological analysis, the diameter (£>)
range o f melanin granules was found to be 0.13

-1.09 „m. In this case the regime

that is of importance is Mie scattering.

2.6.1.1 Rayleigh scattering
Lord Rayleigh’s work of 1871 entitled

“oh

the light from the sky, its polarisation and

colour ” derived the small particle scattering law which he stated as :(taken from Bohem
and Huffman (Bohren et al. 1983))
“ when light is scattered by particles which are very small compared with
any o f the wavelengths, the ratio o f the amplitudes o f the vibration o f the
scattered and incident light varies inversely as the square o f the
wavelength and the intensity o f the lights themselves as the inverse fourth
power. ”
The derivation o f this law is given in Bohren and Huffman (Bohren et al. 1983). In this
case it is not derived through the same route as used by Rayleigh himself but rather as a
limiting case of the full Mie theory. Simply stated the Rayleigh approximation is:
The irradiance scattered by any sufficiently small particle regardless
o f its shape is proportional to

2.6.1.2 Geometric optics or ‘ballistic’ scattering
When the scattering object is very large in comparison to the wavelength, the solution to
the EM wave equations tend asymptotically to those of geometric or ray optics. This
type o f approach will be familiar to all as it is ray optics that is taught in secondary
school physics. A ray of light is defined as the direction along which the energy travels.
This approach is commonly used to explain phenomena such as refraction and reflection
at a plane surface. A common example of ray optics is given in Fig. 2.26
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Fig 2.26
Typical ray/geometric optics diagram o f reflection based on ray/geometric optics.

2.6.1.3 M ie scattering
The specific case of absorption and scattering o f EM waves by a homogeneous sphere of
arbitrary radius is exactly soluble. The solution is known as Mie theory. It derives its
name from Gustav Mie’s work o f 1908. However he was not the first or only person to
find a solution to this problem. Debye solved this problem at almost the same time as
Mie. Historically there is a strong case that Lorenz in the late 17th century was the first.
Mie scattering theory is applicable over the whole range of the EM spectrum. However
the solution is complex and the numerical solution is time consuming to calculate, and as
such has only become of practical use since the advent o f modem computers. Indeed it is
still only worthwhile to apply the full theory to the range o f wavelengths between 0 .U
and 102 times the size of the scattering objects diameter (D). For wavelengths shorter
than 0.12 the Mie theory approaches the Rayleigh approximation, and for wavelengths
longer than 102 Mie theory can be approximated by geometric optics. At both extremes
of 2:D the approximations are much simpler to understand and implement, and hence
used for all practical purposes where possible.
Mie scattering theory involves the formal solution o f Maxwell’s equations with
appropriate boundary conditions. This solution o f the scattered electric and magnetic
fields gives rise to the coefficients o f scattering a, and b,. [For those interested a full
proof can be found in (Bohren et al. 1983)].The determination o f these coefficients a,
and bi require the non dimensional size parameter x, which is defined as
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2n\

D
(2.16)

x=

The value of the coefficients of scattering a, and b, are found by the linear superposition
of Riccati-Bessel functions (A,y/,Q, where i is an integer. The interested reader is
referred elsewhere (Boas 1966; Bohren et al. 1983) for more information on these
functions.

a ((x) =

f « +i

V

i

m A t + — Wi ~Wi-\

- W ij

(2.17)

bi(x) =
m A i + — \Ci - Cm

The form of coefficients given in Eqs (2.17) involve the logarithmic derivative that was
introduced by lnfeld (Infeld 1947) and used by Aden (Aden 1951), as this form is best
suited for ease o f computation. The scattering coefficients are dependant on the sphere
diameter, D, photon wavelength, X, and the complex relative refractive index,
m=(n+\ ri )/N o f the material.

2.6.2

Scattering and absorption coefficients

Consider a plane wave in a non absorbing media, and a detector, which collects the
power (energy per second) o f the wave. When a single scattering particle is placed
between the source and the detector (Fig 2.27.) the power incident on the detector will
be reduced. The difference in the two values will be due to scattering and absorption due
to the particle, this is called the extinction.

The energy extinction rate (Wexl) is defined as the sum o f the energy absorption rate (Wa)
and the energy scattering rate (Wsca).
W
yr ext = Wa ^+Wsea

(2-18)
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Scattered wave

Incident
plane
wave

Detector

Fig 2.27
Wave energy incident on the detector, at a fix e d distance from the source following
scattering by a single particle.

2.6.2.1 Interaction cross sections
If one considers a particle that is irradiated by a beam o f light the incident radiation on
the particle is denoted by /,, This can now define the extinction, scattering and
adsorption cross sections as,
(2.19)

crext

all o f which have the dimensions o f area.
From Mie theory it can be shown that the extinction and scattering cross sections
respectively are given by (Bohren et al. 1983).
lor M
= ^ £ ( 2 / + l)Re(fli + 6 i)

crsea

2n

X ( 2 / + l)(|a,|2 + |è,|2)

( 2 .20)

( 2 .21 )

The absorption cross section is given by
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^ ext

( 2 .22 )

^sea

2.Ô.2.2 Efficiency factors
Mie theory defines a dimensionless constant called the efficiency factor ( 0 which
relates the cross sectional areas to the true geometric cross section of the particle. For
our spherical particles these are given as (van de Hulst 1982),
a

? M

(D \

X 11

Q sca

n\

D

Qa = —

=—

2 M
-T 2 ( 2 i + lX|a,| +|6,| )
X

+

+ i’<>

(2.24)

i= l

2 .

and the absorption efficiency is given by,

Q a ~ Q ext

Q sca

(2-25)

2.6.2.3 Scattering and absorption coefficients
The scattering and absorption coefficients are related to the product o f the scatterer
number density p (dimensions [L‘3]) and the interaction cross sectional area
(dimensions[L2]) (van de Hulst 1982). For the case o f a single particle we have defined
the number density as.
_______ 1_______
P=

volume o f particle

(2.26)
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(

Futhermore, p a and p sca the scattering and absorption coefficients, can be determined for
a single particle as

Ma =

6(7a
ttD 3

(2.27)

Msea

_ Gsea
_r»3

(2.28)

2.6.2.4 Scattering anisotropy
The scattering anisotropy or asymmetry parameter is denoted by g. This is defined as the
average cosine o f the longitudinal scattering angle 6.
g = (COS0)

(2.29)

For spherical particles it can be shown using Mie theory (Bohren et al. 1983), that
M /'(/' + 2)
g =
* 2Q sca

M

/ +1

.

*

,

^

2/ + 1

Re{«/«/+, + b ibM } + —

.

—^ R e { a ib i }

/(/ + !)

(2.30)

2.6.2.S Albedo
Albedo (al) is defined as ratio of scattering to extinction. It is a measure o f the
‘whiteness’ o f an object, hence the name which is derived from the Latin for whiteness.
The usual definition is for a bulk material:

a i

_

M sca^

(2 31)

Me»
where, p exi=(Ma+ Msca), which are defined in Eqs (2.27 and 2.28)
For the case o f a single particle the albedo becomes (eras defined in Eqs (2.20 to2.22)
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al =

crsca

(2.32)

crext

2.6.2.6 Complex refractive index o f melanin
From the definition o f the Mie coefficients o f scattering o, and b, (Eqs 2.17) we can see
that scattering is dependant upon size o f the particle, wavelength o f the irradiating light,
and the relative complex refractive index o f the particle.
In order to carry out the calculations for Mie scattering we needed to know the real and
imaginary parts o f the complex refractive index o f melanin, m=rr+\ n . Theory shows
that the imaginary part n' o f the complex refractive index is related to the absorption
coefficient (pabs), (van de Hulst 1982) by

M a

Am '
~ r~

(2.33)

Relatively little experimental evidence regarding the optical properties o f melanin
granules exists. Experimental research carried out on bulk melanin (Jacques 2006)
shows that the absorption coefficient profile o f a single melanin granule varies as

M a = c'

T348

(2.34)

Jacques (Jacques 2006) determined the values of the constant c for melanin granules
from the skin and the retina. They found c=1.7xl012 for melanosomes derived from skin
melanocytes, and c=6.49xl012 for retinal pigmented epithelial cells (RPE). For the
model o f the iris we have adopted the value measured for the skin melanosome as this
was considered to be the best match to the iris melanosome.
In order to understand the reasons for making this particular choice it is necessary to
explore the embryonic origins, cell type and the nature o f the pigmentation o f the RPE,
skin melanocyte, and the iris melanocyte. Details o f which are summarised in tables 2.14
and illustrated in table 2.15.
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Cell type
RPE

Epithelial

Iris PPE

Epithelial

Iris
melanocyte

Melanocyte

Range of granule
diameters in p m 2
Ellipsoid
1.0 to 2.5 pm in length and
0.5to 1.5/rni in width1

Cell percentage of
melanin (%)

0.77 ± 0.07

45 ± 5

eye colour

eye colour

Blue

Heterog
-eneous

Brown

Blue

Heterog
-eneous

Brown

0.25 ±
0.01

0.29 ±
0.03

0.33 ±
0.02

1.9 ±
0.9

11.7 ±
5.9

13.7 ±4.2

skin colouration

Skin
melanocyte

Melanocyte

Data not avalable

Caucasian2

Dark skinned
races2

< 1//m

> 1pm

skin colouration
~
.
Caucasian

Dark skinned
races

Data not avalable

Table 2.14
Comparison o f the pigm ent in cell types. (Kaczurowski 1962; Feeney-Bums 1980),
(Szabo et al. 1972; Jimbow et al. 1993)

Ocular melanocytes traditionally are categorized into two groups: 1) RPE, which
includes the PPE (Boissy 1998) and 2) uveal melanocytes which include the iris
melanocyte. The embryonic origin o f these two groups are different. The RPE are
derived directly from cells in the neuroectoderm o f the embryos forebrain (Mann 1964).
In contrast, the iris melanocytes is derived from the neural crest, and migrates through
the mesenchyme of the embryo and finally settle in the iris (Bartelmex et al. 1954;
LeLievre et al. 1975; Noden 1991). The skin melanocyte (like the iris melanocyte) is
derived from the neural crest and then migrates to the dermis into the epidermis and
finally to the basal lamina of the basal epithelial layer o f the epidermis (Reedy et al.
1998).
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Table 2.15
. , „
J
,
, ,
Electron micrographs illustrating pigm ented epithelial cells and m elanocytes from
various locations in the body.
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One now needs to look at any morphological and pigmentary differences between these
cells. The RPE are polarized cells, which are cuboidal in shape, the degree o f
pigmentation varies among individuals, but not significantly between races. The
melanosomes are extremely elongated and rod shaped and range between 1.0 to 2.5 //m
in length and 0.5 to 1.5//m in width (Kaczurowski 1962; Feeney-Bums 1980). The iris
melanocyte have a centrally places nucleus with dendrites orientated parallel to the iris
surface. The melanosomes in these cells are oval to spherical in shape (Reedy et al.
1998). They have a variable fill o f melanin which is dependant upon eye colour
(Cracknel 1 et al. 2007b), but even the darkest eyes in the study had only 21 ± 7 % o f the
cytoplasm filled with melanin. The mean diameter (2D profiles as seen in a 90nm
section) is also dependant on the eye colouration (being largest in dark eye colours), and
the largest mean diameter found in our study was 0.36 ± 0.02 /an 2 (table 2.14 and 2.15)
(Cracknell et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b). Full details o f this analysis is given in
chapter 4.4.3). Skin epidermal melanocytes produce melanosomes that are ellipsoidal in
shape (Quevedo et al. 1998) and their size is on the order o f 1/an , though this is variable
depending upon the skin colouration. Dark skinned races have melanosomes > l/an , and
white races have melanosomes that are < 1/an (Szabo et al. 1972; Jimbow et al. 1993).
Micrographs o f each cell type are given in table 2.15, which clearly illustrate the
different features described above.
The conclusion can be drawn that the iris melanocyte and the RPE are dissimilar in all
the aspects considered (i.e. embryonic origin, morphology and pigment granules).
However there is a great deal o f similarity between the iris and skin melanocyte,
including most importantly the size and shape o f the melanosomes.
We are now in a position to be able to obtain an expression for the wavelength
dependence o f the imaginary component o f the complex refractive index o f melanin by
combining Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34)

n

1.7e'2/T248
An

(2.35)
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The range o f ri was found to be 3.6xl0'3 (2=0.4 ¿im), 9.2x10"4 (2-0.7 //m).
The real component o f the refractive index has been determined experimentally (Vitkin
et al. 1994) to be n= 1.7.

2.6.2.7 Refractive index o f medium
The Mie calculation depends upon the relative refractive index. This is given by

m=

in')
~N

(w +

(2.36)

As the major constituent o f any cell is water we have chosen in this model to assume
that the bulk medium within which the melanin granules are embedded has a refractive
index o f water, hence JV=T.3 (Schiebener et al. 1990).

2.6.3

Implementation and verification o f the Mie computer code.

As stated in 5.3.1.3 the calculations that are necessary to find the Mie coefficients a, and
bi are long and laborious. This calculation has only become practical since the advent o f
computing. Much research has been done on the Mie calculation in terms o f refining the
casting o f the equation Eqs (2.17) in order to enable them to be implemented accurately
and efficiently via computational algorithms. Some o f the major contributions have been
made by Infeld (Infeld 1947), Dave (Dave 1969), Lentz (Lentz 1976) Wiscombe
(Wiscombe 1980).
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2.6.3.1

M ie FORTRAN code

There are many good Mie scattering codes available, a source o f such pre-written codes
can be found in a “scattering library” web page which has been complied by Flatau
(Flatau 2006).
In this work we have used the FORTRAN 95 computer code developed by Bohren and
Huffman (Bohren et al. 1983), obtained from Flatau (Flatau 2006). This code has been
modified slightly from the original by B.T.Draine to output a value for g.
We are interested in this study in the overall scattering from a polydispersed distribution
o f particle sizes. The real continuous distribution o f particle sizes has been converted
into discrete classes of particle sizes and there are Ncl such classes. It is necessary to
calculate the Mie coefficients for the typical particle in each o f the class sizes. To enable
this, the code has been slightly modified again (by us) to enable it to be run many times
as a subroutine from the main simulation. The FORTRAN code used is listed in
Appendix B.

2.6.3.2 Verification
Due to the minor modifications the code (2.6.3.1) [and shown in Appendix B] it was
necessary to ensure even theses the minor modifications have not influenced the output.
The verification was performed by comparing the data generated by Bohren and
Huffman (Bohren et al. 1983) with the modified code. The results generated by our code
is an exact match with that given by Bohren and Huffman (data not shown). Thus it was
confirmed that the code is functioning correctly.
The code obtained from the web page (Flatau 2006) has been modified by B.T.Draine to
output the value o f g (as detailed within the code). Due to these modifications it was felt
prudent to check the output value of g against other sources (Prahl 2006; Laven 2006).
The values chosen represent the extremes o f the data found with our system, in terms o f
particle size and wavelength. The result was found to be an absolute agreement with the
values o f g for both our code and the other Mie calculators (data not shown).
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2.7

METHOD DEVELOPMENT: THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

Modelling by randomly sampling random numbers has been around for a long time,
though it has only achieved a prominent status in recent years. Statisticians used this
method to model sampling experiments. One o f the more famous experiments was
performed by W.S.Gossett who used random numbers to assist in the form o f the tdistribution (Student 1908). Sampling of random numbers was also used by Lord Kelvin
in his study o f the kinetic theory of gasses (Kelvin 1901). Though this technique yielded
good results, the implementation was slow and laborious and hence not very practical.
However modelling using the generation o f random numbers followed by repetitive
arithmetic and logical operations is ideally suited to being performed by computers.
Indeed the growth o f the popularity o f this technique is linked to the advent o f modem
computing.
A specific form of modelling using random numbers is the Monte Carlo (MC) method. It
was developed by von Neumann, Ulam and Metropolis at the end o f the Second World
War. The group were working on the Manhattan project at Los Alamos, where they were
studying the diffusion of neutrons in fissionable material. The work performed at Los
Alamos is seminal as it was the first computer simulation o f a molecular system. The
name was coined by Metropolis in 1949, and it first appeared in the title of a paper
describing the early work performed at Los Alamos (Metropolis et al. 1949). He named
it after the city of Monte Carlo in Monaco which is famed for its casino, as the roulette
wheel is just a random number generator. The MC method has developed rapidly so that
by the early 1980s it was considered ‘the most powerful and commonly used technique
for analysing complex problems’ (Rubinstein 1981).

2.7.1 Monte Carlo models o f light scattering in turbid media
MC models are well suited to problems involving scattering in turbid media, and they
have been used in a multitude o f situation. Some examples o f the diverse range of
problems that this technique has been applied to are given here. The earliest use o f the
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MC technique was to study the scattering of a neutron in fissionable material, and it is
still being used to study particle scattering today. For example in particle physics such as
in virtual Compton scattering (Janssens et al. 2006) and in the moderation o f thermal
neutrons (Krynicka et al. 2006). It is also used for the determination o f quantum
properties such as magnetic spin (Bishop et al. 2001).
The MC technique has been widely employed in the understanding and interpretation o f
E M scattering. E.g. X-ray scattering (Zhukovskiy et al. 2006) and radar back scattering
(Ivanova et al. 2003). It is used across many disciplines and fields such as: Astrophysics
e.g. to aid the understanding o f light scattering within nebulae (Witt 1977), and
meteorology e.g. understanding scattering by atmospheric clouds (Iwabuchi 2006). It has
even been used to aid computer rendering o f images (CGI) o f human skin
(Krishnaswamy et al. 2004).
O f particular interest is the use of MC modelling to understand the optical properties o f
biological tissues and visible light scattering in tissue (Prahl et al. 1989; Wang et al.
1995; Hammer et al. 1995; Amoldussen et al. 2000; Bartel et al. 2000; Sardar et al.
2001; Preece et al. 2002; Meglinski et al. 2003; Drakaki et al. 2005; Georgakoudi 2006;
Palmer et al. 2006a; Palmer et al. 2006b; Khokhlova et al. 2007). Much work has been
performed on developing MC models to predict the properties o f light-scattering in
human tissues (Prahl SA et al. 1989; Wang et al. 1995; Bergougnoux et al. 1996). The
rapid growth of the use o f light in medicine has created the need for models to enable a
better understanding of both tissue optical properties and light transport within tissues.
Optical imaging of biological tissues is important as it is non-invasive and provides good
soft tissue contrast. Understanding o f light scattering is important if it is to be used as a
diagnostic tool. The first use of MC simulations in laser-tissue interactions was by
Wilson et al (Wilson et al. 1983). There is also a need for models to link the fundamental
optical properties o f tissue to the measurable parameters. For example light fluence
distribution is required in photodynamic therapy (Wilson et al. 1986), blood oxygenation
can be deduced from measurements o f diffuse light transmission (Arridge et al. 1984).
Georgakoudi (Georgakoudi 2006) has used MC simulation to help develop algorithms to
detect changes in tissue scattering that indicate changes in biochemical and
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morphological make up o f tissue that could be used as a potential diagnostic tool for
cancer detection.
Inverse MC has been very usefully employed to aid with experiments to determine the
optical properties o f tissues. Work performed by Hammer et al (Hammer et al. 1995)
used an inverse MC simulation to calculate the optical properties (i.e. scattering and
absorption coefficients and anisotropy) o f the ocular fundus. Palmer et al (Palmer et al.
2006a; Palmer et al. 2006b) have also used this technique to extract the absorption and
scattering properties of turbid media, such as human tissues.
The validity o f the MC approach has been tested by the work performed by Flock et al
(Flock et al. 1989a; Flock et al. 1989b). MC was compared with diffusion theory for
light transport, and they found that the MC approach proved to be the better model.
Secondly they tested the accuracy o f MC simulation against experimental phantom
media, and found that MC gave a good agreement with the experimental measurements.
MC simulations have successfully been used to model the transport o f light in biological
tissues.
The MC algorithm we employed is similar to that used by Bergougnoux et al.
(Bergougnoux et al. 1996) to treat the scattering o f light in skin. This particular approach
was designed for light scattering in a system populated with particles of variable size
(known as a polydisperse distribution o f particles).

2.7.1.1 Model o f the iris
The iris is a multi-layered tissue, illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.28. A detailed
description o f the iris is given in Chapterl.2. The key properties o f each layer are
summarised in table 2.16. The proposed mode o f the iris is illustrated in Fig 2.29 and the
key features o f the model are detailed in table 2.16.
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Model

Properties

Region

> Upper most layer.

> Infinitely wide.

> Highly cellular, few extra

> Homogeneous
medium.

cellular matrix components.
Anterior border

> Cells predominantly

>

> Randomly filled

melanocytes, with some

with spherical

fibroblasts.

melanin granules

Up to 4 cells in depth.

(Fig 5.12).

> Middle layer o f tissue.
> Low cellularity - approximately

Combined together:

15% by volume.
Deep stroma

> Major component o f the extra
cellular matrix is collagen fibres.

PPE

>

Perfectly diffusely
reflecting surface

> About 250 pm in depth.

at the bottom of

> Base layer.

the anterior

> Dense cellular layer.

border.

> Cells very heavily filled with
large melanin granules.

Table 2.16
Summary o f the key properties o f the tissue layers o f the iris, and the proposed model.
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b)
Figure 2.28
Structure o f the anterior border a) Schematic representation o f a section through the iris
b) Electron micrographs illustrating the ultra structure o f the three different layers.

Heterogeneous/polydispersed
distribution of melanin granules
7 ^

Homogenous medium
i
s-

.2 u.
«2
5
o
<! x>
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Diffusely reflecting surface, representing
the effect o f the deep stroma and PPE
Figure 2.2 9
Schematic representation o f the iris model
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2.7.2 The simulation steps
To simulate the interaction o f light with the iris it is necessary to trace the path a photon
would take as it traverses the tissue, taking into account changes in direction and
‘weight’ as it interacts with the melanin granules it encounters. This process is repeated
over many such photons. The results o f all the photons are pooled to give an estimate o f
the overall interaction o f a beam o f light.
In order to understand and carry out the simulation it is necessary to break down the
problem into the individual steps. These are set out as algorithms and then coded in
FORTRAN 95 to make up the final computer simulation. Note: For ease o f use all units
used with the simulation are in /an.

2.7.2.1

The co-ordinate system

The MC simulation makes use o f two coordinate systems simultaneously:
1)

The anterior border is represented in the Cartesian coordinate system by an

infinitely wide slab in the x, y plane and o f known depth R in the z plane (Fig 2.30a).
The origin o f the system is at the centre o f the top surface. The path o f the photon is
traced on this coordinate system as it passes through the layer.
2)

A moving spherical coordinate system is used to calculate the change o f photon

vector at each interaction. This system is dynamically aligned to the incoming photon
propagation direction (Fig 2.30b), the longitudinal scattering angle 0 and the azimuthal
angle <f>are sampled randomly. The photon path is then updated in terms o f the original
Cartesian coordinate system.
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r surface

a) Cartesian coordinate system,
centred on the upper surface o f
the anterior border

b) Spherical polar coordinate
system, centred on photon
directional vector

Figure 2.30
Schematic o f the Cartesian and spherical polar coordinate systems.

2.7.2.2 Random Variables
The MC method requires random sampling o f variables.
£(the random variable) is generated by a pseudo-random number generator built into the
FORTRAN compiler o f Salford Plato v2.21, Salford Software Ltd (www.salford.co.uk),
and is uniformly distributed over [0,1].

2.7.2.3 Defining and launching a photon
The photon is defined in terms o f its position on the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z)
and its direction vector (ux,uy,uz) .
The photon is launched perpendicular to the upper surface o f the tissue i.e.
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r=(x,y,z)J-(0 ,0 ,0 )J

(2.37)

u=(ux,uy,uz)T=(0,0,1)T

(2.38)

To improve the efficiency of the simulation the technique developed by Kahn and Harris
is used (Kahn et al. 1951) which allows the propagation o f many photons as a packet
simultaneously. The photon packet is assigned a ‘weight’ w. The initial ‘weight’ is set to
one, this then decreases after every interaction due to photons in the packet being
absorbed. When the photon ‘weight’ reaches (or approaches close to) zero the photon
packet is terminated.

2.7.2.4 Mean free path
The MC ‘move’ for a photon depends on the photon mean free path in the turbid media
T . The approach employed in this work is almost identical to that used by Bergougnoux
et al (Bergougnoux et al. 1996) to simulate the scattering o f light in skin. The method
was formulated for light scattering by a system composed o f particles o f variable size (a
polydisperse distribution).
For a polydisperse distribution the melanin particles are divided into Nci size dependant
classes. For the /th particle class with a number density n, (i.e., the number o f particles
per unit volume) the mean free path is given as.

T = — i—

(2.39)

n ,°sca ,i

where asca,i is the scattering cross section o f the particle o f class z Eqs. (2.21) which has
been determined using Mie scattering theory (section 2.7.2.1).
The mean free path of a photon with respect to all such classes is given by
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7 =

1
Ne I

I

(2.40)

I

The distance a photon travels, d, between successive scattering events is given by the
Poisson distribution, such that
d = - 7 \ n(£)

(2.41)

where ^ is a random number in the range [0,1]. During each ‘move’ the photon is
therefore advanced by distance, d, along its unit direction vector u, and so the new
position is given by
r ' = r + ud

(2.42)

This result is true for both monodisperse and polydisperse spheres.

2.7.2.5 Determ ination o f the particle size
When the photon has completed the MC ‘move’ (and is still within the system) it will
then interact with a melanin granule. As the system is filled with a polydisperse
distribution o f particles it is now necessary to determine the size o f granule in question.
To do this we sample the probability distribution qt in order to find the class number, /,
for the melanin granule size. This probability is given by

%

I

(2.43)

2.7.2.6 Scattering
We have already noted that we are in the regime o f Mie scattering (section 2.6). The
scattering of the longitudinal angle 0 [as in similar MC studies (Prahl SA et al. 1989;
Wang et al. 1995) ] is carried out using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Henyey
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et al. 1941). We are using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function to represent the
scattering function of these discrete classes as used by Bergouognoux et al
(Bergougnoux et al. 1996). We note that the Henyey-Greenstein function has been
established experimentally (Sardar et al. 2001) as an excellent representation for photons
o f light interacting with melanin granules o f arbitrary shape. As in previous Monte Carlo
simulations of light interacting with human tissues (Prahl et al. 1989; Wang et al. 1995;
Bergougnoux et al. 1996), we make the explicit assumption that the Henyey-Greenstein
phase function may be employed. We have not attempted in this work to consider the
difference between the phase function generated by general Mie scattering theory
compared to that generated by the Henyey-Greenstein function as this has been covered
elsewhere (Toublanc 1996) in detail. This topic is considered again in the discussion

p (co s0 ) =

i- r

2(1+ g 2 - 2 g c o s # )

3/2

(2.44)

The anisotropy g is dependent on particle size and has been determined for all the i class
sizes in the Mie calculation (section 2.6 Eqs.(2.30)). A look-up table is used in order to
determine g„ for the particular particle size class i at each scattering event. The
longitudinal scattering angle, 6, is found in accordance with the formula used by Witt
(Witt 1977) where £ is a random variable in the range [0,1].

cos ( 9)
2g

1

1-g,2
+

8

f

(2.45)

1- g, + 2g £ x

In contrast to the longitudinal angle, the azimuthal angle <¡>however is always uniformly
distributed in the range [0,27r].
The accuracy o f this method o f finding the scattering angle by determining cos(0) and
then determining 0 by using the relationship 0=acos(cos(0)) was explored by Binzoni et
al (Binzoni et al. 2006a; Binzoni et al. 2006b). They found that this function is indeed
the most accurate and should be used in MC calculations.
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In order to determine the vector of the scattered photon, unit vectors ni and n2, are
defined as orthogonal to u (the vector o f the incoming photon) see Fig 2.31.

Figure 2.31
Diagram illustrating the new photon scattering vector, u ’. n¡ and n 2, are defined as
being orthogonal to the original photon propagation vector, u, in order to determine the
new vector o f the scattered photon, u ’. 6 is the longitudinal angle o f scattering and (¡)the
azim uthal angle o f scattering.
N t a non-unit vector in the direction o f ni is defined by
N1= (£p£2>£3)T

(2-46)

Where & (5=1,2) are uniform random variables in the range [-1,1], and & is found by
solving the vector identity u • N, = 0 , such that

#3 =

(2.47)

ni is now found by taking n, = N ,/|N , | . Care must be taken when the magnitude o f any
o f the components of u are very small. Hence, we set ni=(l,0,0)Twhen ux is small (i.e.,
less than some preset limit, e.g. lxlO '6), ni=(0,l,0) T when uy is small, and ni=(0,0,l)T
when uz is small. The vectors u, ni and n2 are mutually orthogonal, and so n2 is
determined by solving the vector equation.
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(2.48)

n2 =uxn,

Once the unit vectors ni and n2 have been obtained we then utilise the following
standard expression in spherical polar co-ordinates in order to determine the new photon
direction vector,

u'= u cos(<9) + n, sin(i9) cos(0) + n 2 sin(<9)sin(0)

(2.49)

Where <t>is the azimuthal angle.
As ni and n2 and u are unit vectors, u’ is also a unit vector from Eqs (2.49).

2.7.2.7 Absorption
The absorption at each interaction is accounted for by reducing the ‘weight’ w o f the
photon by a factor a where

a i = 1 - a/, = 1----------

(2.50)

f^extj

where, / 4 xt.;=(/V/ + p sca,i) and a/, is the “albedo” for a melanin granule in the /th class. p a,i
and psca,i are absorption and scattering cross coefficients, respectively, that have been
determined for a particle o f the f h class by equations 5.13 and 5.14 in section 5.3.2.3.
However in section 5.3.2.5 Equ. 5.18, it has been shown that the albedo for a single
particle is

(2.32)

So a, now becomes
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/
1 - a li

i
^
= 1-------s c a ,i

(2.51)

^ext,i
The weight following an interaction is given by
w' = w a j

(2.52)

2.7.2.8 Roulette algorithm
When the photon ‘weight’ falls below a very small preset value (lxlO '9) a Roulette
Algorithm (Wang et al. 1995) is employed to enable the photon to have a chance of
regaining a certain amount o f its ‘weight’, Aw, given by:

Aw = P

(2.53)

A uniform random variable £ in the range [0,1] is tested, to see if it has a lower
magnitude than a small positive preset number (in this case 0 . 1),/?. If £ is smaller than p
then the photon ‘weight’, w, is adjusted according to Eqs.(2.53), otherwise the photon is
terminated and the outcome of this photon is recorded as being totally absorbed by the
tissue.

2.7.2.9 Photon hitting a boundary
After each photon move the final position is checked to ensure that the photon is still
within the tissue. The z coordinate is checked at the end o f each move. If uz<0 the
photon has exited back through the top o f the system. This is counted as a reflected
photon. If Mr<R the photon is due to exceed the lower boundary. This can not happen, so
the distance backwards from the final photon position to the boundary along the photon
trajectory is computed.
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K =r +

R-r.
V

r;=r^ +

Æ-r_
M,

;

\U„

ri - R

(2.54)

From this point the photon is diffusely reflected and the new photon direction is
determined.
U=C<?,,&&)T

(2-55)

Where <fs (5=1,2,3) are uniform random variables in the range [-1,1]. To ensure that there
is no bias in the direction o f reflection the technique suggested by Allen and Tildesley is
used (Allen et al. 1989) where by a random vector on the surface o f a sphere is
generated, and in this case we only accept this vector if the z ordinate (£3) is in the
negative direction, as the photon propagation path must be back into the system. This
new vector must be normalised by u=U/|U|.

2.7.2.10 Final output o f simulation
As the MC technique is a stochastic model, it is necessary for the path o f many photon
packets to be traced. A batch run system was adopted. Each batch consisted o f 50,000
photons. A cumulative count o f the outcomes o f each o f the photons is recorded. This is
done by recording at the termination o f the photon the proportion o f ‘weight’ (w)
remaining, this represents the proportion o f that photon that has been reflected, and the
proportion o f the ‘weight’ lost in the system ( 1-w) is the proportion o f the photon packet
that has been absorbed. At the end o f each batch the mean o f the outcomes is recorded.
Multiple batches were carried out. The overall mean proportion o f the light beam
reflected and absorbed was calculated along with the standard deviation.

2.7.2.11 A simulation run
In this work we are interested in the interaction o f the iris with the visible spectrum of
light it was necessary to repeat the whole simulation for many wavelengths. This was
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coded in to the simulation, so batch runs could be automatically run over all the required
wavelengths.

2.7.3 Running the simulation
The FORTRAN 95 codes used are given in Appendix B.
The total absorption and reflectance are found by averaging over many photons. The
number o f configurations used per wavelength was 2xl06 and this was found to run in
under 20 minutes on a 3.20GHz Intel® Pentium® D CPU.

2.7.3.1

Convergence o f the simulation and errors

The convergence of the simulation was initially checked by calculating the cumulative
mean photon outcomes for a range o f photon numbers per batch, Fig 2.32. This
simulation was run on a typical set up o f particle sizes and number density. As can be
seen the result after 50,000 photons is converged to 2 significant figures.
To improve accuracy, the simulation was run with multiple batches o f 50,000 photons.
The convergence o f the simulation was tested by running 1000 batches per data point
(known as a bin). The cumulative mean was plotted against the batch number, this is
shown in Fig 2.33 (note Fig.2.32b and 2.33a and b are all plotted at the same scale). The
graphs in Fig 2.33 show that the final output was converged to at least 3 significant
figures. From Fig 2.33a it can be seen that result is very stable beyond 200 bins, the
simulation takes 30 minutes to run. As the simulation must be run for 30 different
wavelengths for each sample this total runtime o f 900 minutes is prohibitively long. A
more detailed examination o f the convergence graph Fig 2.33 for the first 100 bins
showed that result is becoming sufficiently converged for practical purposes by 50
batches which take under 5 minutes to run, on a 3.20GHz Intel® Pentium® D CPU,
hence the whole visible spectrum (at 0.01/an intervals) can be sampled and simulated in
about two hours.
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a

Figure 2.32
Convergence test o f the M C simulation a) Cumulative mean o f 50,000 photons b) fin a l
20,000

plotted

at

a

different

scale.

Overall

mean=0.85184,

Standard

deviation=0.00155, standarderror=6.91xl0~6.
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a

b

Fig 2.33
Convergence test o f the MC simulation, a) over 1000 bins b) M agnified view showing
only the fir s t 100 bins. M ean=0.85119, standard deviation=0.00044, standard
error=1.387x1O'5. (1 bin = 50,000photons)
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2.7.3.2

Verification o f the code: Transmission through a tissue layer

No cases were available in the literature were directly comparable to our simulated
system. However work has been performed by (Wang et al. 1995) using a MC model to
study light transport in homogeneous multi layered tissue. In this work they modelled
total diffuse reflectance and total transmission in a slab o f turbid media. To enable our
simulation code to be verified against these data it was necessary to use a slightly
modified version o f the simulation. The modification involved removing the reflecting
base layer. The simulation then enabled us to predict the proportion o f light reflected and
absorbed as in our actual simulation as well as the proportion o f light that would be
transmitted out of the back o f this layer.
The simulation was run for ten batches o f 50,000 photons. The results o f this simulation
are given in table 2.17, along with the results o f Wang et al (Wang et al. 1995) van de
Hulst (van de Hulst 1980),and Prahl et al (Prahl et al. 1989).
The results shown in table 2.17 show that there is a good agreement between the results
from our simulation and other work.
Proportion o f

Rd

Proportion o f

T

light transmitted
light reflected R<j

standard error

T

standard error

0.09739

Exact

0.66096

Exact

0.09711

0.00033

0.66159

0.00049

0.0934

0.00035

0.66096

0.00020

0.09751

0.00030

0.660841

0.00041

Van de H ulst
(1 980)
Prahl et al
(1989)
W ang et al
(1 9 9 5 )
Our simulation

Table 2.17
Verification o f our MC simulation by comparing the results from van de Hulst (van de
H ulst 1980), Prahl et al (Prahl et al. 1989), Wang et al (Wang et al. 1995). Simulation
perform ed in a slab with jua=10cm'1, jusca=90cm~l, g=0.75, thickness =0.02cm, l =
V iM sca + P a )
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2.7.4 The model and its limitations
The incident light source was modelled as normally incident photons entering through
the top o f the anterior border. The photon is scattered by the melanin granules within the
tissue. The path o f each o f the photons is traced (see Fig. 2.34), as it undergoes
scattering and absorption events within the anterior border. The path of the photon is
determined by a series of MC ‘moves’. The FORTRAN computer code for this model is
given in Appendix B.

Figure 2.34
Diagrammatic representation illustrating the trajectories o f 3 photons. The deep strom al
and posterior pigment epithelium as modelled as a diffusely reflecting layer at the
bottom o f the anterior border o f thickness R.
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The overall structure of the MC algorithm is shown as a flow chart in Fig. 2.35. A
photon is launched with an initial ‘weight’ o f one, perpendicular to the upper surface of
the tissue. The photon moves between successive interaction events, each ‘move’ is
selected randomly according to Eqs. (2.39)-(2.42), and the location o f the photon is
checked to see if it is still in the system after each such move. The photon may only exit
the system by leaving via the upper surface o f the iris anterior border as shown in Fig.
2.34. If it has not escaped from the system then the melanin granule size probability
distribution of Eqs. (2.43) is sampled in order to give the granule size at this event.
Absorption occurs and the photon weight is changed according to Eqs. (2.50)-(2.53). If
the weight o f the photon is below a small preset value then the roulette algorithm is also
employed. The photon is either terminated at this point or a new photon direction vector
is found by using Eqs (2.44)-(2.49). The next photon ‘move’ is then carried out, as
described above, and the whole MC process is repeated until the photon is either
terminated or leaves the physical domain. The numerical model contain a number of
simplifying assumptions all of which can affect the results o f the simulation. The
assumptions made and the rationale behind them are discussed in the following sections.

2.7.4.1

The deep stroma and PPE

Perhaps the most important assumption is that the deep stroma and the PPE have been
modelled as a ‘perfect diffuse reflecting surface’ at the bottom o f the anterior border.
There is general agreement that the anterior border is very optically active in the
determination o f the colouration in darker eyes (i.e. hazel and brown) (Eagle, Jr. 1988;
Imesch et al. 1996). Furthermore, the anterior border exhibits a greater sensitivity to
latanoprost (Cracknell et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b). There is however controversy
regarding influence of the deep stroma on eye colouration. The deep stroma is composed
o f about 15% cells embedded in a collagen matrix (see Fig. 2.36). Consequently this
layer has a low proportion o f absorbing and a high proportion of scattering components,
hence it can be considered overall to be a very heavily scattering layer. We believe that
much o f the light entering the deep stromal layer will be scattered back out as this layer
is relatively thick (0.25mm).
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Figure 2.35
Flowchart schematic illustrating the MC simulation method. Observable quantities are
obtained by obtaining averages over many such photons.
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Figure 2.36
Low pow er E M micrograph o f the deep stroma. The red arrow heads indicate the
location o f cells, and the blue arrow heads highlight the location o f some o f the
collagen. (Heterogeneous coloured eye).

2.7.4.2 M elanin granules
The assumption that the melanin granules are perfectly spherical is necessary in order, to
make the computation tractable. A formal solution o f Maxwell’s equations for scattering
by arbitrary sized spherical particle was worked out by Mie, Debye and others. However
solving Maxwell’s equations for elliptical or irregular particles to derive the scattering
coefficients would be virtually impossible.
When the melanin granules profiles (from 2D sections) are examined on the EM
micrographs, it is apparent that real granules are actually ovoid or possibly irregular in
shape. To check for the degree of eccentricity o f the granules the ratio o f the circular
diameter derived from the enclosed area, to the measured maximum diameter was
calculated. This ratio was found for over 10,000 granules and the average was 0.86. The
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deviation from a perfect circular profile this represents is illustrated in Fig 2.37. This
degree o f non circularity is relatively small hence it is a reasonable assumption that the
granules are perfectly circular in 2D sections and consequently spherical in 3D.

O

0
A

B

Figure 2.37
Illustration o f the degree that the average melanin granule actually deviates from the
perfect circular cross section, the areas o f A and B are the same and the ratio o f
d:dmax=0.86

2.7.4.3 Independent single scattering events
A wave will be scattered when it encounters an object. If the scattering objects are
sufficiently far away from each other (van de Hulst HC 1982), it is possible to study the
scattering from one object independently from all the other objects. If however the
scattering objects are close together, interference effects such as diffraction will occur.
In the model the assumption is made that the scattering objects (i.e. melanin granules)
are sufficiently far apart to act as independent scatterers. This assumption is not strictly
true for the melanin granules, but it is necessary in order to simplify the mathematics of
the scattering.

2.7.4.4 Other scatterers in the cells and extra cellular matrix
The model for the anterior border o f the iris makes the assumption that it is composed of
an infinitely wide slab of a homogeneous medium randomly filled with spherical
melanin granules (Fig 2.29). However in reality the anterior border is not homogeneous
as it is composed of cells, which contain organelles such as, a large nucleus,
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mitochondria, and lipid membranes, along with numerous other small components, all of
which will scatter light to varying degrees. Along with the cellular content there is some
extra cellular matrix material present as well, of which collagen will be the major
component. All o f these additional components will contribute something to the total
scattering o f light from the iris.
It has been assumed that the melanin granules alone will lead to the absorption profile of
the iris with effectively no contribution from the other components. In reality these
additional components within the anterior border will absorb some light, however the
absorption coefficients are very low, so their contribution will be negligible.
Given the size and number density o f the melanin granules (especially for the darker
coloured eyes) it is a reasonable assumption that they are the major component that
affects the passage of light through the iris, and as such it is reasonable to assume a
negligible effect from the other components.

2.7.4.5 Mie scattering only, ignoring other scattering regimes.
As has been discussed in section 2.6.1. wave scattering is dependant upon the size o f the
scatterer compared to the wavelength. For the simple model o f the iris, only scattering
within the Mie regime is being considered. However as mentioned in section 2.7.4.4 the
cell and extra cellular matrix have components that are very much smaller than the
wavelength o f visible light and so would be scattering in accordance with the Rayleigh
regime.
At this time all scattering other than Mie scattering o f the melanin granules is being
ignored. The possible limitations that this imposes on the outcome o f the simulation will
be discussed later in section chapter 6.
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2.7.4.6 Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function
Another simplifying assumption o f our initial model was that we may adequately
employ the Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function rather than the “full” Mie
phase function. In reality the actual melanin size distribution is a continuous function;
however to make the model tractable, the distribution has been discretized into Nci class
sizes. Each class size is represented by the particle at the mid point o f the range.
Bergougnoux et al (Bergougnoux et al. 1996) claim that ‘the use o f the HenyeyGreenstein function to describe the scattering properties o f an individual particle leads to
the same results that the use of a Mie mean function with the same anisotropy does.’
Again, it should also be noted that the Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function has
been established experimentally (Sardar et al. 2001) as an excellent representation for
photons o f light interacting with melanin granules o f arbitrary shape. Furthermore,
previous Monte Carlo simulations o f light interacting with human tissues (Prahl et al.
1989; Wang et al. 1995; Bergougnoux et al. 1996) have successfully employed the
Henyey-Greenstein

scattering

function.

Toublanc

(1996)

has

investigated

the

consequences o f using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function as compared to the “full
Mie” function. In the system she studied, a systematic error o f between 4 and 7% was
reported in using the Henyey Greenstein phase function as compared to the “full Mie”
function over a range o f wavelengths. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function has also
been investigated by Sharma et al (Sharma et al. 2003) and they found that it reproduced
the diffuse transmittance and reflectance remarkably well when compared to the Mie
phase function. On this basis, it is our belief that darkening would still be predicted even
for the "full" Mie phase function with the increased average granule size.

2.7.4.7 Mean field approximation
The whole numerical simulation is based upon the mean field approximation. In other
words the space within the simulation domain has a uniform distribution o f the
scattering objects. However within a real system filled with solid particles a truly
random distribution will inevitably give rise to local minima and maxima o f fill
densities. This will give rise to edge effects due to the system being filled with hard
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spheres and bound by hard walls. A way to explore how these local density distributions
would affect the overall scattering o f the light through the system would be to model the
system as a virtual box which is loaded with virtual melanin granules. This box could be
then used to track the paths o f the photon packets (with appropriate boundary
conditions) in the same way as is done in the mean field approximation system we have
employed so far. Some work has been done on this, but due to the fact that the mean
field approximation has been widely used in other work o f this kind, it was felt
appropriate to use this approximation in the first instance. A second consideration is that
to virtually fill a box with particles and track the path o f a photon through this system is
numerically much more intensive and therefore takes a considerably longer time to run.

2.8

METHOD DEVELOPMENT: COLOUR THEORY

In order to obtain a colour based on the MC simulation reflectance data which is given
as a function o f wavelength, we must employ Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage
(CIE) colour theory. However it is necessary to understand firstly human colour
perception in order to achieve this aim. Human colour vision is brought about by
specialised photo receptor cells called cones. The cones are located in the retina o f the
eye. The maximum concentration o f cones is in the fovea (for more details see section
1.2.4), which is at the centre o f the optical axis o f the eye.

2.8.1 Human colour vision
Vision is dependant upon the intensity o f the lighting conditions. In good and medium
lighting condition the eye is able to discriminate the different wavelengths o f light.
These types o f vision are known as photopic and mesopic respectively. When the level
o f illumination drops to low vision becomes scotopic and colours can not be
distinguished. A brief description o f these different types o f vision is given below.
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2.8.1.1 Photopic and colour vision
Photopic vision is given by the cones in the retina, which provide colour vision and
operate at illumination levels o f several cdmf2. Colour vision is limited to stimuli within
about 40° o f the optical axis (Hurvich 1981). Within this area the resolution o f fine detail
and colour gradually increases with the proximity to the optical axis. The area o f the
sharpest vision is at the fovea. Vision outside this area is monochromatic and mainly for
the detection o f movement.
The cones can be divided into three types, with each type being responsible for detecting
different wavelengths of light. The different types o f cones are known as short-wave (S),
medium-wave (M) and long-wave (L). these three types o f cone receptors have different
but overlapping spectral sensitivities (Dartnall et al. 1983) see Fig 2.38. Measurements
were performed by Dartnall (Dartnall et al. 1983) on the light absorbed at each
wavelength of the spectrum by individual cones, which have been removed from the
eye. The most recent work has been performed by Stockman and Sharpe (Stockman et
al. 2000). This work has measured a set of spectral response curves shown in Fig 2.38.
The graph in Fig 2.38 consists o f 3 curves which are referred to as S, M, L. The L and
the M cones are sensitive to the whole o f the visible spectrum. It is surprising that there
is such a large degree of overlap between the L and M cones. Their peaks are only 30nm
apart, at about 535nm (M) and 565nm (L) which are both in the green-yellowish colour
range (Gegenfurtner et al. 2003). The S cone however is clearly separate and has its peak
at 440nm which is in the violet region o f the spectrum.
An estimate o f the relative abundance o f the different cone types over the entire retinal
surface is 40:20:1 for the L, M, S cones respectively (Walraven et al. 1966; Bowmaker
et al. 1980; Baylor et al. 1987; Harosi 1987; Cicerone et al. 1989; Bowmaker et al.
1991). Curcio et al has shown that in the fovea the S cones are sparse and in a
semiregular array. For the L and M cones Mollon et al (Mollon et al. 1992)
demonstrated that in the fovea o f old world primates that there is a random mix o f these
two types o f receptors. Interestingly in the centre of the fovea there are no S receptors at
all (Castano et al. 1982; Gegenfurtner et al. 2003). This asymmetrical arrangement o f the
types o f receptors can be understood as the eye does not correct for chromatic aberration
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and therefore cannot simultaneously focus the different wavelengths. If the eye focuses
at a 560nm wavelength (close to the M and L peak sensitivities) both the M and L cones
will receive reasonably sharp images, however the S receptors will receive a much less
sharp image, hence it is unnecessary to have such a fine network o f these (Hunt 1987)

B

G

R

Figure 2.38
The relative sensitivities o f the short-(S), middle-(M), and long-(L) wavelength sensitive
cones as a function o f wavelength. Each curve was normalized to its maximum. The
curves show the cones sensitivity profiles derived by Stockman and Sharpe.(Stockman et
al. 2000). R,G, and B represent the values used fo r defining CIE 1931 standard
colorimetric observer, and are at 700, 546.1 and 435.8 nm respectively.
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2.8.1.2 Mesopic and scotopic vision
At medium levels o f illumination (several cd m 2 down to O.OOlcdm ) the response of
the cones is enhanced by the rods which now make significant contributions to vision.
This is known as mesopic vision.
Scotopic vision occurs at low illumination (less than O.OOlcdm'2). The function o f the
rods in the retina is to give monochromatic vision under these conditions. Rods are more
sensitive to shorter wavelengths o f light than cones (see Fig 2.38). This can be
appreciated as the relative intensities o f red and blue colours change as the levels of
illumination are reduced.

2.8.1.3 C IE 1931 colour space
As human colour vision is composed o f three types o f colour sensors, this means that
colour can be described in terms o f three parameters. A colour space is created by
combining three numbers to define a colour. CIE XYZ is just one possible definition of
a colour space.
CIE XYZ was one o f the first mathematically defined colour spaces and it was based on
direct measurements from the human eye. It is also known as CIE 1931 colour space,
and was created by the International Commission on Illumination (or CIE) in 1931.
Work done independently by Wright (Wright 1928) and Guild (Guild 1931) on human
sight laid the foundations for CIE XYZ colour space. The experiments entailed an
observer adjusting a mixture and intensity o f three primary colours to match test colours.
This enabled the entire range of human colour perception to be mapped. Using
monochromatic primaries a plot could be made o f the amount o f each o f the primaries
used as a function o f wavelength o f the test colour.
As there are three values making up the colour space a plot o f all visible colours would
be three dimensional. However colour can be divided into two components 1) brightness
and 2) chromaticity. This can be understood by considering white and grey, white is
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bright, but grey can be considered as a less bright version of white. Hence they have the
same chromaticity, but different brightness.
CIE XYZ colour space was designed so that one o f the parameters (Y) was a measure of
the brightness. Chromaticity is specified by two derived parameters x and y. These are
functions of the three colour space parameters X,Y,Z. Fig 2.39 shows the CIE XYZ
chromaticity diagram. The outer curve is the spectral locus, with wavelengths marked on
it in nm. This chromaticity diagram is a representation o f how the human eye will
perceive light with a given spectrum.

Figure 2.39.
CIE 1931 colour space chromaticity diagram. The outer curved portion is the spectral
(or monochromatic) locus, with wavelengths shown in nanometres. (Note that the
colours depicted on the above image are also dependant on the colour table o f the
colour printer).
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2.8.2

Colour matching

2.8.2.1 Colour m atching fu n ctio n
The output o f the MC simulation detailed in section 5.4 produces a spectrum o f reflected
light. In order to understand this it is necessary to convert the spectrum into a perceived
colour. This was done using a CIE matching function that is freely available on the web
(CIE calculator 2006). To verify this code the spectrum was manually converted into its
X, Y, Z values as described in Hunt (Hunt 1987).
For each wavelength between 0.4 and 0.7 (at 0.0 lum intervals) the product o f the
reflectance (r(/t)) and x ( Z ) , y ( 2 ) , z ( A ) , were calculated. The set o f the three colour
matching functions are illustrated in Fig 2.40. X Y and Z are given by

x =* l£ r(W l)

Z= K £ "r0 -m )

(2-56)

Where K is a normalizing constant see section 2.8.2.2 for details o f how this was
obtained.

Fig 2.40
CIE 1931 standard colorimetric observer X Y Z functions between 380 nm and 780 nm
(at 5 nm internals) (Wikipedia 2006).
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The linear sRGB values were then found via a standard mapping (CIE calculator 2006;
International Electrotechnical Commission 2007).

RsRGB

" 3.2406

^ sRGB = -0 .9689
0.0557
sRGB.

-1.5372

- 0.4986 ' X '

1.8758

0.0415

Y

-0 .2 0 4 0

1.0570

Z

(2.57)

2.8.2.2 Colour o f the photographed iris
For the code described in section 5.5.1.1 a scaling value K was required. We have
chosen K to match the pre-latanoprost treated photographic images for the two subjects
in ‘paired eye study’. For the sake o f consistency the same value for K is used for MC
data for the post-latanoprost treated iris as that determined for the pre-latanoprost case.
The iris has a complex structural morphometry, as a result o f this the colour o f an iris is
not uniform. In order to match a single colour to the pre-latanoprost treated iris, it was
necessary to find the average colour o f the area o f interest on the photograph.
An in-house computer code was written for this study in IDL to find the mean red green
and blue values o f the pixels in an area o f interest. This code allowed a circle to be
drawn on a jpg image. The red values o f each o f the pixels within this area were
averaged to give the mean and range o f the red value. This process was repeated to give
the average and the range of the green and blue values. This gave us the mean colour of
the area o f interest (see Fig 2.41).

2.8.2.3 Colour generated from the reflected spectrum
The K value required for the CIE colour matching function in 2.8.1.1 (CIE calculator
2006) was determined by inputting the reflection spectrum for each of the two control
cases and adjusting the K value until the red component (Rsrgb,) value from the code
matched that o f the averaged R srgb value for the area o f interest on the clinical
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photograph Fig 2.41. This K value was then used with the spectrum obtained from the
corresponding LIID sample.
-ini X|
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Figure 2.41
Screen shot from the colour measuring code, a) original photograph, b) fin a l image with
the area the area o f interest highlighted by the yellow circle, the colour within this circle
is uniform and represents the mean pixel value as measured by the program.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF
THE IRIS FOLLOWING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LIU)
This chapter details the results of a light microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy
(EM) study, the aim of which was to investigate the pathology of iris tissue following
the development of LI ID.

3.1 AIMS
In the present study, we extended the work described in section 1.6.8 (which was
investigating the general safety of latanoprost use) to look specifically at the changes
occurring in LIID cases. (Previous investigations had by contrast just looked at the
general drug effect.) The work was carried out by focussing on samples, which have
been treated with latanoprost, and which were confirmed by photographic evidence to
exhibit the LIID side effect. We have chosen to examine the same pathology features
that were used in the latanoprost safety studies as I believed these were the most likely
to be involved in the development o f iris darkening.

3.2 Histological evaluation of the Iridectomy specimens
All o f the 15 latanoprost treated specimens and 15 controls in this study were masked as
to their details. Each sample was examined for the presence of any histological
abnormalities. At least 3 sequences o f semi-thin sections were examined for each
iridectomy specimen. A portfolio of micrographs was compiled for each o f the
specimens which included; low power LM mapping o f the specimen (see Fig 3.1),
higher powered LM detailing specific areas and features o f interest (i.e. the presence of
clump cells, cells showing atypic features, deposits o f free melanin etc) and medium
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powered TEM concentrating particularly on the cellular detail (in particular stromal
melanocytes).

Figure 3.1

f

Montage image o f the whole tissue from one o f the specimens as viewed by LM. This
specimen has rolled up upon itself to give a target like appearance in cross section. The
anterior border is indicated by the red arrows and the posterior pigm ented epithelia is
labelled as PPE.

The general appearance o f the tissue sample varied depending upon the retrieval
procedure used. Specimens obtained from surgical trabeculectomy and iridectomy
procedures had a tendency to roll up upon themselves with the posterior pigmented
epithelia on the inside and the anterior border on the exterior, as can be seen in Fig 3.1.
To prevent this from happening the iridectomy was sometimes placed on a piece o f filter
paper. When this method was used however, fibres from the paper would stick to the
tissue and surface distortions would occur. The irises obtained from the post mortem
donor eyes were removed intact from the eye and fixed. Following fixation an
iridectomy was performed, hence these specimens remained flat and undistorted in
appearance.
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Several features were subjected to particular scrutiny. There was no evidence in any o f
our specimens o f posterior epithelial degeneration other than those caused by the trauma
o f handling and processing. The stromal blood vessels were studied for evidence of
structural changes, but there were none apparent. The stroma in general, and the
vasculature and surrounding tissue in particular, were examined for the presence o f
inflammatory cells. None of the specimens exhibited any signs o f inflammation, or
indeed any degeneration observable by LM. The incidence o f stromal clump cells was
noted, these could not easily be seen LM, but were discemable using EM, and were
found not to be present in significant numbers in any o f the specimens. Extracellular
melanin granules existing free within the stromal tissue, was also noted. Free melanin
could again not be easily seen LM, but could be discerned using EM, but it was not
abundant in any sample. The thickness o f the anterior border layer was assessed and
there were no obvious differences seen within the group. Stromal melanocytes were
examined for evidence of cellular atypia. Cellular atypias are defined in section 2.2.3 as
nuclear enlargement chromatin margination, chromatin clumping, prominence o f
nucleoli, pronounced nuclear invaginations and the presence o f pseudonuclei. Cells
exhibiting some atypic features were seen in small numbers in all the tissue examined,
but there were no noticeable differences in the incidence in any o f the specimens.
The only set o f irises that could be easily distinguished as different from the remainder
o f the group was those that were derived from blue coloured eyes. This group clearly
had substantially less melanin present within the melanocytes in the anterior border and
the deep stroma, (see Fig 3.2).
The results are presented firstly as qualitative findings and then as the more detailed
quantitative observations, which provide a more in-depth analysis o f each parameter
investigated.
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Figure 3.2
LM sections from a) a brown iris and b) a blue iris. Note the difference between in
pigm entation between these two specimens

3.3 QUALITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF IRIS PATHOLOGY
3.3.1 Iris Tissue Cellularity
For the initial qualitative investigation of the cellularity, at least 2 sections o f each o f the
specimens were viewed using a lOx objective lens, they were then graded against a
semi-thin section of blue and brown iris, there being no difference in cellularity between
the two (Wilkerson et al. 1996). The grades are defined as —very much lower, - lower,
+/- comparable, + higher and ++ very much higher. The results o f the masked
assessment of cellularity found that no specimen was classed either ++ or —. More
importantly, analysis on the unmasked data found that there was no trend for the LIIDs
to have any greater cellularity than the controls (see Fig 3.3) when tested using the
Fisher correction for the Pearson x2 test.
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Grade
□+
■+/■-

Figure 3.3
Analysis o f the iris tissue graded in accordance with the level o f cellularity.
The grading (as compared to a standard iris) is defined as:- lower, +/- comparable, +
higher.

3.3.2 Atypia
In the initial qualitative assessment o f the specimens, the whole stroma was examined by
two experienced observers (Kathy Cracknell and Ian Grierson) under 40x and lOOx
objective lenses in order to assess and grade (- absent, +/- marginal, + present, ++
obvious, +++ marked) the level o f cellular atypia present in the iris stromal melanocytes.
Atypia are defined (Grierson et al. 1999; Pfeiffer et al. 2003) as nuclear enlargement
chromatin margination, chromatin clumping, prominence o f nucleoli, pronounced
nuclear invaginations and the presence o f pseudonuclei (see Fig 3.4). The iris
melanocyte nuclei was defined as having atypic features if there was clear evidence of
some or all o f the features defined above. On the basis of our “catch all” definition none
o f the specimens were judged to have melanocyte nuclei atypia above the “obvious”
(++) grade (Fig 3.5), O f those graded ++ 3 (20%) were from the LIID samples but
interestingly 5 (33%) were from control irises. In 67% (10) o f the LIID specimens there
was some evidence of iris stromal melanocytes atypia, but this was also noted in 80 %
(12) o f the control specimens. Therefore, within the definition used for the present study,
atypia was evident in the majority o f LIID specimens, and also all o f the hazel and
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brown control irises had some atypic features, as did, surprisingly, 2 out o f 5 o f the
blue/grey control irises.

Figure 3.4
Cells displaying some atypic features, a) An EM micrograph showing an area o f the
anterior border where some o f the melanocyte nuclei have features o f atypia (arrows),
(b) A high pow er EM image o f a melanocyte from the anterior border where the nucleus
has a pronounced pseudo inclusion indicated with a white arrow, (c) LM micrograph o f
the anterior border which have cells exhibiting atypic features.
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Control

Figure 3.5
Qualitative analysis o f the iris tissue fo r the presence o f cellular atypia. The grading is
defined as:- +/- marginal, + present, ++ obvious

3.3.3 Anterior border thickness
In the qualitative study the anterior borders were examined under a lOx objective lens
and digital images were recorded. These masked images were graded into one o f five
categories (defined as: 1 very thin and discontinuous, 2 thin continuous, 3 moderate, 4
thick, 5 very thick) by two experienced observers [Kathy Cracknell and Ian Grierson]
(see Fig 3.6). Where disagreement occurred the images were re-assessed and discussed
until agreement was reached. Masked grading revealed that the treated samples and
controls were reasonably comparable (Fig 3.7). Grade 1 (very thin and discontinuous
anterior border layer) contained 3 (20%) o f the controls (all from blue irises), and 1 (7%)
of the LIIDs. Interestingly the majority o f specimens in each group fell within the first 3
grades (reasonably thin anterior borders), 73%(11) controls and 80%(12) LIIDs . In the
thickest grade (grade 5) there were 2 (14%) o f the controls, and 1 (7%) o f the LIIDs.
Detailed analyses o f the control specimens revealed that brown irises in general had
much thicker, and more prominent anterior border layers than the blue irises as might be
expected. The border thickness data were ranked and any differences between the LIID
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and control groups (15 in each) were tested using the Fisher correction for the Pearson
test. No significant difference was found (P<0.05) between the LIIDs and control
specimens.

Figure 3.6
Variation in anterior border thickness, a) is graded as having the thinnest border which
is very undefined, thin and discontinuous and b) as the thickest anterior border o f all the
specimens examined, and it is well defined, thick and prominent.
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Figure 3.7
Qualitative grading o f the anterior border thickness. The grading is defined as:- 1 very
thin and discontinuous, 2 thin continuous, 3 moderate, 4 thick, 5very thick.
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3.3.4 Extra-cellular melanin
In the qualitative analysis the presence o f extra-cellular/ffee melanin granules (melanin
loose in the iris stroma i.e. not within a cell) (see Fig 3.8) was assessed by detailed
systematic analysis of sections o f iris stroma under high power optics in the light
microscope. The previously described grading system, (- absent, +/- marginal, + present,
++ obvious, +++ marked) was adopted to evaluate the abundance of free melanin
granules. Free melanin granules were identified (Fig 3.9) in over 70% o f all the samples
(both LIID and controls). EM confirmed that some melanin was truly extra cellular.
Systematic examination revealed no inflammatory reaction in the iris as a whole or
specifically in the vicinity o f the melanin granules specimens. In addition TEM showed
that few o f the free granules had degenerative features such as vacuolation. Overall we
found that free iris stromal melanin was as likely to be found in control as in LIID
specimens.

Figure 3.8
EM micrograph showing a few large free strom al melanin granules some o f which are
indicated by arrows.
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Figure 3.9
Qualitative analysis o f the iris tissue fo r the presence o f cellular atypia and free
melanin. The grading is defined as:- +/- marginal, + present, ++ obvious.

3.3.5 Proximity of melanin to the iris vasculature
For the qualitative study, both LM and TEM images were used to identify the presence
or absence o f melanin granules near blood vessels. The samples were categorized as
being either positive or negative for this feature. This detailed examination revealed the
presence o f melanocytes around the vessels in 10 out o f the 30 specimens. On breaking
the codes, it was found that 4 were from LIIDs and 6 from the control group (3 brown, 1
hazel and 2 blue), see Fig 3.10.
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Figure 3.10
Samples categorized as to the presence o f cellular melanin in and around the region o f
the iris vasculature.

3.4 QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF IRIS PATHOLOGY
3.4.1 Iris Tissue Cellularity
All o f the 30 samples were assessed as to their cellularity, this was performed by
counting the number o f cells per field o f view, then the number o f cells per unit area o f
tissue calculated*. One o f the specimens (001-01) was judged to have poor preservation
and the tissue was compacted, hence this was considered to be unsuitable for counting.
On breaking the masking codes, the cellularity o f the LIID sample group was compared
to the individual colour groups and the whole control group. As can be seen in Fig 3.11
and table 3.1, within the control colour groups, the cellularity did not vary between the
different iris colouration. Indeed both the highest and lowest values were from the
brown group with the other colours quite tightly packed between this range. The LIID
group was observed to have a slightly wider range o f cellularity than the controls Fig

* The unit area of tissue is defined as 5,500/an2, this value was chosen as it was the standard field used by
Eagle (Eagle 1988) and as such the comparison of our findings with other groups work is simplified
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3.11. The results were tested for any statistically significant differences using the MannWhitney U test, and no differences were found (at a significance level o f p=0.05).
The LIID group were analysed to determine if there was a correlation between the
darkness o f the colouration (based on the mean ranking score i.e. the average ranking
taken from 9 observers see section 2.3.4) and the degree o f cellularity. As can be seen in
Fig 3.12a, no correlation was found (R2 = 0.147, which was found not to be statistically
significant). They were also analysed to determine if there was any relationship with the
duration of treatment and cellularity Fig 3.12b, and no correlation was seen (R
=0.0828).

No. o f cells per
5500/ym2 of tissue

Control
sample

Colour

No. o f cells per
5500//m2 o f tissue

099-26

14.1 ±3.1

001-56

Brown

18.4 ± 3 .2

099-22

14.4 ± 2.7

002-13

Brown

13.5 ± 3.5

099-21

12.0 ±2.5

002-28

Brown

18.5 ± 4 .8

099-11

12.3 ± 3.4

003-02

Brown

10.0± 2.7

098-89

15.0 ±2.8

003-10

Brown

13.0 ± 2.3

098-88

10.0 ±2.1

002-29

Heterogeneous

14.1 ± 4.5

097-23

14.4 ± 3.7

002-32

Heterogeneous

11.5 ± 3 .0

097-04

15.3 ± 2.6

002-34

Heterogeneous

12.7 ± 3 .9

097-03

17.0 ±4.3

095-123

Heterogeneous

15.7 ± 3.1

097-01

12.8 ± 3.7

095-81

Heterogeneous

13.8 ± 2 .8

096-105

20.5 ± 3.8

002-06

Blue

12.7 ± 4.3

095-173

20.7 ± 3.2

002-11

Blue

15.5 ± 4.5

02-25

Blue

11.8 ± 4.5

LIID sample

00-01
00-21

7.3 ± 2.4

002-27

Blue

12.7 ± 2.2

096-109

12.2 ± 3.9

003-03

Blue

11.9 ± 3 .0

Table 3.1
M ean number and standard deviation o f cells measured per 5500pm2 o f tissue.
The LIID specimen 00-01 was found to be too badly compressed to enable a nucleus
count to be performed.
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♦ LIID iris
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■ Blue iris
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C o n tro l

Figure 3.11
Cellularity o f the LIID and control samples. The mean value o f each group is indicated
along with the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.12
a) LIID samples plotted according to the mean ranking value o f iris darkness against the
tissue cellularity.
b) LIID samples plotted according to the duration o f treatment with latanoprost, against
the tissue cellularity.
The R2 is the square o f the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient and shows
that there is no relationship between the cellularity and either o f the LIID parameters.
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The TEM analysis o f the ratio o f fibroblast to melanocyte area within the tissue showed
no difference between LIIDs and controls (see Fig. 3.13 and table 3.2). As can be seen in
Fig. 3.13, the majority o f samples are tightly grouped with a common ratio o f about 5
melanocyte profiles for every fibroblast. From the control group there appears to be no
relationship between the actual colour and the ratio o f the two types o f cell. The brown
and heterogeneous colours seem to be distributed evenly throughout the range, with the
majority o f the blue irises having a relatively low ratio o f melanocytes to fibroblasts,
(however it must be noted that the sample with the highest ratio is also from a blue eye).
The graph shows that there are two notable exceptions from the LIID group which
appear to have a larger numbers of melanocytes. These outliers were subjected to a
detailed re-examination. One was found to be 00-01 in which the tissue was very
compressed, the second outlier, 00-21 also had poor resolution due to a failure during
the sample processing (i.e. the resin failed to cure sufficiently). The distortion and poor
resolution afforded by these tissues can account o f the unusually high proportion o f
melanocytes. Melanocyte cells show up clearly on the EM micrograph due to the
presence of melanin granules within their cytoplasm, however the fibroblasts do not
have any similarly strong features that show up clearly in the TEM, hence there is a
possibility that they have been under-counted due to a lack o f definition.
A caveat to these findings must be added: as the original study (for which the
micrographs were taken) was designed to determine the size o f the melanin granules
within the melanocytes, therefore there was an inherent bias within the study to capture
EM micrographs that contained melanocytes. However, this bias was systematic (i.e.
constant across all samples), hence it is unlikely to affect our conclusions about
differences between the samples.
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♦ LIID iris
■ Brown iris
■ Heterogeneous iris
■ Blue iris

Control

LIID

Figure 3.13
Ratio o f melanocytes to fibroblast areas per unit area o f tissue as m easuredfrom the EM
micrographs. The two outliers seen within the LIID group are due to the poor condition
o f the tissue o f these samples.

LIID
sample

Melanocyteifibroblast
cells by area

Control
sample

Colour

Melanocyterfibroblast
cells by area

00-01

17.9

001-56

Brown

6.8

00-21

12.1

002-13

Brown

6.4

095-109

5.5

002-28

Brown

3.1

095-173

4.9

003-02

Brown

3.6

096-105

7.2

003-10

Brown

2.2

097-01

2.7

002-29

Heterogeneous

2.8

097-03

4.5

002-32

Heterogeneous

1.8

097-04

7.1

002-34

Heterogeneous

3.5

097-23

4.6

095-123

Heterogeneous

4.6

098-88

3.5

095-81

Heterogeneous

4.1

098-89

3.1

002-06

Blue

2.3

099-11

3.8

002-11

Blue

7.2

099-21

2.7

02-25

Blue

1.0

099-22

2.4

002-27

Blue

1.8

099-26

5.4

003-03

Blue

1.4

Table 3.2
Ratio o f melanocyte cell area to fibroblast cell area within the tissue.
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3.4.2 Atypia
For the quantitative analysis o f cells with atypic features the numbers o f cells per 100
cells in the tissue were calculated table 3.3. The LIID group exhibited a range o f 0.25 to
2.8 cells with some atypic features per 100 cells as can be seen in Fig. 3.14, and the
LIID group contained both the lowest and the highest levels o f atypia that were seen.
The control group had slightly less variation in the incidence o f atypic features. It is
some what surprising to note that the control iris with the highest incidence o f atypia
was blue in colour.

♦LIID iris
■Brown iris
■Heterogeneous iris
■Blue iris

LIID

Control

Figure 3.14
Incidence o f atypia per 100 cell in the iris stroma.

The mean incidence of an atypic cell per 100 cells was 1.18 ± 0.71 for the LIID group
and 1.09 ± 0.54 for the control groups. With the control groups the mean incidence per
100 cells was 1.06 ± 0.43 for the browns, 1.16 ± 0.52, for the heterogeneous and 1.03 ±
0.62 for the blues (see Fig. 3.15). No statistically significant differences were found
between any o f the comparators.
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LIID sample

Incidence
of
atypia per 100
cells o f iris tissue

00-01

Control
sample

Colour

Incidence of atypia
per 100 cells of iris
tissue

001-56

Brown

1.21 ±0.12

00-21

0.30 ± 0.22

002-13

Brown

0.65 ± 0.20

095-109

1.41 ±0.21

002-28

Brown

0.80 ±0.12

095-173

1.37 ± 0.49

003-02

Brown

1.86 ±0.21

096-105

2.79 ± 0.62

003-10

Brown

0.80 ±0.31

097-01

1.78 ± 0.39

002-29

Heterogeneous

1.06 ±0.31

097-03

1.47 ± 0.39

002-32

Heterogeneous

1.46 ±0.13

097-04

0.25 ± 0.04

002-34

Heterogeneous

2.02 ± 0.24

097-23

0.98 ± 0.20

095-123

Heterogeneous

0.68 ±0.14

098-88

0.39 ±0.16

095-81

Heterogeneous

0.61 ± 0.07

098-89

0.76 ± 0.13

002-06

Blue

0.58 ±0.07

099-11

2.22 ± 0.54

002-11

Blue

0.66 ±0.13

099-21

1.02 ± 0.50

02-25

Blue

1.15 ±0.03

099-22

1.13 ±0.48

002-27

Blue

2.18 ±0.34

099-26

0.630 ±0.56

003-03

Blue

0.56 ± 0.14

Table 3.3
Incidence o f atypic features within iris tissue

0.0

mean incidence of atypia

Figure 3.15
M ean incidence o f cells exhibiting some atypic features per 100 cells fo r the latanoprost
treated group and each o f the separate colour control groups.
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The LIID group were analysed to determine if there was a correlation between the
darkness of the colouration (based on the mean ranking score) and the incidence of
cellular atypia Fig 3.16a. No correlation was found (R2 = 0.1897, which was found not
to be statistically significant). The LIID group was also analysed to determine if there
was any relationship with the duration o f treatment and the incidence o f atypic cells Fig
3.16b, and no correlation was seen (R2 =0.039).

in months

Figure 3.16
a) LIID samples plotted according to their mean ranking value o f iris darkness against
the incidence o f atypia features per 100 cells o f stromal tissue.
b) LIID samples plotted according to the incidence o f cells exhibiting atypic features per
100 cells o f stromal tissue against the duration o f treatment with latanoprost.
Where R2 is the square o f the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, the
values o f which show that there is no relationship between either o f the LIID criteria
and the incidence o f atypia.

3.4.3 Anterior border thickness
In the qualitative study the mean anterior border thickness for each o f the specimens was
recorded. The thickness values o f the LIID group were compared to the control samples
Fig 3.17 and table 3.4 after the masking codes were broken. It can be seen from the
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graph that there was no change between the LIID and the control groups with regards to
the anterior border thickness. Within the control samples it was observed that the brown
irises in general did have a slightly thicker border than the other colours, but this was not
statistically significant.

LIID sample
00-01
00-21
095-109
095-173
096-105
097-01
097-03
097-04
097-23
098-88
098-89
099-11
099-21
099-22
099-26

Thickness o f the
anterior border
in jum.
8.6 ± 3.4
21.7 ± 8 .0
13.2 ±5.1
12.7 ± 4.3
18.6 ± 7.5
18.9 ± 6.3
11.4 ± 3.8
25.0 ± 6.0
20.1 ±6.1
17.9 ± 9.2
13.9 ± 4.0
15.5 ± 5.4
14.3 ± 3.8
16.2 ± 3.6
14.7 ± 4.0

Control
sample

Colour

001-56
002-13
002-28
003-02
003-10
002-29
002-32

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Heterogeneous
Heterogeneous
Heterogeneous
Heterogeneous

002-34
095-123
095-81
002-06
002-11
02-25
002-27
003-03

Heterogeneous
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Thickness o f the
anterior border
in fjm.
20.6 ± 5.6
21.6 ± 6 .7
23.9 ± 9.6
25.9 ± 11.1
13.7 ± 4 .4
16.2 ± 3 .6
16.1 ± 6 .6
20.4 ±8.1
13.1 ±5.1
12.8 ± 3 .9
18.9 ± 6 .0
21.3 ± 6.3
14.9 ± 4 .2
18.3 ± 3 .8
13.7 ± 4 .4

Table 3.4
Thickness o f the anterior border in /jm.

The LIID group were analysed to determine if there was a correlation between the
darkness o f the colouration (based on the mean ranking score) and the thickness o f the
anterior border Fig 3.18a. No correlation was found (R2 = 0.035, which was found not to
be statistically significant). The LIIDs were also analysed to determine if there was any
relationship with the duration o f treatment and anterior border thickness Fig 3.18b. No
correlation was seen (R2 =0.182).
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♦LIID iris
■Brown iris
■Heterogeneous iris
■Blue iris

LIID

Control

Figure 3.17

Anterior border thickness in

Anterior border thickness measurements o f the LIID samples and the control groups
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Figure 3.18
a) LIID samples plotted according to the mean ranking value o f iris darkness against the
anterior border thickness.
b) LIID samples plotted according to the duration on latanoprost o f iris darkness
against the anterior border thickness.
R2 is the square o f the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient the values o f
which show that there is no relationship between either o f the LIID criteria and the
anterior border thickness.
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3.4.4 Extra-cellular melanin
For the quantitative study the numbers o f extra-cellular melanin granules per unit area o f
tissue was calculated for the masked specimens. On breaking the masking the quantity
of free melanin in the LIID specimens was compared to that in the controls Fig 3.19 and
table 3.5. The amount of extra-cellular melanin was low in most o f the specimens.
However, the LIID group tended to have more extra-cellular granules than the controls
(though this difference was not statistically significant). It is striking that some o f the
specimens (from both groups) had much larger quantities o f extra-cellular melanin.
However, when these samples were re-assessed, it was found that there were obvious
signs o f cellular trauma which was responsible for the release o f the melanin (see Fig
3.20). One reason for the small increase in the quantities o f extra-cellular melanin seen
in the LIID group may be that all these specimens were obtained during surgery,
whereas the controls were predominantly obtained from PM donor eyes in which the iris
was fixed prior to the iridectomy which allowed the iris to be more easily and delicately
handled.

♦LIID iris
■Brown iris
■Heterogeneous iris
■Blue iris

Figure 3.19
Incidence o f extra-cellular melanin p er 5500pm2 o f tissue.
The heterogeneous coloured iris specimen which has a very much higher incidence o f
extra-cellular melanin was re-examined and was fo u n d to have obviously damaged cells
which may well have shed some o f the melanin.
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No
of
free
melanin granules
per 5500/an2 o f
tissue.

Control
sample

Colour

No
of
free
melanin granules
per 5500/an2 of
tissue.

00-01

4.5

001-56

Brown

1.2

00-21

5.4

002-13

Brown

1.2

095-109

7.1

002-28

Brown

0

095-173

6.5

003-02

Brown

0

096-105

11.8

003-10

Brown

4.8

097-01

4.8

002-29

Heterogeneous

1.2

097-03

28.8

002-32

Heterogeneous

0

097-04

0

002-34

Heterogeneous

0

097-23

25.3

095-123

Heterogeneous

106.5

098-88

61.1

095-81

Heterogeneous

2.5

098-89

0

002-06

Blue

0

099-11

13.1

002-11

Blue

3.4

099-21

9.1

02-25

Blue

11.9

099-22

23.7

002-27

Blue

28.7

099-26

53.0

003-03

Blue

0

LIID sample

Table 3.5
Number o f extra-cellular melanin granules per 5500pm'2 o f tissue

Figure 3.20
E M micrograph. The cell within the yellow circle is clearly damaged and shedding its
melanin into the surrounding area, several free melanin granules are highlighted with
arrows.
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The size o f the extra-cellular granules was measured and a frequency distribution profile
was obtained Fig 3.21. From this profile we hoped to gain further insights into the origin
o f the extra-cellular melanin. Due to the low numbers o f extra-cellular melanin granules
seen in these samples the frequency distribution profile is somewhat irregular. However
it can be appreciated that at least some of the extra-cellular melanin granules are too big
to originate from the deep stroma. These larger granules are found in the posterior
pigmented epithelial (PPE) layer o f the iris (Cracknell et al. 2003). The most likely
explanation for there being extra-cellular melanin granules (certainly the larger type) in
the iris stroma is trauma at surgery or handling the iris specimens during fixation and
processing. The mean size o f the extra-cellular melanin granules found in the LIID (77
granules) group was 0.057 ± 0.036 with a range o f 0.012 to 0.178. In the control group
(88 granules) the mean was 0.114 ± 0.133 with a range o f 0.010 to 0.6814.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

granule area in /i in'

Figure 3.21
Size distribution o f the extra-cellular melanin granules fo u n d in the LIID and control
specimens. The green line represents the typical distribution seen in the anterior border
and the vast majority o f the particles are to the left o f dashed black line. When the size
distributions o f the free melanin granules are examined it is clear that a proportion o f
the granules seen are to the right o f the black line: this strongly indicates that they are
very unlikely to be o f stromal origin, and that they most probably shedfrom the PPE.
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The LIID group was analysed to determine if there was a correlation between the
darkness of the colouration (based on the mean ranking score) and the number of
extra-cellular melanin granules Fig 3.22a. No correlation was found (R2 = 0.007, which
was found not to be statistically significant). The LIIDs were also analysed to determine
if there was any relationship with the duration o f treatment and the number o f extra
cellular melanin granules Fig 3.22b. No correlation was seen (R2 =0.13).
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Duration of latanoprost treatment

in months

Figure 3.22
a) LIID samples plotted according to their mean ranking value o f iris darkness against
the incidence o f extra-cellular melanin per 5500pm2 o f tissue.
b) LIID samples plotted according to their duration on latanoprost against the incidence
o f extra-cellular melanin per 5500pm2 o f tissue.
R2 is the square o f the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. The values o f
which show that there is no relationship between either o f the LIID criteria and the
number o f extra-cellular melanin granules.

3.4.5 Proximity of melanin to the iris vasculature
In the quantitative analysis, the distance to the closest melanin granule was recorded for
each blood vessel. For each o f the specimens these values were ordered as a frequency
distribution. The separation of the frequency groups was 1pm (based on the diameter o f
a red blood cell). Hence the numbers o f vessels was recorded with melanin closer than
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Ipxn, between l-\Apxx\, 14-21, and greater than 28//m. The percentage o f vessels in each
sample that had melanin within 1pm o f the vessel is shown in Fig 3.23 and table 3.6.
[From this analysis specimen 00-01 was excluded for the same reasons as mentioned
previously (i.e. tissue compression)].
The mean percentages were:
a)

LIID group; 43 ± 22%

b)

total control; 29 ± 24%

c)

brown; 41 ± 17%

d)

heterogeneous; 39 ± 23%

e)

blue; 6 ± 5%

♦LIID iris
■Brown iris
■Heterogeneous iris
■Blue iris

Figure 3.23
Percentage o f bloodvessels in each sample with melanin closer than 7pm
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LIID sample

% o f blood vessel
with
melanin
closer than 7//m.

00-01

Control
sample

Colour

% o f blood vessel
with
melanin
closer than 7//m.

001-56

Brown

26

00-21

0

002-13

Brown

44

095-109

50

002-28

Brown

22

095-173

73

003-02

Brown

71

096-105

50

003-10

Brown

42

097-01

22

002-29

Heterogeneous

8

097-03

38

002-32

Heterogeneous

43

097-04

50

002-34

Heterogeneous

50

097-23

50

095-123

Heterogeneous

75

098-88

0

095-81

Heterogeneous

20

098-89

44

002-06

Blue

14

099-11

50

002-11

Blue

6

099-21

67

02-25

Blue

0

099-22

71

002-27

Blue

5

099-26

40

003-03

Blue

4

Table 3.6
Percentage o f blood vessels with melanin closer than 7¡urn.
The different sample groupings were tested using the Mann-Whitney U test. There were
no significant differences found between the LIID and the whole control group. With the
controls there was no significant difference between the brown and heterogeneous
groups but there was a significant difference between the blue and both the brown group
(p<0.01) and the heterogeneous group (p<0.01). The difference between the blue group
of samples and the two darker colour groups was not unexpected. The difference found
can be easily understood as a blue iris naturally has so much less melanin present in it,
that it is inevitable that there will be a lower proportion o f melanin within the proximity
of the blood vessels.
The LIID group were analysed to determine whether there was a correlation between the
darkness o f the colouration (based on the mean ranking score) and proximity of pigment
to the vessels (see Fig 3.24a). A correlation was found (R2 = 0.5338), which is
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statistically significant. This relationship was expected as the darker the colour o f the iris
the greater proportion of melanin it contains, so accordingly one would expect to see
more melanin in general and as a consequence more near to the blood vessels. The LIID
group were also analysed to determine if there was any relationship with the duration of
treatment and the proximity o f pigment to the vessels (Fig 3.24b), and no correlation
was seen (R2 =0.003).
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Figure 3.24
a) LIID samples plotted according to the mean ranking value o f iris darkness against the
% o fhlood vessels with melanin closer than 7pm.
b) LIID samples plotted according to the mean duration o f latanoprost treatment against
the % o f blood vessels with melanin closer than 7pm.
R2 is the square o f the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. With regard to
the colour ranking a statistically significant correlation was found, but there was no
relationship with the duration o f treatment.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS: MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF
MELANIN IN THE IRIS FOLLOWING THE
DEVELOPMENT OF LIID
The results presented in chapter 3 suggest that there are no

significant

histopathological changes in iris tissue from patients exhibiting LIID and hence it
seems likely that iris colour changes may reflect alterations within the melanin
granules/ melanosomes. Therefore this chapter details the results o f the EM study
looking at the detailed morphology o f the melanin granules. The work looks at the:
•

the differences in the melanin granules between the two sets o f irises that
comprise the paired eye study.

•

the differences in melanin granules in the normal variation o f eye colour.

•

LIID cases that comprise the variable exposure study are compared to normal
coloured irises.

4.1 AIMS
The aim o f this study was to discover the mechanism that is responsible for causing
the iris darkening seen in cases o f LIID. The work described in this chapter involved
an observer-masked electron microscopic study in which the principal objective was
to conduct quantitative comparison o f the melanin granules o f melanocytes in
peripheral iridectomies between patients where photographic evidence o f LIID was
obtained.

4.2 INCIDENCE OF IMMATURE MELANOSOMES IN
STROMAL MELANOCYTES
The incidence o f immature melanosomes within the cytoplasm o f stromal
melanocytes was investigated in the four eyes that comprised the ‘paired eye study’.
Immature melanosome (types M l, M2 and M3) were found in iris stromal
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melanocytes (Fig 4.1) and also in the posterior epithelial cells. Counts were restricted
to the stromal and anterior border melanocytes for this analysis. We counted only
types M2 and M3; this was because type M l melanosomes are rather featureless
structures difficult to distinguish from small cytoplasmic vesicles in general. Types
M2 and M3 melanosomes are identified by partial melanisation in the granule (Fig
4.1). W ith type M2 the melanisation is modest whereas in type M3 it is advanced.
Distinguishing between type M2 and M3 was relatively easy at the extremes (i.e.
hardly any melanisation against almost complete melanisation o f the granule) see
Fig. 4.1 but there was a very broad area o f confusion between these extremes. As a
result our repeatability error was poor (>20%) and our inter-observer error was even
worse (>30%) when we tried to separate the two. On the other hand the clear
distinction that was lacking between types M2 and M3 was present when the two
were counted together (intra and inter-observer errors < 10%). The findings therefore
do not distinguish between immature melanosome types and they are restricted to
counts o f type M2 and M3 together (Fig. 4.2).

Figure 4.1
Electron micrograph through part o f the cytoplasm o f an iris stromal melanocyte.
Mature melanin granules (M4) as well as pre-melanosomes can be clearly seen in
different stages o f melanogenesis (M3, M2, M l).
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Figure 4.2
Histogram showing numbers o f premelanosomes (M2+M3) in the control and LIID
irises (paired eye study). No significant difference is seen: Error bars ± ls.d.

M asked counts were carried out on the EM micrographs taken from the anterior
border and the deep stroma from each o f the 4 iris samples. As there was a great deal
o f variation between micrographs, the results from each o f the separate regions were
statistically inconsistent. However when the results for the anterior border and deep
stroma were pooled the sample proved to be much more consistent. It is evident from
our data that LIID did not induce any significant alteration in immature melanosomes
in the whole stroma (Fig. 4.2). The t -te st had p values of: p=0.133 and for patient 1,
p=0.480 for patient 2.

4.3 MATURE MELANIN CONTENT OF THE MELANOCYTE
4.3.1 The paired eye study
The four iridectomy specimens from patients 1 and 2 were re-masked and coded for
detailed quantitative morphometric analysis. The aim o f this analysis was to examine
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the mature melanin granules, and to quantify what changes if any had occurred
following the development o f LIID.
The numbers and size o f melanin granules (Fig. 4.3) were determined in the stroma,
[which was sub-divided into two layers a) anterior border, and b) deep stroma], and
the iris posterior pigmented epithelium (PPE). This involved analysis o f over 67,000
melanin granule measurements, (approximately 35,000 in the anterior border 17,000
in the deep stroma and 15,000 in the PPE).

Figure 4.3
Electron micrograph o f (A) the anterior border region, (B) the deep stroma and (C)
the posterior epithelium o f the iris. Bar represents 5pm.

4.3.1.1 Number o f melanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm
The number o f melanin granules in each micrograph was counted. For each o f the
separate tissue layers the values were pooled together and the mean and standard
-y

deviation for the number per 100//m for that region were calculated. These values
are presented in table 4.1, and displayed in Fig 4.4.
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Number of granules per 100/rni2 of cytoplasm
Patient 2

Patient 1
Control

LIID

Control

LIID

Anterior
border

363 ± 78

359 ± 45

259 ± 34

263 ± 90

Deep stroma

328 ± 73

373 ± 85

299 ± 114

2 4 9 ± 71.16

PPE

120 ± 25

107 ± 8

104 ± 3

130 ± 15

Table 4.1
Incidence o f mature melanin granules in the three layers o f the iris. There are no
significant differences between controls and treated eyes fo r either patient (paired
eye study).
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Figure 4.4
Number o f melanin granules p er 100pm2 o f cytoplasm. This is a graphical
representation o f the data given in table 4.1. The error bars represent one standard
deviation about the mean.
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The number o f granules in the control iris was compared to that found in the paired
LIID iris using the t-test, in each o f the three layers. There was found to be no
significant difference in either o f the two cases in any o f the regions.
It is interesting to note that the PPE consistently had the lowest number o f granules
and there was very little variation between all 4 cases examined. In the anterior
border and the deep stroma, there were similar numbers o f granules, however in the
deep stroma there was seen to be the greatest variability o f numbers o f granules.

4.3.1.2 Size o f melanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm (diameter and area)
Two different measurements on the size o f the individual melanin granules were
performed: the maximum diameter o f the melanin granule seen on the micrograph,
and the area occupied by each granule on the micrograph.
For each o f the three layers that we were considering, the mean and standard
deviation of: a) maximum melanin granule diameter and b) mean area occupied by a
granule were calculated. The data obtained are given in tables 4.2 and 4.3, graphical
representations o f these data are shown in Fig 4.5 and 4.6.
a)

Mean maximum diameter o f melanin granules

The measurements o f granule diameter for each patient were compared for the
control and the LIID case (Fig 4.5). The mean maximum melanin granule diameter
measurements revealed that in the anterior border region the granule size was
significantly increased in both patients in the LIID case (patient 1, p<0.01 and patient
2, p<0.005). In the deep stroma there was a trend for the average size o f the granules
to increase between the control sample and the LIID case. However this change was
not statistically significant (patient 1, p<0.056 and patient 2, p<0.071). In the PPE
there was no significant difference in the mean diameter o f the melanin granules.
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Average maximum diameter in

jum

Patient 2

Patient 1
C ontrol

T reated

C ontrol

T reated

A n terio r
b o rd e r

0.306 ± 0.029a

0.339 ± 0 .0 2 1 a

0.247 ± 0.015b

0.311 ± 0 .0 2 4 b

Deep strom a

0.299 ± 0.020

0.320 ± 0.025

0.273 ± 0.018

0.307 ± 0.039

PPE

0.742 ± 0.015

0.768 ± 0.025

0.842 ± 0 .0 1 7

0.704 ± 0 .1 7 9

Table 4.2
Average maximum diameter o f mature melanin granules in the three layers o f the iris
(paired eye study). In the anterior border region the mean diameter was significantly
increased in the LIID eye when compared to the control case. No significant
difference between the control and the LIID eye was seen in the deep stroma and the
PPE.

ap<0.01, bp<0.005

^

1

a)
5

■ Patient 1 Control

Anterior border

Deep stroma

PPE

Figure 4.5
Average maximum granule diameter in pm (paired eye study). This is a graphical
representation o f the data given in table 4.2. The error bars represent one standard
deviation about the mean.
ap<0.01, bp<0.005
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b)

Melanin granule area

The mean area occupied by a granule was recorded for each sample, and the
measurements taken in the LIID cases were compared to its corresponding control
(Fig 4.6). W ith this parameter the melanin granules were found to be significantly
increased in size in both the anterior border and deep stromal regions. In the anterior
border the significance value was p<0.005 for both patients, and in the deep stroma
the significance level was p<0.05 in both cases. However in the PPE region there
was again found to be no significant difference for either case.

2

Average area of a melanin granule in jum
Patient 2

Patient 1
Control

Treated

Control

Treated

Anterior
border

0.0575 ± 0.0112a

0.0756 ± 0.0112a

0.0384 ± 0.005 I a

0.0649 ± 0.0116a

Deep
stroma

0.0533 ± 0.0061b

0.0634 ± 0.0100b

0.0470 ± 0.0073b

0.0644 ± 0.0194b

PPE

0.357 ± 0.026

0.371 ±0.021

0.457 ± 0.024

0.3944 ± 0.029

Table 4.3
Average area o f mature melanin granules in the three layers o f the iris (paired eye
study). In the anterior border and the deep stromal regions the mean area was
significantly increased in the LIID eye when compared to the control case. No
significant difference between the control and the LIID eye was seen in the PPE.
a p< 0.005,b p<0.05
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Figure 4.6
Average melanin granule area in fan2 (paired eye study). This is a graphical
representation o f the data given in table 4.3. The error bars represent one standard
deviation about the mean.
ap< 0.005, bp< 0.05

c)

Granule size frequency distributions

Exceptionally large melanin granules were sometimes seen in the anterior border
melanocytes (Fig.4.7). It was necessary to find out if the increase in granule size was
due to the formation o f a subpopulation o f giant melanin granules. To do this the data
were normalised and the distribution profiles examined for both measures o f granule
size. The data from both size measurements for both regions (anterior border and
deep stroma) were analysed to provide frequency distributions o f the granule size.
Both tissue areas were found to display a similar pattern, therefore I have chosen to
display only the graphs for the anterior border region here (Fig. 4.8 and 4.9). It is
evident that the increase is within the normal distribution o f melanin granule area and
not due to the formation o f granules o f abnormal size. The graphs (Fig 4.8 and 4.9)
indicate that the increase in size is being caused by a general shift o f the distribution
profile to a larger profile size on an across the board basis.
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Figure 4.7
A n electron micrograph o fp a rt o f the cytoplasm o f iris anterior border melanocytes;
a giant melanin granule (arrow) can be seen. Bar represents lpm .

Figure 4.8
Normalised frequency distributions o f the melanin granule maximum diameter in the
control and L11D irises in the anterior border, in the two patients (paired eye study).
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Figure 4.9
Normalised frequency distributions o f the melanin granule area in the control and
LIID irises in the anterior border, in the two patients (paired eye study).

4.3.1.3 Melanin granule occupancy in melanocyte cytoplasm
A key parameter is the area o f melanocyte cytoplasm occupied by melanin granules,
as this was likely to have relevance to LIID. This was calculated as the product o f the
number o f granules and the mean area occupied by a granule for each o f the
micrographs. The mean occupancy value was then determined for each o f the three
layers o f the iris (anterior border, deep stroma and PPE). The data obtained are given
in table 4.4, graphical representations o f the data are shown in Fig 4.10.
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Area of melanin per 100//m2 of cytoplasm
Patient 2

Patient 1
Control

Treated

Control

Treated

Anterior
border

21.2 ±7.1*

27.0 ± 4.4*

10.0 ± 2.0b

17.5 ± 6.7b

Deep
stroma

17.4 ±4.1*

23.9 ± 7 .5 2 “

14.09 ± 5.54

16.06 ± 6.2 3

PPE

42.1 ± 1.2

39.8 ± 2 .7

47.4 ± 1.3

51.3 ± 5 .7

Table 4.4
Proportion o f melanin in the three layers o f the iris (paired eye study). In the
anterior border the proportion o f melanin was significantly increased in the LIID
case fo r both patients. In the deep stromal region there was a significant increase in
the LIID case only in patient 1. No significant difference between the control and the
LIID eye was seen in the PPE.
* p<0.05, b p<0.005

The measurements were compared for each patient for the control and the LIID case
(Fig 4.10). The melanin occupancy measurements revealed that in the anterior border
region there was significantly increased melanin content in both patients in the LIID
case (patient 1, p<0.05 and patient 2, p<0.005). In the deep stroma patient 1 had a
significantly increased content o f melanin (p<0.05), however in patient 2 no
statistically significant increase was seen. In the PPE no significant difference in the
mean occupancy was seen.
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Anterior border

Deep stroma

PPE

Figure 4.10
Proportion o f melanin p er 100pm2 o f cytoplasm (paired eye study). This is a
graphical representation o f the data given in table 4.4. The error bars represent one
standard deviation about the mean.

These changes can be considered in terms o f the percentage increase o f melanin o f
the cytoplasm. In patient 2 this increased by 74.7% whereas in patient 1 it increased
by 27.6%. Thus, the change in area o f cytoplasm occupied by melanin granules was
more marked in the patient that showed the more profound colour change in the iris
periphery (see Fig 2.1, and Fig 2.2).

4.3.1.4 Regional effects
The anterior border displayed the most dramatic changes to the melanin granules
following the development o f LIID. Both cases had size increases in the melanin
granules, and significantly increased proportion o f melanin within their melanocytes.
In the deep stroma changes were also seen, though they were not so pronounced as
those in the anterior border.
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In the PPE it was evident that latanoprost did not significantly affect any o f the size
parameters for melanocyte granules in the posterior iris epithelium (tables 4.1, 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4). It must be noted that the PPE had by far the largest granules in the iris
ranging from 0.53-0.88 jum in maximum diameter. The cytoplasmic area occupied by
melanin in the iris epithelium approached 50% compared to only 30% at most for the
melanin granules o f the iris melanocytes. Despite the higher occupancy, it is worth
noting that the numbers o f granules are substantially fewer in the cytoplasm o f the
epithelium than the melanocytes.

4.3.2 Normal controls
The normal control samples detailed in section 2.1.1.3 were masked and subjected to
detailed morphological analysis in order to understand the normal ranges for the
melanin granules in untreated eyes. In this study the analysis was confined to the
anterior border region and the deep stroma. For each sample the analysis was carried
out for the separate regions (i.e. the anterior border and the deep stroma) and then
combined to give the results for the whole stroma. The results are grouped in terms
o f their colour classification.

4.3.2.1 Number o f melanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm
The analysis involved counting the number o f melanin granules in each micrograph.
For each sample the number o f granules per 100/jm2, in the whole stroma and each
o f the separate layers were calculated along with their mean and standard deviation.
The samples were further grouped into their colours and the mean and standard
deviation for the colour group was calculated. These values are presented in table
4.5.
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Number of granules per 100//m2 of cytoplasm
Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior border

276.3 ± 76.7

248.5 ± 78.8

52.8 ± 18.6

Deep stroma

278.9 ± 84.9

247.7 ± 64.9

44.4 ± 15.6

W hole stroma

277.6 ± 76.5

253.2 ± 63 .8

51.1 ± 14.9

Table 4.5
Incidence o f mature melanin granules in the iris, showing the mean and standard
deviation fo r each o f the colour groups in the control group o f samples.

■ Brown iris
■ Heterogeneous iris
■ Blue iris

Figure 4.11
Mean number o f granules per 100pm2 o f cytoplasm fo r all the three normal colour
groups (control samples). Values fo r the whole stroma are shown. The mean is
shown — and the error bars represent one standard deviation.

It can be clearly seen that there was no regional variation between the anterior border
and the deep stroma. A graphical representation o f data for the whole stroma, for
each o f the individual samples is given in Fig 4.11. It can be seen that the blue
samples have relatively few melanin granules (Fig 4.11) with a mean o f 51 ± 15
granules per 100pm2 cytoplasm in the whole stroma. The heterogeneous group was
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found to have many more granules when compared to the blue samples, and there is
no overlap o f data between these two groups. The heterogeneous group also has a
much wider spread o f data, as indeed would be anticipated by the range o f colours
represented within this group, it has a mean number o f 253 ± 64 granules per
100 pm2 cytoplasm in the whole stroma. The brown group, when compared to the
blues, again has a much larger number o f granules present, and it also has a large
spread o f data, with a mean number o f 278 ± 77 granules per 100pm2 cytoplasm over
the whole o f the stroma.
The different groups were compared statistically against each other using a t test.
There was found to be a statistically significant difference between the blue and both
the heterogeneous and brown groups (at p ^ 0.001 level). When the heterogeneous
and brown groups were compared there were no significant differences found.

4.3.2.2 Size o f m elanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm (diameter and area)
Two different measurements on the size o f the individual melanin granules were
performed. The first one measured the maximum diameter o f the melanin granule
seen on the micrograph, and the second which measured the area occupied by each
granule.
For each o f the two layers (anterior border and deep stroma) the mean and standard
deviation o f a) maximum melanin granule diameter and b) mean area occupied by a
granule were calculated. The size o f the granules in the whole stroma was
determined by pooling the results from the two separate layers. Data from the
separate regions showed that there were differences between the anterior border and
the deep stroma for both size criteria measurements, hence it is necessary to examine
the constituent layers separately, see tables 4.6 and 4.7.
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Average maximum diameter in Lim
Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior border

0.330 ± 0.024

0.292 ± 0.032

0.252 ± 0.008

Deep stroma

0.314 ±0.021

0.303 ± 0.019

0.225 ± 0.023

W hole stroma

0.322 ± 0.022

0.294 ± 0.025

0.253 ± 0.009

Table 4.6
Mean and standard deviation o f the average maximum diameter o f mature melanin
granules, fo r each o f the colour groups in the control group o f samples.

2

Average area of melanin granules in p.m
Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior border

0.0505 ± 0.0076

0.0451 ±0.0092

0.0313 ±0.0026

Deep stroma

0.0458 ± 0.0089

0.0450 ± 0.0077

0.0346 ±0.0114

W hole stroma

0.0482 ± 0.0080

0.0450 ± 0.0076

0.0324 ± 0.0058

Table 4.7
Mean and standard deviation o f the average area o f mature melanin granules, fo r
each o f the colour groups in the control group o f samples.

a)

Mean maximum diameter o f melanin granules
i)

Anterior border layer

Examining the graph in Fig 4.12a we see that the blue group has a lower mean
granule diameter (table 4.6) than all the other colour groups, and the brown group
has the largest mean granule diameter. There is some overlap in the ranges between
the blue and the heterogeneous group, and a large degree o f overlap in the ranges
between the heterogeneous and the brown group.
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Figure 4.12
a)
Distribution o f the mean maximum diameter o f mature melanin granules in
the anterior border.
b)
Distribution o f the mean maximum diameter o f mature melanin granules in
the deep stroma.
c)
Distribution o f area o f mature melanin granules in the anterior border
d)
Distribution area o f mature melanin granules in the deep stroma.
The mean is shown - and the error bars represent one standard deviation.

The data were tested to see if the differences between the groups were statistically
significant. The blue group was found to have a smaller granule diameter than the
other groups, and the difference was statistically significant. The p values were:
Brown/Blue p<0.001,
Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.05;
Combined Brown and Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.005.
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In th e case o f the heterogeneous and b ro w n groups th e re w as no statistically
sig n ifican t difference.

ii)

Deep stromal layer

In the deep stromal region the relationship is not well defined (see graphs Fig 4.12b).
The blue group still has the smallest mean size but the variance in this layer was
much greater than within the anterior border. The brown group had the largest
diameter granules, whilst the heterogeneous group fell between the two groups with a
large degree o f overlap with both the brown and blue groups this time.
Statistically significant differences were seen when the blue group was compared to
all the other groups:
Brown/Blue p^O.OOl,
Heterogeneous/Blue p ^ 0.05
Combined Brown and heterogeneous/Blue p ^ 0.001
but there was no difference found between the brown and heterogeneous groups.
iii)

Whole stroma

The two layers (anterior border and deep stroma) were combined to create the data
for the whole stroma. The blue group had the lowest mean granule diameter o f all the
groups, and the brown the largest (table 4.7). However there was a substantial
overlap between the blue and heterogeneous, and the heterogeneous and brown
ranges.
The data were tested to see if the differences between the groups were statistically
significant. In the case o f the blue group the differences with the other groups were
found to be statistically significant. The p values are:
Brown/Blue p<0.001,
Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.005;
Combined Brown + Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.001.
In the case o f the heterogeneous and brown groups there was no significant
difference.
In general the variation o f the mean diameter distribution showed that the blue group
had the smallest diameter. The diameter increases with the eye darkness, resulting in
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brow n eyes having the largest granules (Fig 4.12a and b). Within the blue group the
variation o f the range o f mean diameters was quite small. This was anticipated from
the small variation of the colours seen within this grouping (see Fig 2.4). The
homogeneous brown and the hazel/heterogeneous groups both exhibited large
variation in the mean diameters. This again was anticipated as the variation o f the
perceived eye colours o f the different members o f the groups varied greatly (see Fig
2.3)
b)

Melanin granule area

For each sample the mean and standard deviation o f the granule area was calculated.
The individual samples were grouped into their colour groups and the mean and
standard deviation for colour group was calculated, these values are presented in
table 4.7.
i)

Anterior border layer

Examining at the graph in Fig 4.12c and we see that the blue group has a lower mean
granule area (table 4.7) than all the other colour groups, and the brown group has the
largest mean granule area. There is virtually no overlap in the ranges between the
blue and the heterogeneous group, however there is a large degree o f overlap in the
ranges between the heterogeneous and the brown group.
The data were tested to see if the differences between the groups were statistically
significant. The blue group was found to be statistically significantly different
compared to all the other groupings. The p values were:
Brown/Blue p<0.001,
Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.01;
Brown + Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.001.
Between the heterogeneous and brown groups there was found to be no significant
differences.
ii)

Deep stromal layer

In this tissue layer there was not a well defined difference between the three colour
groups. The blue group again had the smaller mean area at 0.035//m , and the brown
group the largest mean area at 0.046/an2 (table 4.7). However when the data from
each o f the individual cases is examined (Fig 4.12d) it is clear that the variance in the
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data sets is large, and that there is substantial overlap between the three colour
groups.
W hen the three groups were statistically tested interestingly there were no
statistically significant differences seen between any o f the colour groups in respect
to the melanin granule area.
iii)

Whole stroma

The data from each of the individual layers (anterior border and deep stroma) were
combined to give the results for the whole stroma. The blue group had the lowest
mean granule area (table 4.7), and the brown group had the largest. Examining the
spread o f the data showed that there was some overlap in the ranges between the blue
and the heterogeneous group, and an extensive overlap between the heterogeneous
and the brown group ranges.
The data were tested to see if the differences between the groups were statistically
significant. For blue group the differences with the others were found to be
statistically significant. The p values were:
Brown/Blue p<0.01
Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.05
Combined Brown + Heterogeneous/blue, p<0.005).
The heterogeneous and brown groups showed no significant differences.
As would be expected, the melanin granule area is related to the maximum diameter
o f the granules, and is in fact a better measure as to the size o f the granules, since
with the mean maximum diameter, ellipsoid shaped granules will unduly bias the
results. As a general observation the mean area o f the granules in each sample
followed a clear pattern (See graphs 4.12c and d) with the blue group having by far
the smallest mean areas and variance, and the brown group having the larger mean
areas with quite a large variance. The heterogeneous group fell in-between the other
two groups and overlapped to a large extent, this group had the largest variance.
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4.3.2.3 Melanin granule occupancy in melanocyte cytoplasm
This parameter is the product o f the number o f granules per 100//m and the mean
granule area.

Area of melanin per 100//m2 of cytoplasm
Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior border

13.73± 4.16

1 1 .7 Ü 5 .9 0

1 .9 U 0 .9 0

Deep stroma

12.55± 3.72

11.67i4.05

1 .5 U 0 .6 5

W hole stroma

13.12± 3.83

11.69i 4.54

1 .7 U 0 .6 6

Table 4.8
M ean and standard deviation o f the proportion o f melanin fo r each o f the colour
groups in the control group o f samples.

There was little variation in the percentage o f melanin between the anterior border
and the deep stroma, consequently only the data for the whole stroma has been
considered.
The blue coloured eyes were tightly grouped together see Fig 4.13, with the mean
percentage melanin of 1.7% (table 4.8). The heterogeneous group had a much higher
percentage o f melanin, and a mean value o f 11.7% (table 4.8). The variation between
members o f this group was very large (see Fig 4.13). Finally the brown group had
much higher concentrations o f melanin than the blues, but similar levels to the
heterogeneous group, and the mean melanin concentration was 13.12% (table 4.8).
The differences between the groups were subjected to statistical analysis. The blue
group was found to be statistically different to both the other groups. The p values
were:
Brown/Blue p<0.001
Heterogeneous/Blue, p<0.001
Combined Brown + Heterogeneous/blue, p<0.001.
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In th e case o f the heterogeneous and b ro w n groups there w as no sig n ifican t
difference.
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Figure 4.13
Proportion o f melanin per 100pm2 o f cytoplasm fo r all the three normal colour
groups (control samples). Values fo r the whole stroma are shown. The mean is
shown —and the error bars represent one standard deviation.

4.3.3 Variable exposure study
The 15 confirmed LIID colour change cases in section 2.1.1.2 were masked and
coded for detailed quantitative morphometric analysis. The aim o f this analysis was
to examine the mature melanin granules, and to quantify what changes if any had
occurred following the development o f LIID.
The numbers and size o f melanin granules were determined in the two layers o f the
iris i.e. the anterior border and the deep stroma. These data are then combined to give
the results for the whole iris stroma.
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43 .3 .1

Num ber o f melanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm

The LIID group had a mean number o f granules which was greater than that found in
the blue group but less than the numbers seen in the brown and heterogeneous
groups, however there was a large degree o f overlap with both the brown and
heterogeneous groups.
For the whole stroma comparison between the LIID series and the three colour sets
o f control samples showed that only when the LIIDs were compared with the blues
was a statistically significant difference found (p<0.001). Melanocytes from the blue
controls had substantially fewer granules than the melanocytes o f the other control
groups and the LIIDs (table 4.9 and Fig. 4.14). The iris was also subdivided into two
regions (i.e. anterior border and deep stroma), and no regional variation o f the
numbers o f melanin granules was found.

Number of granules per 100//m2 of cytoplasm
LIID

Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior
border

239.5 ± 90.2

276.3 ± 76.7

248.5 ± 78.8

52.8 ± 18.6

Deep stroma

236.6 ± 88.0

278.9 ± 8 4 .9

247.7 ± 64.9

44.4 ± 15.6

W hole
stroma

238.0 ±83.1

238.0 ±83.1

253.2 ± 6 3 .8

51.1 ± 14.9

Table 4.9
Incidence o f mature melanin granules in the iris, showing the mean and standard
deviation fo r the LIID group (variable exposure study) and each o f the colour
control groups.
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Figure 4.14
Mean number ofgranules p er 100pm2 o f cytoplasm fo r the LIID samples (variable
exposure study) and all the three normal colour groups (control samples). Values fo r
the whole stroma are shown. The mean is shown - and the error bars represent one
standard deviation.

4.3.3.2 Size o f melanin granules in iris melanocyte cytoplasm (diameter and area)
Two different measurements on the size o f the individual melanin granules were
performed. The first one measured the maximum diameter o f the melanin granule
seen on the micrograph, and the second which measured the area which was
occupied by each granule.
For the anterior border, deep stroma and whole iris stroma, the mean and standard
deviation o f a) maximum melanin granule diameter and b) mean area occupied by a
granule were calculated to see if there were regional differences in the latanoprost
response.
a)

M ean maximum diameter o f melanin granules
i)

Anterior border layer

In the anterior border o f the LIIDs, a larger mean granule diameter was found when
compared to the control groups (Fig. 4.15a and table 4.10), however there was a
large overlap in the ranges o f the LIID group and both the brown and heterogeneous
groups. Statistically testing the data showed that only with the brown group was the
difference compared to the LIIDs found not to be statistically significant.
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The p values were:
Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001
Heterogeneous (5)/LIID(15), p<0.01
Combined Brown and Heterogeneous (10)/LIID(15), p<0.05
W hole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001

Average maximum diameter in p,m
LIID

Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior
border

0.349 ± 0.040

0.330 ± 0.024

0.292 ± 0.032

0.252 ± 0.008

Deep stroma

0.327 ± 0.037

0.314 ±0.021

0.303 ± 0.019

0.225 ± 0.023

Whole
stroma

0.338± 0.037

0.322 ± 0.022

0.294 ± 0.025

0.253 ± 0.009

Table 4.10
Mean and standard deviation o f the average maximum diameter o f mature melanin
granules fo r the LIID group (variable exposure study) and each o f the colour control
groups.

ii)

Deep stromal layer

In the deep stroma the LIIDs were found to have the largest mean diameter, and
again there was a considerable overlap with the ranges o f both the brown and
heterogeneous colour groups. Application o f the t-test to the data showed that the
melanin granules in the LIID group were significantly larger than the blue and the
total control group (Fig. 4.15b and table 4.10).The p values were:Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001;
W hole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001
However there was no significant difference seen with the other groups (i.e. brown,
heterogeneous, and brown plus heterogeneous group).
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Figure 4.15
a)
Distribution o f the mean maximum diameter o f mature melanin granules in
the anterior border.
b)
Distribution o f the mean maximum diameter o f mature melanin granules in
the deep stroma.
c)
Distribution o f area o f mature melanin granules in the anterior border
d)
Distribution area o f mature melanin granules in the deep stroma.
The mean is shown - and the error bars represent one standard deviation.

iii)

Whole stroma

The LIIDs were found to have a higher mean granule diameter than the three control
groups although there was overlap (table 4.10). The difference between the LIIDs
and the control groups was found to be statistically significant for all except the
brown group.
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The p values were:
Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001;
Heterogeneous (5)/LIID(15), p<0.05;
Combined Brown and Heterogeneous (10)/LIID(15), p<0.05;
Whole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001).
b)

Melanin granule area
i)

Anterior border layer

The LIID group has the highest mean granule area, (Fig. 4.15c and table 4.11), the
range o f the LIID group overlapped that o f the brown and the heterogeneous groups
but not the blue group. The LIID group was tested and found to be significantly
increased when compared to the control groups.
The p values were:
Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001
Heterogeneous (5)/LIID(15), p<0.005
Brown (5)/LIID(15), p<0.05
Brown and Heterogeneous (10)/LIID(15), p<0.001
Whole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001

Average area of melanin granules in p,m2

Anterior

LIID

Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

0.0635 ± 0.0120

0.0505 ± 0.0076

0.0451 ±0.0092

0.0313 ± 0.0026

0.0450 ± 0.0077

0.0346 ± 0.0114

0.0450 ± 0.0076

0.0324 ± 0.0058

border
Deep

00.0458 ±
0.0551 ±0.0137
0.0089

stroma
Whole

0.0596 ± 0.0110

0.0482 ± 0.0080

stroma

Table 4.11
Mean and standard deviation o f the average area o f mature melanin granules fo r the
LIID group (variable exposure study) and each o f the colour control groups.
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ii)

Deep stromal layer

In the deep stromal region the LIID group was found again to have the largest
granule area, however the spread o f the data in this region was considerable for all
the colour groups (Fig. 4.15d and table 4.11). Statistically it was found that only
when the LIIDs were compared to the blue control group and the combined control
group were the differences found to be significant. (Fig. 4.15d).
The p values were:
Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001
Whole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001
iii)

Whole stroma

Over the whole stroma the LIID group again had the largest melanin granule size
(table 4.11). This increase was found to be statistically significant when compared to
all the control groups
Blue (5)/LIID(15), p<0.001
Heterogeneous (5)/LIID(15), p<0.005
Brown (5)/LIID(15), p<0.05
Brown and Heterogeneous (10)/LIID(15), p<0.005
Whole control group (15)/LIID(15), p<0.001
These results indicate that latanoprost causes an enlargement o f the mature melanin
granules, and this was more pronounced in the anterior border region.
c)

Granule size distributions

The data from both size measurements and both regions (anterior border and deep
stroma) were analysed to provide frequency distributions o f the granule size. Both
tissue areas were found to displayed a similar patterns. This was also the case for the
different size measurements. Hence, the graphs for the anterior border region o f the
melanin granule area measurements only are displayed here. For the sake o f
simplicity one representative sample was chosen from each o f the groups (i.e. LIID,
brown, heterogeneous and blue) see Fig 4.16.
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Figure 4.16
Graph o f the melanin area profiles in the anterior border fro m one representative
sample from the LIID samples and one from each colour group.

In Fig 4.16 it can be seen that the mature melanin granule population from the LIID
specimens were slightly shifted to the right (especially for the smaller sizes) but are
still within the distribution profile o f the controls, the LIIDs generally had a slightly
more pronounced tail on the right hand portion o f the figure.

4.3.3.3 Melanin granule occupancy in melanocyte cytoplasm
The melanin granule occupancy is the product o f the number o f granules and the
mean granule area. The LIID group o f samples was found to have the largest % o f
melanin in the melanocyte, when compared to the control samples (table 4.12). When
the data for the whole stroma was tested using the t-test there was no statistical
difference found between the LIIDs and the brown and heterogeneous groups. An
increase in occupancy was however found when the LIIDs were compared to the
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blue group (p<0.001) and the total control group (p<0.05). The data from the two
different regions (anterior border and deep stroma) were examined separately, and
were found not to differ from that seen in the whole iris.

Area of melanin per 100//m2 of cytoplasm
LIID

Brown

Heterogeneous

Blue

Anterior
border

15.22 ± 6 .8 6

13.73± 4.16

11.71± 5.90

1.91± 0.90

Deep stroma

13.38 ± 6.33

12.55± 3.72

11.67± 4.05

1.51± 0.65

W hole
stroma

14.30 ± 6.40

13.12± 3.83

11.69± 4.54

1.71± 0.66

Table 4.12
Mean and standard deviation o f the average melanin occupancy fo r the LIID group
(variable exposure study) and each o f the colour control groups.

The LIID group exhibited an exceptionally large spread (ranging from 2.1% to
25.5%) (see Fig 4.17). This was only to be expected as the specimens encompassed
the whole spectrum o f eye colours. The lowest melanin occupancy was found in the
lightest iris in the LIID group (see Fig 2.3) which was described as being blue with
brown flecks, and indeed corresponded well to the occupancy seen in the blue
control group. At the top end o f the range the LIID specimens had considerably
higher occupancy values than that seen in any o f the control samples.
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♦ LIID iris
■ Brown iris
■ Heterogeneous iris
■ Blue iris

Figure 4.17
Proportion o f melanin per 100pm2 o f cytoplasm fo r the LIID group (variable
exposure study) and all the three normal colour groups (control samples). Values fo r
the whole stroma are shown. The mean is shown —and the error bars represent one
standard deviation.

4.3.3.4 LIID colour ranking compared to the measured melanin granule
parameters.
The LIID iris specimens were ranked in order o f darkness o f colour (by two different
systems) see section 4.2.5.
Both rankings were plotted against the four measured parameters (i.e. number o f
melanin granules per 100//m2 o f melanocyte cytoplasm, mean maximum diameter,
mean granule area, and melanin occupancy) for each sample for all the different iris
layers i.e. anterior border deep stroma and whole stroma. The square o f the Pearson’s
product-moment correlation (R2) was calculated, and from this the p values were
determined.
O f the two ranking criteria used it was felt that the ‘multiple observer ranking’
provided the more objective determination o f the relative darkness o f the specimens.
This was due to darkness o f the specimens themselves not being uniformly
distributed, hence clustering in respects to the colouration was observed and this was
better depicted by this ranking scheme. Having said this there was very good
agreement between the two ranking systems. The details o f all the correlation
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relationships are given in table 4.13, and representative graphs o f the ‘multiple
observer ranking’ from the anterior border region are given in Fig 4.18.

Correlation coefficients
Ranking
system

Number of
melanin
granules
per
100/nn2

Mean
maximum
diameter

Mean
granule
area

% melanin
per 100/mi2

Anterior
border

multiple

0.598+

0.200

0.124

0.477*

single

0.537*

0.180

0.214

0.532*

Deep
stroma

multiple

0.203

0.123

0.128

0.281*

single

0.207

0.144

0.246

0.3 80#

Whole
stroma

multiple

0.433*
0.407#

0.175

0.172

0.404#

0.177

0.314*

0.489*

single

Table 4.13
Square o f the Pearson’s product-moment correlation (R2)

o f the measures

parameters o f the melanin granules against two darkness ranking systems (i.e.
multiple observer ranking and single observer ranking)
Significant positive correlations are indicated by +p<0.05, #p<0.02, *p<0.01,
*p<0.002, +p<0.001

The scatter was considerable with both ranking methods, but a positive relationship
between percentage melanin occupancy and darkness ranking was evident as would
be expected (anterior border ‘multiple observer ranking’ Fig 4.18d p<0.01, ‘single
observer ranking’ p<0.01 , deep stroma ‘multiple observer ranking’ p<0.05, ‘single
observer ranking’ p<0.02 whole stroma ‘multiple observer ranking’ p<0.02, ‘single
observer ranking’ p<0.01 ). Only one positive correlation was seen with the various
size parameters (maximum diameter , and area) and it was with regards to area in the
whole stroma based on the ‘single observer ranking’ (p<0.05). No other positive
correlations were evident see Figs 4.18 b and c. A positive relationship between
granule numbers and ranked darkness could be shown in the anterior border and
whole stroma but not the deep stroma, (anterior border ‘multiple observer ranking’
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Fig 4.18 p<0.001, ‘single observer ranking’ p<0.002 , whole stroma ‘multiple
observer ranking’ p<0.01 ‘single observer ranking’ p<0.02 ).
Care has to be taken with the interpretation o f these subjective grading. The scatter
probably has more to do with the subjectivity o f grading eye colour than anything
else so interpretation requires caution. However if these findings are taken at face
value then they appear to indicate that the difference between the melanin granules o f
LIID and control brown hazel melanocytes is one o f granule size whereas the
ultimate degree o f iris darkness obtained in LIID is granule number dependent.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS: THEORETICAL MODELING OF THE
EFFECTS OF MELANIN GRANULE SIZE ON THE
APPEARANCE OF THE IRIS
The side effect o f prostaglandin type drugs, known as latanoprost induced iris darkening
(LIID) (as described in the previous chapters), has been the subject of extensive
experimental studies to understand the darkening effect. Previous experimental studies
(Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Grierson et al. 2001; Grierson et al. 2002; Pfeiffer et al. 2003;
Cracknell et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b) (Chapters 3 and 4) strongly indicate that
latanoprost does not stimulate cell proliferation. A study originally denoted as Mainzllb
(Cracknell et al. 2003) (Chapter 4), which is referred to in this thesis as the ‘paired eye
study’, provided the first morphological evidence o f the changes that occur in LIID
cases. This study considered two cases o f LIID, and demonstrated that populations of
melanocyte cells in LIID cases were stable. Furthermore, a detailed analysis o f the
melanin granules contained in the melanocytes found that there was no increase in the
number o f melanin granules. The only detectable change that was found was a small, but
significant, increase in the sizes o f the melanin granules. It has been postulated that this
increase in granule size is responsible for the darkening in LIID. However, there has
been a residual question as to whether such a small change could be totally responsible
for bringing about the sometimes dramatic observable change o f eye colouration that is
seen in LIID cases. The purpose o f the work described in this chapter is to test this
hypothesis theoretically.

5.1 AIMS
As far as we are aware no theoretical analysis o f the effect o f changes to melanocytes,
and/or melanin granules, with respect to iris colour has ever been carried out. Monte
Carlo (MC) methods are a standard approach o f numerical simulation that have
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previously been employed successfully in order to study light scattering in human
tissues (Prahl SA et al. 1989; Wang et al. 1995). Such MC light scattering simulations
employ a ‘stochastic’ computer simulation technique that involves tracing the flight path
of a ‘wave packet’ of light as it undergoes scattering and absorption in the tissues. The
path length and scattering angles are sampled randomly. Overall observable quantities of
the tissue, such as the total light reflectance and absorption, are calculated by taking the
average over all such wave packets. In this part o f the work, we wish to ascertain if iris
darkening can occur because of increased granule size via using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation.

5.2 STEREOLOGICALLY

RECONSTRUCTED

MELANIN

PROFILES
Stereological analysis o f the 2D sectioned data enabled a reconstruction o f the original
three-dimensional melanin granule sphere population. The graphs o f the 2D sectioned
profiles and the reconstructed 3D sphere profiles are given in Fig 5.1-5.4.
The 3D diameter (D) range o f melanin granules seen in the iris melanocyte was found to
be 0.13 juni - 1.09 jum. The size distribution profiles for each o f the four cases are shown
in Fig. 5.5, and these are expressed as the numerical frequency o f granules o f a given
size per unit volume o f tissue. Following LIID there was a 17% and 38% increase in the
mean average melanin granule diameter for Patient 1 and Patient 2, respectively.
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Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2

Patient 1 control

Patient 1 LI1D

Number BIO 095-123

Number B32 097-04

Normalisedfrequency distribution o f
the measured 2D circular profiles seen
in section (shown in blue) and the 3D
sphere distribution that has been
reconstructed from it (shown in pink).

Normalisedfrequency distribution o f
the measured 2D circular profiles seen
in section (shown in blue) and the 3D
sphere distribution that has been
reconstructed from it (shown in pink).

Figure 5.3

Figure 5.4

Patient 2 control

Patient 2 LIID

Number B2 095-81

Number B18 095-173

Normalisedfrequency distribution o f
the measured 2D circular profiles seen
in section (shown in blue) and the 3D
sphere distribution that has been
reconstructed from it (shown in pink).

Normalisedfrequency distribution o f
the measured 2D circular profiles seen
in section (shown in blue) and the 3D
sphere distribution that has been
reconstructedfrom it (shown in pink).
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Iw

Figure 5.5
Melanin Granule Size Distributions fo r patients 1 and 2 fo r the control and latanoprost
(LIID) treated irises.

The number density o f the melanin granules in 3D was calculated for each o f the cases.
The results are shown in table 5.1

Range of
number

Sample

density per

Mean
number
density

unit volume
Patient 1

BIO

095-123

7.5 to 11.5

9.5

Patient 1 LIID

B32

097-04

7.0 to 9.0

8.0

Patient 2

B2

095-81

7.1 to 9.2

8.0

Patient 2 LIID

B18

095-173

4.8 to 7.9

6.2

Table 5.1
Number density o f melanin granules in 3D which would give rise to measures 2D
sectioned data.
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The number density range for the control and LIID case for each patient was found to
overlap each other. So it was assumed that the melanin density remain constant, as
reported independently in (Grierson et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b).

5.3 PREDICTED PROPORTION OF LIGHT REFLECTED OUT OF
THE IRIS.
The MC simulation code was run using these experimental data for each o f the four
cases (Cracknell et al. 2007a). Fig. 5.6 shows that the overall intensity o f light reflected
back was decreased for LIID irises compared to the control irises. Indeed, the overall
reduction in intensity over the whole visible spectrum for the two subjects was predicted
to be 9.8% (± 2.4%) for Patient 1 and 32.5% (±3.1%) and Patient 2. The results o f the
MC simulation indicates that the LIID iris should appear darker than the untreated eye.
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T3
<U

85 i

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

Wavelength in pm

Figure 5.6
Results o f MC simulations fo r the reflected intensity o f light as a function o f wavelength
o f incident light. (The percentage absorption is given by 100 minus the reflected
intensity and so it is not plotted here.)

5.4 CIE PREDICTED COLOUR
Results o f in vivo photography indicated that the colour o f the irises went from hazel (for
the control irises) to brown (for the LIID irises). Predictions o f the iris appearance for
Patient 1 and 2 using the simulated reflectance spectra and CIE colour theory were
carried out, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.7. Fig. 5.7 clearly shows a darkening o f
LIID eyes compared to control eyes from our simulations. By visual inspection, we see
that the simulated colours are in reasonable agreement with the photographs o f the
control and LIID irises for each subject in Fig. 5.7. Hence, qualitatively similar
darkening and colour-change was also seen to occur in the in vivo photographs o f the
patients’ eyes and in our MC simulations.
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Figure 5.7
In vivo photography (on left) compared to predictions o f eye colour via MC
simulation and CIE theory (on right) lC )Patient 1 Control Eye. 1L) Patient 1 LIID
Eye. 2C) Patient 2 Control Eye. 2L) Patient 2 LIID Eye.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
6.1

IRIS M ORPH OLOG Y

Ever since the earliest days o f studies in animals, the topical application of prostaglandin
drugs to the eye has been found to cause a darkening o f the iris in some individuals (Bito
et al. 1983; Selen et al. 1997; Stjernschantz 2001; Stjernschantz et al. 2002). The first
human subjects were found to develop the iris darkening side effect in phase III clinical
trials o f latanoprost in 1995 (Aim et al. 1995; Watson et al. 1996; Camras et al. 1996a;
Camras et al. 1996b; Wistrand et al. 1997; Yamamoto et al. 1997; Sherwood et al. 2001;
Goldberg et al. 2001). Naturally, changes have to be occurring within the iris tissue to
bring about this sometimes dramatic colour change. However, the nature of the changes
were unknown at that time.
It was speculated initially that latanoprost induced iris darkening (LIID) might be caused
by a proliferation of melanocytes in the iris stroma. Now, however, melanocyte
proliferation occurring in cases of LIID seems unlikely, as the effects of prostanoids on
iris cells in vitro indicated that latanoprost and PGF2a are both growth neutral (Hu et al.
1995; Loeffler et al. 2001). This also seemed to hold true for melanoma cell culture lines
(Dutkiewicz et al. 2000). Furthermore, labelling studies on iridectomy specimens taken
from patients exposed to latanoprost for 3 months showed no evidence of cell cycle
activity (Pfeiffer et al. 2001). Monkeys exposed to latanoprost for one year showed
darkened irises, but there was no evidence of a change in number (or density) of
melanocytes (Prota et al. 2000). The results of the studies in this present work (Cracknell
et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b) are consistent with there being no increase in
cellularity. Indeed, there is a growing acceptance that prostanoid iris darkening has little
or nothing to do with the proliferation and increased density of iris melanocytes
(Stjemschantz et al. 2002; Grierson et al. 2004).
A second mechanism with possibly harmful consequences was speculated, namely that
in cases o f LIID the iris melanocyte would become overfilled with melanin. This would
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cause it to rupture, leading to inflammation, and even causing a secondary glaucoma.
However no excessive pigment production has been observed in iris stromal
melanocytes. Indeed no increase in either melanosomes or premelanosomes in LIID
patients have been found by myself (Cracknell et al. 2003) or others (Pfeiffer et al. 2001;
Pfeiffer et al. 2003).
Hence the nature of the morphological features that were responsible for the colour
change was unclear. As the colour darkening was quite significant in some cases it was
still assumed that the cause was due to gross morphological alterations. With this in
mind the Mainz I and Mainz II studies (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003) were
embarked upon to determine the underlying cause o f LIID. The outcome of both the
Mainz studies was still inconclusive as no differences between the latanoprost treated
group and the control series could be found. However, in both the Mainz studies the
changes being looked for were between the latanoprost treated and the control
specimens and not a specific LIID effect, (in the 2 studies 1 out o f 8 and 2 out o f 17
patients respectively developed the darkening side effect). The 2 LIID patients from the
Mainz II study formed an important sub group (referred to as the paired eye study)
which has allowed the investigation of the changes occurring in cases o f LIID itself.

6.1.1 P aired eye study
The results presented in this study show that melanocyte or iris epithelial cell increase
plays little part in LIID, at least in the early stages. The optical microscopy count of
stromal cellularity showed that there was no overall increase in nuclear numbers in the
peripheral iris following six months latanoprost exposure in affected tissue. The iris
cellularity count was not able to distinguish between melanocytes and fibroblasts.
However, it is unlikely that absence of change in the irrelevant cell (the fibroblast)
disguised any substantial alteration to the numbers of melanocytes. In a separate part of
the study, careful examination of electron micrographs showed no substantial alteration
in the stromal and anterior border ratio of melanocyte to fibroblast cytoplasm. These
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findings make the likelihood of changes in melanocyte numbers extremely remote. This
observation is in line with the investigations made on LIID induced in monkeys exposed
to latanoprost for at least one year (Stjernschantz 2001). This study also indicated that
there was no change in stromal cell numbers.
The lack o f a latanoprost-induced increase in iris stromal melanocyte cellularity is
predictable given that in vitro studies show that prostaglandin F2a and latanoprost do not
stimulate the proliferation of cultured iris melanocytes (Hu et al. 2000; Loeffler et al.
2001). When morphological studies have been performed on normal blue and brown
irises it has been shown that there is no substantial difference in either anterior border
(Eagle 1988) or stromal melanocyte (Wilkerson et al. 1996) cell numbers between the
two groups. As a result it is probable the prostaglandin-induced forms of iris darkening
and colour change do not reflect iris cell proliferation.

6.1.2 V ariable exposure study
This study was to investigate whether the changes in gross morphology following the
development of LIID, seen by Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004), are
apparent in the ‘Variable exposure study’ group o f samples that were being examined at
in Liverpool.
In LIID cases Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) found significantly
increased anterior border thickness, increased incidence o f free melanin, as well as
melanin granules around iris stromal blood vessels. They also observed a noticeable
increase in melanocytes with atypic features when compared to a control series. Overall,
the findings contradict the results of previous studies carried out by the Liverpool group
i.e. that LIID is a cosmetic side effect with little in the way of morphological changes to
the iris (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2003). The only LIIDassociated feature which had been observed was a slight increase in the size of the pre
existing mature melanin granules within the iris stromal melanocytes (Cracknell et al.
2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b). Computer modelling has demonstrated that such a slight,
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change in melanin granule size was sufficient to account for the LIID effect (Cracknell
et al. 2007a), although it should be noted that such small increases in size are unlikely to
be clinically significant. Also a study examining the presence o f pigmentation in the
trabecular meshwork of LIID patients yielded no abnormal findings (Cracknell et al.
2006). It suggested therefore, that LIID, is merely a cosmetic event with significant
pathological undertones. However, it was pointed out by Arranz-Marquez et al (ArranzMarquez et al. 2004) that previous studies (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003;
Cracknell et al. 2003) had mostly concentrated on patients with a very limited exposure
to latanoprost (>6 months) and resulted in very few cases o f LIIDs, whereas their
investigation examined irises with chronic exposure all o f which were confirmed cases
of LIID.
The ‘Variable exposure study’ LIID series of iridectomy specimens is, however,
comparable to the Arranz-Marquez (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) series both in numbers,
and in length o f exposure to latanoprost, (Arranz-Marquez > 21 months, this study >41
months). A morphological investigation has now been performed on this series which
concentrated on evaluating the same parameters that had been highlighted by ArranzMarquez et al.
Arranz-Marquez (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) employed a qualitative analysis to assess
the changes in their LIID group o f specimens. One draw back o f any qualitative (or
grading) analysis is that it is a subjective assessment. The advantage the current study
has over that o f the Madrid group is that the samples were resin embedded which
enables higher resolution both at the LM level, and also the opportunity to examine the
specimens under the EM. Due to this it was possible for a fully quantitative assessment
of the samples to be performed alongside the qualitative analysis. The aim of this dual
analysis was that the sensitivity of the two methods could be compared, and use o f the
more robust quantitative analysis would confer greater confidence in the results
The findings o f the cross comparison of the two techniques in the various categories
were:
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Cellularitv
The overall result for both analyses (qualitative and quantitative) were similar in that no
differences in overall cellularity between the LIID and control groups were detected.
However in the qualitative analysis a substantially greater number of the control
specimens were assigned to the high cellularity group (8), than can be justified by
examining the fully quantitative data. The assignment of the LIID group was similar in
both analysis techniques with the bulk of the specimens being designated in the middle
range.
Atypia
The overall results of the qualitative and the quantitative analysis were similar in that
neither demonstrated any differences between LIID and control groups, with regard to
incidence o f cells with at least some atypic features. When the two grading assessments
were compared, it can be seen that objective evaluation used in the qualitative
assessment tended to over estimate the incidence of atypia for the control group.
Anterior border thickness
The general pattern of findings from the two analyses were very similar; resulting in
broad consensus between them.
Extra cellular melanin
Comparison of the findings from the qualitative and the fully quantitative assessment
indicated that there was considerable inconsistency between the two analysis methods,
and there was a tendency to stretch the range with the objective evaluation when
compared to the actual counts. However both analysis methods produced the same
overall finding indicating that there was no greater tendency for the LIID group to have
*
free melanin granules than was seen in the controls.
Melanin in close proximity to blood vessels
With the qualitative analysis, very crude categories were adopted (i.e. present or absent)
and therefore it was difficult to assess the reliability o f this grading system by cross
comparison with the full quantification. Both systems indicated that there is no
difference in the frequency of melanin near the blood vessels in the LIID group
compared to the controls, although within the control group blue eyes had a lower
proportion o f melanin near blood vessels than the brown eyes did.
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From this we can deduce that the graded assessment o f the features, did agree with the
general findings o f the quantitative analysis in all cases.
As a result o f this analysis no changes were detected in the group of LIID specimens
compared to normal untreated iris tissue. In short the findings were
•

No change in iris cellularity.

•

No change in the levels of atypia.

•

No change in anterior border thickness.

•

No change in the quantity of extra-cellular melanin.

•

No increase in the amount of melanin near to blood vessels.

These finding are in agreement with earlier work performed to assess cellularity and eye
colour (Wilkerson et al. 1996), however they are at odds with the results of the similar
analysis performed by the Madrid group. It is important that the differences seen in the
two studies (Madrid and Liverpool) be examined to try and understand the reasons for
the conflicting findings.
O f particular interest is that a similar level of nuclear atypia was found in all specimens
regardless of treatment group or, iris colour The LIIDs had a mean incidence per 100
cells o f 1.18 (range 0.25 to 2.79) and the controls had a mean incidence per 100 cells of
1.09 (range 0.56 to 2.18). These findings are in agreement with those of the previous
studies (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2003), but are contrary
to the findings o f Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) who showed a
clear association between stromal cell atypia and LIID. However, this current study was
in agreement with the Madrid group in that (apart from infoldings and inclusions) there
was little in the way of other atypic features such as prominent nucleoli and nuclear
enlargement. It is believed that the infoldings and inclusions are rather “soft” evidence
of the pleomorphism associated with atypia particularly when one considers that iris
tissue is very mobile. Infoldings and inclusions are often seen in the nuclei of the dilator
muscle and may well be more related to physical changes in tissue shape rather than
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being precursors of abnormal cellular activity as may be the case in melanoma for
example (Lee 1973; Sunbaetal. 1980).
The ‘variable exposure study’ showed no association with latanoprost treatment as far as
anterior borders thickness was concerned. Indeed the anterior border from the
latanoprost treated eyes was morphologically indistinguishable from the untreated eyes,
and also no differences were observed between blue and brown control specimens with
respect to the thickness of this layer; which was surprising given the reports in the
literature (Eagle 1988). It may be that pigmentation of the anterior region associated
with brown but not blue irises creates a false impression of greater thickness, unless a
masked and quantitative study is conducted. With regards to the thickness of the anterior
borders it was found that the mean thickness in the LIID cases was 16.1 ± 4.2//m and
18.0 ± 4.1/rni in the controls. Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004)
however found the anterior border thickness to be 139 ± 70//m in the LIID and 80 ±
60/rni in their controls. This dramatically different thicknesses cannot be explained,
other than both studies using an entirely different definition o f what constitutes the
anterior border layer. It is important to note that in this study the whole of the stroma
was measured, to range from 40 to 300 ¡urn thick in our specimens, depending on the
state of the iris when it was fixed.
Minor amounts o f extra cellular melanin are known to be present in the normal iris
stroma and one o f the roles of iris clump cells is thought to be the phagocytosis of such
materials (Wobmann et al. 1972). Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004)
reported that free melanin was absent in the controls but was present in some of the LIID
cases and that the presence of free melanin was more pronounced in those cases that had
greater darkening. In this current study an initial survey for the presence of free melanin
was performed using LM, however it was judged to be impossible to conclude relably
whether the melanin was fee at this level of magnification. It was concluded that EM
was necessary to determine if the melanin was truly extra cellular. It was found that
more of the LIID specimens possessed some free melanin (13 out o f 15) than the control
specimens (9 out of 15). However, this difference is not statistically significant. Indeed
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there was no evidence of inflammatory cell influx around deposits of free stromal
melanin in any of the 30 specimens within our study. When the specimens that contained
free melanin were closely examined, it was found that a proportion of these, (especially
those with a higher quantity of extra-cellular melanin), contained cells that showed signs
of damage which may have released at least some o f their melanin content. This study
with the benefit o f EM, was able to measure the diameter of the free melanin granules.
The range was found to extend beyond that seen in stromal melanocytes up to the size of
the larger iris epithelial melanin granules. This demonstrated convincingly that some of
the free granules were from the PPE, which could only be present within the stroma
following damage due to handling. The specimens that contained free melanin granules
showed no increase in mast cells and no inflammatory response was observed in any of
these cases. The incidence of stromal clump cells was highly variable but, as with the
free melanin deposits, no association with LIID was determine. Furthermore no
relationship between the presence of free melanin and darkness of iris colour or duration
of latanoprost treatment was observed with this cohort of specimens. These factors,
along with the lack of any inflammatory response, suggests that the most likely
explanation for a proportion o f the free melanin was surgical trauma and specimen
manipulation during processing
The proximity of melanin to the vasculature was examined, and it was found that blue
coloured irises had a much lower incidence o f pigmentation closely associated with the
blood vessels than darker eye colours. This is to be expected as the overall pigment load
in blue eyes is so much less than that found in the other eye colours. When the proximity
of pigmentation was compared between the LIID group and the controls no differences
were found. This finding conflicts with that of Arranz-Marquez et al (Arranz-Marquez et
al. 2004) where they reported that half of their LIID cases possessed some degree of
pigmentation closely associated with blood vessels where as only 1 (out of 8) of the
controls had such an association. However at least one ocular text book (Hogan et al.
1971) refers to melanin being normally observed in close proximity to the lumina of iris
stromal vessels, but it states that the melanin is within melanocyte processes.
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It is hard to reconcile the differences between the findings from the present study and
those o f the similar investigation conducted by Arranz-Marquez et al. (Arranz-Marquez
et al. 2004). This study had the advantage of the higher resolution afforded by plastic
embedded sections for light microscopy, but particularly it benefited from the addition
of TEM. Nonetheless, this would not in itself explain the fundamental differences
reported. Both studies were conducted on samples that had had extended exposure to
latanoprost, whereas earlier studies (Mainz I and Mainz II) had only short latanoprost
exposure times (Pfeiffer et al. 2001; Pfeiffer et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2003). Both
studies used photographic as well as clinical evidence of LIID and so were robust with
respect to evidence o f iris darkening. Both studies had similar numbers of LIID cases.
Neither study, however, had sufficiently large numbers to account for rarely occurring
adverse events within the LIID population. One possibility is that inaccuracies in the
grading techniques adopted by Arranz-Marquez et al. could account for the
discrepancies in the two data sets. However, with the double analysis system used on the
current group consistently producing the same overall findings for each o f the categories
examined this explanation seems unlikely.
A final option worth considering is that a severe and adverse morphological response to
latanoprost is more easily triggered in irises from, an essentially Mediterranean
population (Arranz-Marquez et al. 2004) than in the predominantly Northern European
population that provided the specimens for the present research project. Although such a
possibility would reconcile the opposing findings of the two studies, such a possibility
remains entirely speculative. Some detailed research has been undertaken (Albert et al.
2003) on the morphological differences in the structure o f the iris in different ethnic
backgrounds but little is known about possible differences in prostanoid side effects work in this area is opportune. It is also important to note that an extensive
histopathology study (Albert et al. 2004) comparing latanoprost- treated iridectomies
(not specifically LIIDs) found no adverse histopathological effects.
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6.2 INCIDENCE OF MATURE MELANOSOMES
Due to limited research, there is no detailed understanding of the morphological
consequences of induced melanogenesis in adult iris pigmented cells. It is considered
that the process involves an increase in the number o f mature melanin granules per unit
area/volume of melanocyte, possibly in addition to an increase in premelanosomes
which “fuel” the melanin granule increase (Fernandes et al. 2004). There is no reason to
suppose that the mechanism differs from the normal developmental melanogenesis
process (Oguni et al. 1991).
The pigmentation process within the iris, and particularly the iris stromal melanocytes,
starts late in development and is not completed until 3 to 4 years postpartum.
Furthermore the iris stromal melanocytes contain all stages o f premelanosomes in
adulthood, and in some species there is evidence of continuing tyrosinase activity in the
adult iris (Hu et al. 1995; Ansorge et al. 1996; Lindquist et al. 1998; Lindquist et al.
1999). Iris stromal melanocytes are well equipped to increase their melanin granule
content when provoked by appropriate stimuli, as observed in a number o f iris
pathologies (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1997).
There is some evidence that latanoprost has a stimulatory effect on melanogenesis in
cultured human iris melanocytes. Melanin content, melanin production and tyrosinase
activity were shown to be enhanced by latanoprost and this effect could be negated by an
inhibitor (Drago et al. 1999). However, neither Hu et al (Hu et al. 2000) nor Loeffler et
al (Loeffler et al. 2001) were able to show any stimulation of melanogenesis by
latanoprost or PGF2a. These studies highlight the difficulty o f reproducing in vitro the
complex milieu in vivo, as exemplified by the role of iris fibroblasts in the complicated
melanogenetic response (Smith-Thomas et al. 2004). Stjemschantz and co-workers have
shown that monkeys with LIID have increased G-3H-methimazole incorporation in their
iris melanocytes which they also believed to be hyper-pigmented (Stjemschantz 2001).
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6.2.1 The paired eye study
This is the first human study to examine the issue of the morphological basis of LIID. It
involved an in-depth investigation of the comparative difference in two tightly
controlled individuals. Human tissue was available from the same individual both before
and after the development of the LIID side effect. Although the number of individuals
involved was low, the nature of the effect and the detail that the study involved,
provided results that are an extremely important contribution to the understanding of
LIID.
The fact that Latanoprost did not appear to cause any increase in the number of melanin
granules in the posterior epithelial cells, agrees with the current opinion regarding the
activity o f these cells. It is suggested that these cells are almost inert regarding melanin
turnover. A Liverpool study (Pfeiffer et al. 2003), in agreement with many others
(Hogan et al. 1971; Eagle 1988; Schraermeyer 1993), have observed types M2 and M3
immature melanosomes and/or mature melanin granules undergoing degeneration in the
cytoplasm of iris epithelium, so providing morphological evidence of some melanin
turnover. However, regarding melanin synthesis, research shows no uptake of
methimazole (a false melanin precursor) into the PPE o f primates (Lindquist et al. 1999).
In addition there is a lack o f induction of tyrosinase gene transcription in the human
posterior epithelium, and this situation does not seem to be influenced by exposure to
latanoprost (Lindsey et al. 2001). The inertia of the adult iris posterior epithelium may
be a primate feature because there does seem to be epithelial melanogenesis in rodents
(Lindquist et al. 1998).
On the other hand, human ocular melanocytes in general (Montagna et al. 1967;
SmithThomas et al. 1996) and iris stromal melanocytes in particular (Laties 1974; Dryja
et al. 1978) are known to retain at least some o f their melanogenic activity throughout
adult life. This melanogenesis is retained by adult human iris stromal melanocytes in
tissue culture (Hu et al. 1995). In tissue culture there is also evidence that tyrosinase
activity and melanin production are stimulated by exposure to latanoprost and
prostaglandin F20 (Drago et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2000). It has been shown that latanoprost
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stimulates the production of eumelanin rather than pheomelanin in iris melanocytes in
vitro (Prota et al. 2000). Therefore, it was surprising not to be able to show any
significant latanoprost-induced increase in melanin granule numbers in the melanocytes
of either the deep stroma or the anterior border area in our present quantitative study.
The clearly significant changes demonstrated in the ‘paired eye study’ are an increase in
size o f the melanin granules o f the anterior border melanocytes, along with a similar, but
less pronounced, effect in the deep stroma of the LIID iridectomy specimens over the
contralateral controls. The alteration in melanin granule size equated to a 28% and 75%
increase in the cytoplasmic area occupied by melanin in the anterior border for patients 1
and 2 respectively. It is widely accepted that the amount of pigmentation in the iris
whole stroma is responsible for the range of eye colours (Prota et al. 1998), (the higher
degree o f pigmentation the darker the colour). There is unanimity o f opinion that the
pigmentation in the anterior border section plays an important role in determining the
iris colour (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996), although controversy still exists regarding
the contribution made by the deeper stroma. It is therefore highly relevant that the major
morphological change seen in the melanin granules was more pronounced in the
melanocytes o f this important anterior border region.
At the conclusion of the ‘paired eye study’, it was not possible to conclude that the
modest change in melanin granule size was entirely responsible for the LIID associated
with the latanoprost-treated eyes. It has to be acknowledged that a peripheral iridectomy
specimen is a small and unrepresentative sample of the iris as a whole, and that
darkening in many patients is away from the iris periphery. However the browning,
although more marked in the pupillary zone, did extend in towards the iris root and
involved the site of surgery in both of the patients that made up this study. There was
large variation between the two patients in the degree of pigmentation in their
melanocytes. In patient 2, despite a 75% greater melanin content of the anterior border
melanocyte cytoplasm in the LIID eye compared to the control, the LIID eye still had a
lower cytoplasmic melanin content than the control of patient 1. This is understandable
as patient 1 originally had a much darker brown iris than patient 2.
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What then are the pathological consequences of L1ID in light of the findings of the
‘paired eye study’? If it is accepted that the increased size o f melanin granules is the first
evident morphological feature of LIID, the question still remains as to, how big can
melanin granules become? In addition, will there ever be an increase in melanin granule
numbers? The subsequent studies were designed to answer these questions to determine
if LIID can be classified as just a cosmetic change, rather than a potentially serious side
effect.
The findings up to this point strongly indicate that the initial LIID effect involves a
minimal morphological alteration that is concentrated in the melanocytes of the anterior
border, albeit extending outwards into the deep stroma. It was speculated that a more
protracted treatment may induce further size increase in the melanin granules. In other
studies on primates treated with latanoprost for one year a similar increase in size of
melanin granules was observed (Stjernschantz 2001). In addition, there was found to be
an increase in granule numbers within the melanocytes in LIID. It remains to be
determined whether the difference between the monkey data (Stjernschantz 2001) and
the current results is a species feature or whether it is related to the duration of treatment.
In regard to the possible size of the granules it is important to remember that in Eagle’s
study o f iris pigmentation (Eagle 1988) a case report o f a patient with congenital ocular
melanosis was included in which, the dark brown iris had melanocytes with granules
twice the diameter (0.4um) of those in the light brown fellow iris (0.2//m).
Concern has been expressed that excessive increase in melanin granule size and numbers
might result in the melanocytes rupturing and so spreading free melanin around the iris
to cause iritis, or releasing the melanin into the aqueous to cause outflow blockage
(discussed in Linden et al. 1999; Grierson et al. 2001). It is important that the
consequences of findings regarding the potential pathological consequences of LIID be
considered with these concerns in mind. It therefore needs to be emphasised that the
enlargement in melanin granule size associated with the early stages of LIID is modest.
Eagle (1988) measured iris melanocyte melanin granules from the anterior border region
of normal eyes. He found that the size varied from less than 0.2//m in diameter for blue
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irises up to less than 0.5pm diameter in the dark brown iris (Eagle 1988). The
measurements from this study show that the change in granule size associated with the
LIID effect fits comfortably within this range. Furthermore, the size increase was a
general melanin granule effect and not due to the formation of a subset of giant
melanosomes. Giant melanosomes are formed in certain pathologies where they can
have a 1.0pm diameter or more but they are usually associated with hypo rather than
hyperpigmentation (Collier et al. 1984).
This study has begun to shed light on the possible causes o f the LIID side effect. It
provides evidence of the morphological changes that are occurring and bringing about
the observed iris darkening. Following on from this initial work, a more extensive study
of LIID patients has been carried out, which is referred to as the ‘variable term exposure
study’. This study was undertaken to elucidate some of the questions not conclusively
answer in this part of the study, and it is discussed in section 6.2.3.

6.2.2 V ariation in norm al eye colour
In order to fully understand the LIID side effect, it was first necessary to understand the
causes o f the range of iris coloration seen within the human population. Studies have
been performed (Eagle 1988; Wilkerson et al. 1996) to investigate the cellularity of the
iris stroma. The findings were that the iris cellularity was constant and independent of
eye colour.
Colouration in tissues can be caused by the regular arrangement of the structural
components (Burgess et al. 2006), which cause constructive interference of certain
wavelengths of light: this process is called ‘structural colour’. Structural colour is the
cause o f the colour o f butterflies wings (Prum et al. 2006; Rutowski et al. 2007), of some
birds feathers (Doucet et al. 2006; Burgess et al. 2006; Shawkey et al. 2006a; Shawkey
et al. 2006b), and even some mammalian skin colouration (Prum et al. 2004). The
human iris is comprised of:
■ the anterior border which is a highly cellular, but not well ordered layer.
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■ the deep stroma which is again a structurally disordered layer made up of a
random matrix of collagen fibres sparsely interspersed with cells (predominantly
melanocytes and fibroblasts).
■ the PPE composed of tightly packed cuboidal epithelial cells.
The physical structure of the iris is probably too disorganised to be responsible for the
production o f much o f the colouration.
Pigment in the normal human iris consists only o f melanin. In the PPE layer, the cells
appear to be constant and maximally pigmented regardless o f eye colour (Feeney et al.
1965; Fine et al. 1979). The factors which influence the physical appearance of the iris
are variations in the pigmentation o f the iris stromal layer. It has been shown that there
are quantitative differences in the density (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996) and size
(Eagle 1988) o f the melanosomes in the different eye colours. Melanin consists of two
forms: eumelanin and pheomelanin. Eumelanins give rise to dark brown to black
colouration and pheomelanin yellow to reddish brown coloration (Ito 1998). There is
still some controversy as to whether the different types of melanins vary between
different coloured eyes. Menon et al. (Menon et al. 1992) demonstrated that the ratio of
eumelanin to pheomelanin does not differ with eye colour. However, Prota et al. (Prota
et al. 1998) has shown that pheomelanin was predominant in green irises, whilst
blue/green irises were eumelanic, and green /brown and brown idides were mixed as to
the two melanins. One explanation of these conflicting results is that Menon et al.
(Menon et al. 1992) looked at the whole iris; in this case the pigmentation present within
the PPE could possibly be dominating the results, Prota et al. (Prota et al. 1998)
considered only iris melanocytes and concluded that any subtle variations occurring
within the different iris colours would be more apparent.
The lightest colour o f a normal human eye is blue and it has been reported (Cracknell et
al. 2007b; Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996) that, within the stroma, blue irises contains
the smallest quantities of melanin compared to all other eye colours. It has been
suggested by Miller (Miller 1978) that the increased amount o f back-scattered light that
occurs is due to the lack of stromal melanin in a blue eye, and it is this that is principally
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responsible for its colour. Essentially it is hypothesised that the blue colour is a
‘structural’ colour and all the other colours are due to the degree o f stromal
pigmentation, augmenting in the case of green and hazel colouration, or swamping this
structural colour as is the case with brown eyes.
Very few in-depth studies (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996) have been carried out to
determine what the various levels of pigmentation are within the different eye colours.
In this work a detailed electron microscopy investigation of the pigmentation present in
the normal Caucasian population was performed to increase the knowledge in this area.
As the PPE appears to play little role in the determination of eye colour (Feeney et al.
1965; Fine et al. 1979) We have concentrated our efforts on understanding the variation
of stromal pigmentation.
In the whole iris stroma the number of melanin granules per unit area of tissue was the
lowest in blue coloured eyes and that this was significantly increased in the darker eyes
was as would have been expected. The number of granules was found to vary between
35 to 396 per 100//m2 of tissue, over the range o f colours. The size measurements of the
melanin granule were based on the maximum diameter presented and the area occupied
in the section. The size of the melanin granules were found to be the smallest in the blue
eyes, with a trend to a small increase in the granule sizes in the darker eyes but this was
small and not statistically significant. The profile diameters were found to range between
0.24 and 0.36//m, and the range of melanin granule areas was 0.028 to 0.06l//m 2. The
percentage o f melanin was, as expected, the lowest in blue eyes, and was significantly
higher in the darker eye colours. The overall range of percentage melanin in the
melanocytes was between 1.0% and 19.3%
There is a consensus of opinion (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al. 1996) regarding the major
contribution that the anterior border region plays determining the iris colour. However,
there is still controversy concerning the contribution to iris colour made from the deep
stromal tissue. To try and address this issue these two layers were examined separately
in order to try and ascertain what effect the deep stroma has on the colour. Interestingly
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there was found to be very little variation between the two tissue layers. The only
significant difference was in the area measure of the granules. The spread of the granule
areas was very wide in the deep stroma and consequently showed no significant
difference between any of the colour groups. This would seem to imply that the deep
stroma could be as important a factor in determination o f eye colour as the anterior
border.
In conclusion, the blue iris was noticeably different to the heterogeneous and brown
irises. It had very few granules per unit area o f melanocyte cytoplasm, and these
granules are relatively small. The heterogeneous and brown irises on visual inspection of
the EM micrographs were impossible to tell apart. The detailed analysis revealed that the
brown and heterogeneous irises have similar numbers o f similarly sized

melanin

granules in their melanocyte cytoplasm. No statistical differences were found between
the heterogeneous and the brown coloured irises. As the percentage melanin is the
product o f the number and the area of the melanin granules, there is also no statistical
difference in this parameter between the brown and the heterogeneous groups.
In the darker colour groups the iris has a greater percentage melanin content. This
feature arises from the presence of more numerous melanin granules that are also on
average larger in size. The reason there is no statistical difference between the
heterogeneous and brown groups is that the colour range o f the two groups overlap to a
large extent, i.e. a uniform light brown eye can be lighter in colour than a heterogeneous
eye that is green with dark brown.
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6.2.3 V ariable exposure study
In the ‘paired eye study’ (Cracknell et al. 2003) there was no indication o f an increase in
the numbers of mature or immature (type 2 and 3 premelanosomes) melanin granules
within the iris stromal melanocytes. However, the melanin granules within the stromal
melanocytes of the 2 LIID specimens were larger than in the controls (up to 69% an
increase in the granules profile cross sectional area). This subsequent, more
comprehensive, study is fully in agreement with the findings of the earlier more limited
investigation (Cracknell et al. 2003).
The size o f the individual melanin granules in the anterior border was found to be
significantly increased in the LIID samples compared to the controls. O f particular
importance is that the granule size in the LIIDs is larger than the control heterogeneous
group, as all the colour change irises were originally heterogeneous in colour. In the
deep stroma no significant increase was detected, compared to the brown or
heterogeneous groups; but a significant increase was seen when compared to the blue
and total control samples. This implies that latanoprost has a greater effect in the anterior
border, than in the deep stroma. A clear explanation for the regional difference in
granule response is lacking as yet, but it is consistent with the findings in our earlier
study (Cracknell et al. 2003). Among the possible explanations might be differences in
basal melanin synthesis activity between melanocytes in different parts o f the iris,
receptor availability or receptor density differences (the FP receptor is considered to be
o f importance in LIID (Stjernschantz 2001)) or simply the fact that the anterior border
region has a greater exposure to the drug than the deeper tissues of the iris. These data
showed no correlation between the melanin granule size and the length of time a patient
was exposed to latanoprost.
The melanin occupancy on comparison with the normal coloured eyes showed that the
LIID group had a spread o f data that encompassed the whole o f the normal range. The
LIID melanin occupancy ranged from 2.1% to 25.5% for the melanocytes of the whole
iris stroma. This was understandable when it was considered that the range of the colour
o f iris specimens within the group covered the whole range o f colouration seen in the
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Caucasian population. There was one LIID specimen whose stromal melanocytes had an
exceptionally low melanin occupancy (2.1%) and indeed was found to be from the
lightest colour LIID iris in this series, which was described (by the treating
ophthalmologist) as being a blue iris flecked with brown.
Melanin granule occupancy is the best indication of iris darkness. In the ‘paired eye’
study (Cracknell et al. 2003), a trend towards increased occupancy was found. In the
‘variable exposure’ study a statistically significant increase in the melanin occupancy of
the LIID group was found when compared to the controls. The difference seen between
the LIIDs and the total control group is very interesting as the samples that comprise the
LIIDs cover the complete range o f eye colours. Thus there appears to be an overall
increase in the concentration of melanin in the LIID eyes when compared to the normal
set.
One concern is that the increased melanin content could compromise the integrity of the
cell. The range o f melanin occupancy in the LIID cases was 2.1% to 25.5% and in the
normal group was 1.0% to 19.3%. As other cells in the iris (posterior pigmented
epithelial cells) are routinely filled with up to 50% of melanin (Cracknell et al. 2003), it
is unlikely that the increase that we have seen so far would cause undue stress in the
melanocyte.
In this study the mechanisms that are responsible for the increase in melanin granule size
has not been considered. However, it has been demonstrated in tissue culture (Drago et
al. 1999; Dutkiewicz et al. 2000; Stjernschantz et al. 2000; Kashiwagi et al. 2002) and in
whole (monkey) iris tissue (Stjernschantz et al. 2000) that latanoprost stimulates
tyrosinase activity. These findings imply that latanoprost is affecting melanin
pigmentation via the tyrosinase mediated biochemical pathway. A potential investigation
would be to examine iris tissue from confirmed LIID cases to determine if they do
indeed have increased tyrosinase activity. This investigation was not possible with this
cohort of samples as the original remit of the study required an EM survey o f the tissue,
which requires epoxy resin embedding, and epoxy resins are impervious to histological
stains.
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The key question is whether this relatively modest change in melanin granule size, could
be solely responsible for bringing about the observed eye colour darkening that has been
detected? Other investigators (Madsen et al. 1992) have examined the optical properties
of particulates and found that particle size substantially influences the interaction with
light, and that a small number of relatively large particles will make a significant
difference to the light scattering properties. The final aspect o f this thesis is theoretical
work to understand the influence of the melanin granule size and concentration on eye
colour.
Do the changes that bring about LIID mimic the variations seen in the normal eye colour
range? There has been some notable work done in the past (Eagle 1988; Imesch et al.
1996; Wilkerson et al. 1996) on the relationship between the iris melanocytes and iris
coloration in normal eyes, although the detailed role of the melanin granule population
has yet to be explored.

6.3 THEORETICA L INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSES OF LIID
The earlier studies in this thesis namely the ‘paired eye study’ and the ‘variable exposure
study’ explored the physical changes that were taking place within the tissues of irises
that had undergone the LIID side effect. The findings of these two studies (Cracknell et
al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b) were that the individual melanin granules were enlarged
in the cases o f LIID when compared to their controls. These findings lead to the
question, could such small changes be responsible for the observed changes in iris
colour?
In order to try and address this issue a computer simulation study was initiated. A
theoretical model o f a simplified iris was constructed. The model iris was then filled
with differing amounts o f melanin granules, which enabled the investigation of the
influence of changes in the melanin granules on the transport of light within the tissue.
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The experimental studies (Cracknell et al. 2003; Cracknell et al. 2007b) were based upon
the measurements taken from 2D images taken from electron micrographs. A 3D model
of the iris is required to be able to study the light propagation through it. To create this
model it was necessary to convert the 2D measured data into the actual 3D melanin
granules. The technique used to do this is called stereology. Using stereological
principles it was possible to reconstruct a prediction for the 3D melanin granule
distribution and also the volume fraction fill of melanin for each of the four samples that
comprised the ‘paired eye study’. The calculation of the melanin number densities in 3D
indicated that there had been a reduction in the number of melanin granules in the LIID
cases. With this finding in mind the micrographs were re-examined to look for evidence
of degenerative melanin granules. The number of degenerate granules in both the control
and LIID cases were small, and there was no difference found between them. Hence in
the absence o f any biological mechanism that could account for the removal of melanin
granules the slight reduction detected can only be accounted for as errors o f the
measurement techniques.

6.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a well established numerical technique for investigating
physical phenomena. The MC approach uses random sampling. It is often applied to
solve otherwise intractable mathematical problems.
The MC method is particularly well suited to problems involving light transport, and it
has been used extensively to model light transport in turbid media (Maarek et al. 1984;
Prahl et al. 1989; Flock et al. 1989a; Wang et al. 1995; Steinbrink et al. 2001; Liebert et
al. 2003). In this work the MC method has been used to study the transport of light in the
human iris.
The apparent colour o f an object is determined by the spectrum o f light reflected back
off the surface of the object. When a human observes this reflected spectrum, the brain
processes it into a perceived colour. So in this work iris the MC simulation, was used to
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predict the proportion of the light reflected back out of the system over the range of the
visible spectrum.

6.3.1.1 Effect o f the variable parameters on the predicted colour
In the simulation the effects o f the three main variables were exlored, i.e. melanin
granule size, melanin granule number density and the thickness o f the anterior border.
The simulation was run, and each o f these conditions were independently varied by
± 5 % about the experimentally determined values for one o f the cases, for two
wavelengths (0.4 and 0.7/nn) at the extremes o f the range being studied. The results o f
this are shown as two tornado plots (Fig 6.1). As both plots are displayed on the same
scale, it can be clearly seen that changes in all 3 conditions bring about much larger
differences for longer (redder) wavelengths.
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Figure 6.1
Tornado plots illustrating the relative effects o f changes in the anterior border thickness,
melanin granule density, and size distributions, plot a) 1=0.4pm, and b)X=0.7pm
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The largest effect is seen with changes in the melanin granule size, increasing the mean
size of the profile causes a decrease in the light reflected. The effect of changes in the
density o f melanin granules, and the thickness o f the anterior border are of similar
magnitudes, increasing either of them reduces the overall light reflected from the
system. From the experimental data, the only factor that was found to occur between pre
and post latanoprost treatment was an increase in the granule size. Nevertheless between
patients there were differences in the number of granules and anterior border thickness.

6.3.1.2 Theoretical predicted colour compared to iris photography
In this work the proportion of the light reflected back out o f the system over the range of
the visible spectrum was examined for each of the eyes from the two patients in the
‘paired eye study’. In both cases there was a reduction of the proportion of light
reflected back in the LIID case when compared to the corresponding control (over 9.8%
and 32.5% reduction for patient 1 and 2 respectively). This suggests that the quantitative
changes detected in the melanin granules seen in LIID cases will inevitably lead to a
darkening effect. When these spectra were converted into a colour (CIE calculator 2006)
the predicted colours were in very good agreement with the clinical photographs.
This study demonstrated that MC techniques may be employed in order to simulate iris
colouration for hazel- and brown-coloured irises, as qualitatively similar results were
obtained for the predicted colour of the iris using MC simulation and CIE theory
compared to in vivo photography. These MC results support the supposition that
increased melanin granule size after topical administration o f latanoprost can be
responsible for darkening and colour-change o f the iris.
In the original clinical study iris darkening was assessed by the treating consultant, and
recorded photographically. It is important to note that the photography was performed
under suboptimal conditions and is therefore not standardised: the photographs were
taken at different times on different photographic films and processed separately. Hence
there is potential for variations (e.g. colour balance, hue etc) between the photographic
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images. For this reason the clinical photographs can only be used as an indication of the
actual colour, but in spite of the above caveat, it can be seen that for each pair of eyes,
the eye which was clinically observed to have undergone darkening does indeed appear
darker in the photograph. Taking this into account the simulation results indicate that the
predicted colour for the irises in all these 4 cases is in good agreement qualitatively with
the actual colour from in vivo photography.
The results o f the simulation suggests that the simplified model of the iris that has been
used does contain the essential components in the determination o f eye colour, at least
for darker coloured eyes. It justifies the assumption that the anterior border region is the
most optically active area for these eye colours. However, the numerical model as
discussed in 2.7.4 contained a number o f simplifying assumptions:
>

Deep stroma and PPE do not influence the scattering and absorption.

> Melanin granules are perfectly spherical
>

Independent scattering

>

Mie scattering

> Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function
>

Mean field approximation

In order to fully understand the colour o f the iris it would be necessary to take these
factors into account. Evaluation of data from blue eyes (not part o f this study) found that
the proportion o f light reflected was very much higher than that o f the darker coloured
irises, so the iris would appear light. This unfortunately produced a simulated colour that
had a relatively high proportion of the red wavelengths, so it looked a very pale beige
colour not blue. This highlights the need to take into account the effect of the small
scatterers that are present both within the cell, but predominantly in the deep stroma.
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6.4

CONCLUSIONS

This work addressed the morphological effect on the iris o f topical application of
latanoprost to the eye. The main objective was to understand the changes that occur with
the development o f LIID.

6.4.1 Gross morphology
The first element of this work was to determine what, if any gross changes in
morphology were taking place within LIID cases. In comparing a group (which had
variable exposure to latanoprost) to a control group I found:
A. No morphological differences were observed between the LIID group of
specimens and the controls
B. No statistical differences were found between the LIID group of specimens
and the controls
The specific morphological parameters investigated were:
1. Cellularity
No change in the cellularity or the relative proportions of the different cell types was
found between the LIID cases and the controls (p=0.36). The mean cellularity per
5500/mi2 of tissue wasl4.1 ± 3.6 in the LIID group and 13.7 ± 2.4 in the controls.
2. Atypia
The incidence o f atypia per 100 cells was found to be 1.18 ± 0.70 in the LIID and 1.09 ±
0.54 in the controls. There were no statistical differences found between the LIID
specimens and the control eyes (p=0.38).
3. Anterior border thickness
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There was no increase in the thickness in the LIID specimens as compared to the
controls (p=0.25). LIID mean thickness 16.2 ± 4.2 /an and 18.1 ± 4.1 /an for the
controls.
4. Incidence of free melanin
The incidence of free melanin was similar in all the specimens (LIID 16.9 ± 17.9,
control 10.7 ±26.6 graunles per 5500/an2 o f tissue) with no statistical difference being
seen (p=0.19). Where free melanin was found it was often associated with cell damage.
5. Presence o f melanin around the blood vessels
The frequency o f melanin in the proximity of the vessels was similar for our LIID group
and the controls. The percentage of blood vessels with melanin located closer than 7mm
was 43.2 ± 21.8 for the LIIDs and 28.7 ± 23.5 for the controls.
In conclusion we find that, at least in our series from the Northern European population,
the development o f LIID does not appear to be accompanied by any gross morphological
changes.

6.4.2 Melanin Analysis
The second element of this work was to perform a detailed analysis of the melanin
granules within the pigmented cells of the iris.
The findings were that:
A. In the PPE, latanoprost had no effect on the melanin granules.
Specifically
1. There was no change in the numbers of melanin granules following exposure to
latanoprost.
2. The size of the granule profiles did not change following treatment with
latanoprost.
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B. Latanoprost was having an effect on the melanin granules in the iris
melanocytes.
Specifically following the development of LIID
1. The profile size of the melanin granules was slightly increased when compared
to the controls (which was statistically significant).
i) This increase in size of the granules was a general enlargement of the pre
existing granules and not due to the formation of a sub set of giant
granules.
ii) The size increase was more pronounced in the anterior border region than
in the deep stroma.
2. There was no increase in the number of granules as compared to the controls
3. There was no increase in the incidence of premelanosomes (M2 and M3)
compared to the controls.

6.4.3 Theoretical investigation of LIID
The final element of this work was to develop a theoretical framework that explained the
development of the iris darkening seen in cases o f LIID.
A Monte Carlo (MC) techniquewas used, to simulate the propagation o f photons of light
through the anterior border of the iris.
A. It was demonstrated that MC techniques may be employed in order to simulate
iris colouration for hazel- and brown-coloured irises.
B. Morphological changes to the size of melanin granules (as measured) following
the development of LIID will indeed lead to a darkening o f the reflected
spectrum.
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C. Qualitatively similar results were obtained for the predicted colour of the iris
using MC simulation and CIE theory compared to in vivo photography.
The MC results support the supposition that increased melanin granule size after
topical administration o f latanoprost can be responsible for darkening and colourchange o f the iris.

6.5 FUTURE WORK
The studies contained in this work have gone a long way to advance the understanding
of the physical effects that are occurring in cases of LIID. It is now clear that latanoprost
is causing an increase in the melanin granule size which is responsible for the marked
darkening seen. However there are still some questions that remain unanswered as well
as investigations that it would be interesting to pursue further:A As the use of prostaglandins in the treatment of glaucoma has been approved for
only 10 years, it would be of interest to follow LIID cases for as long as possible
to determine:1

How big the melanin granules can become.

2

If at any point the melanin granule numbers start to increase

3

If adverse pathology develops over even longer time scales than those
examined to date.

B The current studies are still unable to reconcile the differences seen between the
group o f LIID cases in Liverpool and those o f the Madrid groups. A further study
that I am embarking on in Liverpool is to examine if there could be a racial
difference in the LIID effect. To do this we are collaborating with a group in
Japan and Greece. The study requires well documented cases o f LIID and control
(untreated) iridectomy specimens from these centres to be sent to Liverpool. The
samples will be masked upon arrival, and analysis will be performed in an
identical manor as that described in this work on the ‘variable exposure study’.
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C It would be of interest to conduct melanin granule analysis on the group of
latanoprost exposed specimens and their controls that comprise the Mainz II
study that did not appear to have undergone the darkening side effect. This work
would allow me to see if latanoprost causes an enlargement of the melanin
granules in all cases. Such an investigation would answer the question as to
whether melanin granule enlargement happens in all cases but is only manifest as
a darkening in some patients, or melanin granule engagement is stimulated in
only some susceptible patients.
D It has been reported by Prota (2000) that latanoprost stimulates eumelanogenesis.
In this work it has not been possible to identify the composition of the melanin
granules (i.e. eumelanin or pheomelanin). It would be of interest to perform
further studies on cyro-sections of LIID iris tissue using a STEM in conjunction
with x-ray microanalysis to map the chemical composition of the granules. This
could lead to a better understanding o f exactly what changes to the melanin
granules are occurring.
E The theoretical simulation of light scattering in the iris employed herein uses
quite a simple model. Further work is needed to increase the complexity of the
model and thereby improve the knowledge of the factors that affect iris colour.
Possible modification to the model would include
1

Changes to the scattering regimes to include Rayleigh scattering by the
collagen fibres. A limitation of the current model is that the low densities
and small sizes o f melanin granules seen in blue coloured irises give rise
to a prediction of pale beige colour in the simulation. The inclusion of
Raleigh scattering would enable the model to more accurately represent
these lighter coloured eyes.

2

Improving the model of the iris to take into account the separate layers of
the iris i.e. stroma with its large collagen content and randomly embedded
melanocytes, and the densely pigmented PPE layer
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APPENDIX A
A.1 CRUZ-ORIVE UNFOLDING PROCEDURE
The practical basis of this process is detailed in Weibel [Weibel 1980 Vol 1 and Vol 2],
The circular profiles are divided into class sizes (i) with measured numerical densities
N

a

O ).

These profiles have been created from / classes o f spherical particles, which have

numerical densities o f Nv(j).
The largest sphere class N v(jmax) will contribute all o f the profiles in the largest profile
ClaSS N a (Í max).
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( A - 1)

It will also contribute some portion to the profiles in all the lower class sizes; thus for the
general case:

N A(0

=

ku N v

(0 +

K i+ \N y

O' + *) +

+

N v

(w )

(A -2)

m

N A(i) = A ' 2 k ijN vU )
M

(A.3)

Where ky are coefficients that depend on the class sizes i and /
In the case we are interested in NA(i) are known and we wish to find N v(j). Using the
relationship shown in equation (A.2) for all the NA(i) class sizes the general formula for
N v(j) can be found:
m

NyU) =

(A .4)

*=/

Where A is the class interval.
The detailed derivations of this is given in Weibel [Weibel 1980 Vol 1 and Vol 2]. The
formulation o f the coefficients ay depends critically on the way that the sphere diameters
and the profile diameters are grouped.
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Cruz-Orive[Cruz-Orive 1978] proposed defining the class range as largest sphere
diameter in the class and, class size is taken as the mid point o f the class range see Fig
A .l (Fig 2.24) which has been reproduced below for convenience). This has been shown
to give an accurate estimation o f the true sphere population, as shown in Weibel [Weibel
1980 vol 1],

_ Defining class size

1

2

3

4 5 6 7
Class size Ad

8

9 10

11 12 13 14 15

Fig A .l
Illustration o f the method proposed by Cruz-Orive. The range is defined as the
separation between successive class sizes Ad and the defining class size is taken as the
mid value between the class sizes.

Form this definition o f the range the matrix o f coefficients ky can be found (See equation
(A.2)):

(A.5)
For /=l,2,...,(/'-l)
And
(A.6)
For /=/
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The Values for ky are shown in table A .l.
The coefficients a,¡ are then calculated by inversion o f the matrix set ky, and are shown
in table A.2.
The calculation to unfold the experimentally determined distribution of profile sizes into
the 3D sphere population requires that the profiles have already been adjusted to account
for the missing small profiles and the section thickness. The unfolding step is then
performed by using equation (A.4) with the Cruz-Orive coefficients.
With the case o f smaller class sizes some o f the calculated values for Nv(/)might be
negative. Obviously this is unphysical, as we cannot have a negative number o f sphere
sizes within our distribution. Bach [Bach 1967 ] demonstrated that these negative values
should be set to zero.
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pi=4.0*datan(1.0d0)

APPENDIX B:

CALL RANDOMSEED ()

FORTRAN CODES

! For given cell filling criteria mean free path of a photon is
known
! Photon moved by mean free path and adjusted using a
random walk element
! Scattering function is applied
!
! Output

! opening the in and out put files
open/10,file -Output.txt')
Open/11,file-development help.txf)
Open/12,file-photon diffusion.txt’)
open(13,file-bin average.txt')
Open(14,file-sample average.txf)
Open/15,file-photon percentage outcome.txf)
Open/16,file-proportion of light per bin.txt1)
Open(17,file-beam outcome.txf)
Open/18,file-Mainz Mno.txt')
Open/19,file-photon path.txf)
Open/20,file-size distribution.txt')
Open(21,file='range data.txf)
Open(22,file='Q.txf)

! % of photons absorbed, reflected, transmitted

! 149 no per 100um2 for 002-34

! uniform diameter to start

¡setting up the fixed parameters
! Mnumber=4.481749205d0
Psurvival=0.1d0
Height=10.0
! Fixed_Refrel=(1.7,0.004)
N_real=1.7
Fixed_Refmed=1.3
Abs_constant=1.70el2 ! from Jacques web page
melanosone absorption coefficiant skin

! probability scattering
|
! K Cracknell 23/1/2006

!

!
l

Program Prob_Scattering
Implicit none
Integer: :NANG0
Integer: :Bin, Bins, photon
Integer: :ph_exit
Integer: :Breflected,Babsorbed,Btransmitted
Integer: :BTtrans,BTab,BTref
Integer: :a,a 1,a2,sample,range_no,p_range
Parameter(Bin=50)
COMPLEX: :REFREL,Fixed_Refrel
Double precision: pi
Double
precision: :Mnumber,Psurvival,Height,Fixed_Refmed
Double precision::p_size,Reff,Sigma_scat,sigma_abs
Double precision: :Mue_scat,Mue_abs,Abs_constant
Double precision: :alpha,Albedo,g,MFP
Double precision: :Treflected,Tabsorbed,Ttransmitted
Double precision: :Xph,Yph,Zph,phW
Double precision::EXph,EYph,EZph
Double precision::Wrand
Double precision ::theta
Double
precision::Bph_percent_a,Bph_percent_t,Bph_percent_r
Double precision: :ph_percent_a,ph_percent_t,ph_percent_r
Double precision::proportion_a,proportion^,proportion^
Double precision::p,WAVEL_nm
Double precision: :N_real,K,Qmax

Real::RAD,X,QSCA,QEXT,QABS,REFMED,WAVEL,GS
CA
Double
precision,DIMENSION/1:Bin, 1:3)::Interaction,Bpercentage
Double precis ion,DIMENSION/1:30):: sample_Mnumber
Double precision,DIMENSION/1:30,1:15,1:4): :Diam_prob
Double
precision,DIMENSION/1:4,1:15,1:6): :Mie_Coefficients
Double precision,DIMENSION(l:30,l:3)::Min_Max_P
Double precision,Dimension/l :15)::Q
¡Defining pi

NANGO=0

¡number of angles for mie calculation

! Min_max_P(a, 1)=dmin,(a,2)=dmax,(a,3)=Pmax
¡This loop needs to be set to the number of samples that are
being run
Do a=l,l
read(l 8,*)sample_Mnumber(a)
Read(21,*)Min_max_P(a,l),Min_max_P(a,2),Min_max_P(a
,3)
End do
! Loop for calculation over a range of particle diameters (in
um)
Do sample=l,2
! reading in the

!

Diam_prob(a, 1)=di,(a,2)=d(i+l ),(a,3)=F(di),(a,4)=F(d(i+l))
Do a2= 1,15
Read(20,*)Diam_prob(sample,a2,l),Diam_prob(sample,a2,2
),Diam_prob(sample,a2,3),Diam_prob(sample,a2,4)
End do

Do WAVEL= 0.4d0,0.4d0,0.01d0
MFP=0.0d0
Write/17,*)'wavelenghf,WAVE1
WAVEL_nm=WAVEL* 1e3
WAVEL_nm=WAVEL_NM **(-3.48)
Mue_abs=(Abs_constant*WAVEL_nm)* 1e-4
K=mue_abs*WAVEL/(4.0d0*pi)
Fixed_Refrel=DCMPLX(N_real,K)
print* ,'fixed_refrel',Fixed_Refrel
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! Do loop to calculate the mie coefficiants for the particle
size distributions
Do al=l,15
REFREL=Fixed_Reffel
REFMED=Fixed_Refmed
medium

Ireffactive index of melanin
!Refractive index of

p_size=Diam_prob(sample,a 1,1 )+((Diam_prob(sample,a 1,2)
-Diam_prob(sample,a 1,1 ))/2.0d0)
RAD=p_size/2.0d0
Print*,'p_size',p_size

Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,6)=
1.OdO/(sample_Mnumber(sample)*Diam_prob( sample,al ,3)
*Mie_Coefficients(sample,al, 1))
! Print*,al,'6',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al,6)
Write( 11 ,*)al ,’6',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,6)
MFP=MFP+( 1.0/Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,6))
Else
Mie_Coefficients(sample,al,6)=0.0d0
Write( 11 ,*)al ,'6',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,6)
End If
End Do ! loop finding mie coefficients
! F inding the mean free path

! Calculate the Mie Parameters
! Using the Bohren-Huffman code avalable on the web
! Have modified it to calculate the effective radius
! when I have time need to re write the B-H mie subroutine
to all
(double precission, and to incorparate the calculation of
alphs
Print*,al
Call
CALLBHMIE(QABS,QEXT,QSCA,REFMED,REFREL,R
AD,WAVEL,NANGO,GSCA,X)
Reff=sqrt(QSCA*(RAD*RAD))
Print*,'effective radius',Reff
! Effective cross section =Qsca x actual area
! absorption alpha=l-albedo
! albedo=sigma_scat/(sigma_abs+sigma_scat)
! sigma_scat=(pi*particle diameterA2*Qscat)/4
! sigma_abs=(pi*particle diameterA2*Qabs)/4
! Sigma_scat=Mie_Coefficients(sample,al, 1)
Mie_Coefficients(sample,al, 1)=(pi*p_size**2*Qsca)/4
! Print*,al,' 1',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al, 1)
Write( 11,*)a 1,' 1',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al, 1)
! sigma_abs=Mie_Coefficients(sample,a 1,2)
Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,2) =(pi*p_size**2*Qabs)/4
! Print*,al ,'2',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,2)
Write( 11,*)al ,'2',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,2)
! Mue_abs=Mie_Coefficients(al ,3)
Mie_Coefficients(sample,a 1,3)=Mie_Coefficients(sample,a 1
,2)/((4.0dC)/3.0d0)*pi*(p_size/2.0d0)**3)
! Print*,a 1,'3',Mie_Coefficients(sample,a 1,3)
Write( 1l,*)al ,'3',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,3)
! Mue_scat=Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,4)
Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,4)=3,0d0*QSCA/(4.0d0*(p_siz
e/2.d0))
! Print*,al ,'4',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,4)
Write( 11 ,*)al ,'4',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,4)
! g=Mie_Coefficients(sample,al,5)
Mie_CoefTicients(sample,a 1,5)=GSCA
! Print*,al,'5',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al,5)
Write( 11 ,*)al ,'5',Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,5)

! From paper (Applied optics, 1 April 1996, Volo35no 10,
PI 735..)
! The mean free path probably should use the total scattering
cross section)
MFP=1.0/MFP
Print*,'MFP',MFP
Write(l 1,*)'MFP',MFP
! should I be using this ?
MFP= 1.0/(Mnumber*(S igma_scat+Sigma_abs))
Print*,'mean free path',MFP
Write(ll,*)MFP
Qmax=0.0
Write(22,*)'wavelength',WAVEL
Write(22,*)'mean free path',MFP
Do al=l,15
Q(al)=MFP*Mie_Coefficients(sample,al,l)*sample_Mnum
ber(sample)*Diam_prob(sample,al,3)
write(22,*)Q(al)
If (Q(al).gt.Qmax)Then
Qmax=Q(al)
end if

End do
!Albedo=Mue_scat/(Mue_scat+Mue_abs)
!alpha=l-Albedo
! Initalising the photon outcome counts
Treflected=0
Tabsorbed=0
Ttransmitted=0
BTtrans=0
BTab=0
BTref=0

Do Bins=l,Bin ! Bins
print*,Bins
! Reset count over bins

!L_tilder= Mie_Coefficients(sample,al ,6)
If (Diam_prob(sample,al,3).gt.0.00000000000) then

Breflected=0
Babsorbed=0
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Btransmitted=0

proportion_a=O.OdO
proportion_r=O.OdO
proportion_t=OOdO
Bph_percent_a=0.OdO
Bph_percent_t=O.OdO
Bph_percent_r=O.OdO
! launch photons
Do photon=l ,50000 !no of photons in a bin
p=Dfloat(photon/l 000)
! If (Photon=p* 1000.0d0)then
! print*,photon
!End If
ph_exit=0
ph_percent_a=0.0d0
ph_percent_t=0 .OdO
ph_percent_r=0.OdO
Call
lanch_photon(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,phW)
Do while (ph_exit.eq.0)

! adjust the weight of the photon according to the absorption
Call
absorption(phW,Mie_Coefficients,ph_percent_a,p_range,sa
mple)
! Roulette chance of survival if the photon weight has
become very low
Call
Roulette(phW,Psurvival,Babsorbed,ph_exit,ph_percent_a,ph
oton,Bph_percent_a)
End If
! check the location of the photon in the Z plain
! If the photon is due to pass out of the bottom of the box
count as transmitted
! If it it is due to pass out of the top of the box count as
absorbed
! then launch a new photon otherwise calculate the
interactions at this point
Call
photon_exit(Zph,Height,Breflected,Btransmitted,ph_exit,ph
_percent_r,ph_percent_t &
&,ph_percent_a,phW,Bph_percent_r,Bph_percent_t,Bph_pe
rcent_a,photon)

! if the photon is still the box now calculate the absorption
! Move photon and calculate the interactions
¡Calculate the random walk
Call Rand_walk(MFP,Wrand)

End if
End Do ! End do while as the photon has exited the
tissue

! Update the photon position
Call
Photon_position(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,Wrand)

End Do ! no of photons

! calculate the interaction at this point

! calculate the % fates of the photons
Call
bin_percentage(Babsorbed,Btransmitted,Breflected,photon,I
nteraction,Bin, Bins,BTtrans,BTab,BTref &

! If the photon has not been absorbed find the scattered
photon vector
If (phW .gt. O.OdO) Then

&,Bpercentage,Bph_percent_a,Bph_percent_r,Bph_percent_
t,proportion_a,proportion^, proportion^)
End Do ! bins

! See if photon is due to be reflected at the bottom of box

! Calculate the average over all bins
Call
Overall_percentage(Bins,Interaction,Bpercentage,BTtrans,B
Tab,BTref,photon,Bin &

If (Zph.ge.height) then
Call
bottom_reflect(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,Wrand,Hei
ght)

&,proportion_a,proportion^,proportion^)
End do Iparticle size

Else
End DO ¡wavelength range
! calculate the scattering vector
End
! select the size catogary of the particle at this interaction site
Call
particle_size(Diam_prob,sample,Min_Max_P,P_size,p_rang
e,Q,Qmax)
! first calculate the scatting angle theta using the H-G
function
Call
H_G_scattering(Mie_Coefficients,PI,theta,sample,p_range)
! now calculate the scattered vector and up date the unit
photon vectors
Call Vscat_3D(EXph,EYph,EZph,theta,PI)
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! Subroutines

SUBROUTINE
CALLBHMIE) QABS,QEXT,QSCA,REFMED,REFREL,R
AD,WAVEL,NANGO,GSCA,X)
I************************************************
************************
(Subroutine to calculate the Mie coefficiants
! g,Qext,Qabs,Qsca,size parameter(X)

!

! Modified 23/1/2006 Kathy Cracknell
! Now as a subroutine
!
I************************************************
************************

!
! KC variables that are to be passed back to the main
program
!
! Parameters:
INTEGER MXNANG
PARAMETER(MXNANG= 1000)
! Variables:
INTEGER IREADEP,J,NAN,NANG,NANG0
REAL AJ,ANG,DANG,GSCA,PI,POL
REAL QABS,QBACK,QEXT,QSCA,RAD,REFMED
REAL SI 1,S12,S33,S34,WAVEL,X
COMPLEX REFREL,CXEPS,S 1(2*MXNANG1),S2(2*MXNANG-1)

I************************************************
***********************

! Program to interactively call Bohren-FIuffman Mie theory
program

!

! CALLBHMIE will interactively prompt for:
! 1. refractive index of surrounding medium
! 2. either refractive index or dielectric constant of sphere
! 3. radius of sphere
! 4. wavelength (in vacuo)
! 5. number of angles at which to calculate scattering
intensities
!
1CALLBHMIE will return:
! 1. Q_ext, Q_abs, Q_sca, g, Q back
! 2. If NANG>0, then will also return scattering matrix
elements
! S_11, S_33, S_34, and POL
! Adapted by B.T.Draine, Princeton Univ Obs
|************************************************
***********************
PI=4.E0*ATAN(1.E0)
! Added by KC 21/2/06
! To allow this to run need to re-set the variables
GSCA=0.0d0
QABS=O.OdO
QBACK=0.0d0
QEXT=0.0d0
QSCA=O.OdO

! WRITE(*,*)' Enter (real) refractive index of
surrounding medium'
! READ(*,*)REFMED
! WRITE)*,*)' Wish to enter refr.index or epsilon? (0 or

1)'

! READ(*,*)IREADEP
! 1000 IF(IREADEP LE.0)THEN
!
WRITE)*,*)' Enter complex refractive index of
sphere'
!
READ(*,*)REFREL
! ELSE
!
WRITE(*,*)' Enter complex epsilon of sphere'
!
READ( *, *)CXEPS
!
REFREL=SQRT(CXEPS)
! ENDIF
REFREL=REFREL/REFMED
WRITE(*,6012)REFREL
WRITE(7,6012)REFREL
6012 FORMATC Complex refractive index-,1P2E10.3)
! WRITE(*,*)' Enter radius'
! READ(*,*)RAD
1 WRITE(*,*)' Enter wavelength’
! READ(*,*)WAVEL
! WRITE(*,*)' Enter NANG = number of angles between
0 and 90'
! READ(*,*)NANG0
IF(NANG0.GT.MXNANG)STOP'***Error: NANG >
MXNANG'
NANG=NANG0
IF(NANG0.LT.2)NANG=2
X=2.E0*PI*RAD*REFMED/WAVEL
WRITE(7,6013)RAD,WAVEL,X
WRITE(*,6013)RAD,WAVEL,X
!♦+***♦****
! NANG=number of angles between 0 and 90 degrees (incl.
0 and 90)
! Scattering matrix elements are calculated for 2*NANG-1
angles
! including 0, 90, and 180 degrees.

I**********

IF(NANG.GT.l)DANG=0.5E0*PI/FLOAT(NANG-l)
CALL
BHMIE(X,REFREL,N ANG.S 1,S2,QEXT,QSC A,QBACK,
GSCA)
QABS=QEXT-QSCA
WRITE(*,6065)QEXT,QSCA,QABS,GSCA,QBACK
WRITE(7,6065)QEXT,QSCA,QABS,GSCA,QBACK
! POL=degree of polarization (for incident upolarized light)
IF(NANG0.GT. 1)THEN
NAN=2*NANG-1
WRITE(*,6017)
WRITE(7,6017)
DO 355 J=1,NAN
AJ=J
S11=O.5E0*CABS(S2(J))*CABS(S2(J))
S11=S 11+0.5E0*CABS(S1(J))*CABS(S1(J))
S 12=O.5E0*CABS(S2(J))*CABS(S2(J))
S12=S 12-0.5E0*CABS(S 1(J))*CABS(S 1(J))
POL—S12/S11
S33=REAL(S2(J)*C0NJG(S1(J)))
S34=AIMAG(S2(J)*CONJG(S 1(J)))
ANG=DANG*(AJ-1 EO)* 180.E0/PI
WRITE(7,6075)ANG,S 1l,POL,S33,S34
WRITE(*,6075)ANG,S 11 ,POL,S33,S34
355 CONTINUE
ENDIF
6013 FORMATC radius-,1 PEI 1.4,' lambda-,El 1.4,'
x=',El 1.4)

OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE='callbhmie.out',STATUS-UNKNOW
N')
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6017
FORMAT(2X,'theta1,7X,'S 1l',l lX,'POL',l 1X,'S33’,11X,'S3
4')
6065 FORMAT(/,'Qext=', 1PE 11.4,' Qsca=’,E 11.4,'
Qabs=',E11.4&
&,' <cos>=',El 1 4,/,l 7X,'Qbk =',E11.4)
6075
FORMAT( 1X,F6.2,2X, 1PEI 2.5,2X,E 12.5,2X,E 12.5,2X,E 12
■5)
END
SUBROUTINE
BHMIE(X,REFREL,NANG,S 1,S2,QEXT,QSCA,QBACK,
GSCA)
! Declare parameters:
! Note: important that MXNANG be consistent with
dimension of SI and S2
!
in calling routine!
INTEGER MXNANG,NMXX
! PARAMETER(MXNANG=1000,NMXX= 15000)
PARAMETER(MXNANG= 1000,NMXX= 150000)
! Arguments:
INTEGER NANG
REAL GSCA,QBACK,QEXT,QSCA,X
COMPLEX REFREL
COMPLEX S1(2*MXNANG-1),S2(2*MXNANG-1)
! Local variables:
INTEGER J,JJ,N,NSTOP,NMX,NN
DOUBLE PRECISION
CHI,CHI0,CHI 1,DANG,DX,EN,FN,P,PII,PS1,PSI0,PSI 1
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA.XSTOP,YMOD
DOUBLE PRECISION
AMU(MXNANG),PI(MXNANG),PIO(MXNANG),PI 1(MX
NANG)
DOUBLE PRECISION TAU(MXNANG)
DOUBLE COMPLEX
AN,AN 1,BN,BN 1,DREFRL,XI,XI 1,Y
DOUBLE COMPLEX D(NMXX)
!************************************************
***********************
! Subroutine BHMIE is the Bohren-Huffman Mie scattering
subroutine
! to calculate scattering and absorption by a homogenous
isotropic
! sphere.
! Given:
! X = 2*pi*a/lambda
! REFREL = (complex refr. index of sphere)/(real index of
medium)
! NANG = number of angles between 0 and 90 degrees
!
(will calculate 2*NANG-1 directions from 0 to 180
deg.)
!
if called with NANG<2, will set NANG=2 and will
compute
!
scattering for theta=0,90,180.
! Returns:
! S 1( 1 - 2*NANG-1) = -i*f_22 (incid. E perp. to scatt.
plane,
!
scatt. E perp. to scatt. plane)
1 S2(l - 2*NANG-1) = -i*f_l 1 (incid. E parr, to scatt.
plane,
1
scatt. E parr, to scatt. plane)
1 QEXT = C_ext/pi*a**2 = efficiency factor for extinction
1 QSCA = C_sca/pi*a**2 = efficiency factor for scattering
1 QBACK = (dC_sca/domega)/pi*a**2
1
= backscattering efficiency [NB: this is (1 /4*pi)
smaller

!
than the "radar backscattering efficiency"; see
Bohren &
!
Huffman 1983 pp. 120-123]
! GSCA = <cos(theta)> for scattering
! Original program taken from Bohren and Huffman (1983),
Appendix A
! Modified by B.T.Draine, Princeton Univ. Obs., 90/10/26
! in order to compute <cos(theta)>
! 91/05/07 (BTD): Modified to allow NANG=1
! 91/08/15 (BTD): Corrected error (failure to initialize P)
191/08/15 (BTD): Modified to enhance vectorizability.
! 91/08/15 (BTD): Modified to makeNANG=2 if called with
NANG=1
191/08/15 (BTD): Changed definition of QBACK.
192/01/08 (BTD): Converted to full double precision and
double complex
!
eliminated 2 unneed lines of code
1
eliminated redundant variables (e.g.
APSI,APSI0)
!
renamed RN -> EN = double precision N
!
Note that DOUBLE COMPLEX and DCMPLX
are not part
1
of f77 standard, so this version may not be fully
1
portable. In event that portable version is
!
needed, use src/bhmie_f77.f
! 93/06/01 (BTD): Changed AMAX1 to generic function
MAX
!************************************************
***********************
!*** s afety checks
IF(NANG.GT.MXNANG)STOP'***Error: NANG >
MXNANG in bhmie'
IF(NANG LT.2)NANG=2
!*** obtain pi:
PII=4. *ATAN( 1 DO)
DX=X
DREFRL=REFREL
Y=X*DREFRL
YMOD=ABS(Y)

!

!*** Series expansion terminated after NSTOP terms
! Logarithmic derivatives calculated from NMX on down
XSTOP=X+4.*X**0.3333+2.
NMX=MAX(XSTOP,YMOD)+l 5
! BTD experiment 91/1/15: add one more term to series and
compare results
1 NMX=AMAX1(XSTOP,YMOD)+16
1test: compute 7001 wavelengths between .0001 and 1000
micron
! for a=l .Omicron SiC grain. When NMX increased by 1,
only a single
! computed number changed (out of 4*7001) and it only
changed by 1/8387
! conclusion: we are indeed retaining enough terms in series!
NSTOP=XSTOP

!

IF(NMX.GT.NMXX)THEN
WRITE(0,*)'Error: NMX > NMXX=',NMXX,' for
|m|x=',YMOD
STOP
ENDIF
!*** Require NANG.GE.l in order to calculate scattering
intensities
DANG=0.
IF(NANG.GT. 1)DANG=.5*PII/DBLE(NANG-1)
DO 1000 J=l,NANG
THETA=DBLE(J-1)*DANG
AMU(J)=COS(THETA)
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1000 CONTINUE
DO 1100 J=l,NANG
PI0(J)=0.
PU(J)=1
1100 CONTINUE
NN=2*NANG-1
DO 1200 J=1,NN
SKJHO.,0.)
S2(J)=(0.,0.)
1200 CONTINUE

I

!*** Logarithmic derivative D(J) calculated by downward
recurrence
! beginning with initial value (0,0.) at J=NMX

t

D(NMX)=(0.,0.)
NN=NMX-1
D0 2000N=1,NN
EN=NMX-N+1
D(NMX-N)=(EN/Y)-( 1,/(D(NMX-N+1)+EN/Y))
2000 CONTINUE
!*** Riccati-Bessel functions with real argument X
! calculated by upward recurrence
PSI0=COS(DX)
PSI1=SIN(DX)
CHI0=-SIN(DX)
CHIl=COS(DX)
XI1=DCMPLX(PSI 1,-CHI 1)
QSCA=0.E0
GSCA=0.E0
P=-l.
DO 3000 N=l,NSTOP
EN=N
FN=(2.E0*EN+1 ,)/(EN*(EN+l,))
! for given N, PSI = psi_n
CHI = chi n
!
PSI1 = psi_{n-l} CHI1 =chi_{n-l}
!
PSI0 = psi_{ n-2} CHI0 = chi_{n-2}
! Calculate p s i n and chi n
PSI=(2.E0*EN-1 )*PSI 1/DX-PSI0
CHI=(2.E0*EN-1 )*CHI1/DX-CHI0
XI=DCMPLX(PSI,-CHI)
!*** Store previous values of AN and BN for use
! in computation of g=<cos(theta)>
IF(N.GT.1)THEN
AN1=AN
BN1=BN
ENDIF
!

! Correction
!
GSCA=GSCA+((EN*(EN+2))/(EN+l))*(REAL(ANl)*RE
AL(AN)+AIMAG(AN 1)*AIMAG(AN)+REAL(BN 1)*REA
L(BN)+AIMAG(BN 1)*AIM AG(BN))
ENDIF

!

!*** Now calculate scattering intensity pattern
! First do angles from 0 to 90
DO 2500 J=l,NANG
JJ=2*NANG-J
PI(J)=PI 1(J)
TAU(J)=EN*AMU(J)*PI(J)-(EN+1.)*PI0(J)
Sl(J)=Sl(J)+FN*(AN*PI(J)t-BN*TAU(J))
S2(J)=S2(J)+FN*(AN*TAU(J)+BN*PI(J))
2500 CONTINUE

!

!*** Now do angles greater than 90 using PI and TAU from
! angles less than 90.
! P=1 forN=l,3,...; P—1 forN=2,4,...
P=-P
DO 2600 J=l,NANG-1
JJ=2*NANG-J
S1(JJ)=S1(JJ)+FN*P*(AN*PI(J)-BN*TAU(J))
S2(JJ)=S2(JJ)+FN*P*(BN*PI(J)-AN*TAU(J))
2600 CONTINUE
PSI0=PSI1
PSI1=PSI
CHI0=CHI1
CHI1=CHI
XI1=DCMPLX(PSI 1,-CHI 1)
!*** Compute pi_n for next value of n
! For each angle J, compute pi_n+l
! from PI = pi n , PI0 = pi_n-1
DO 2800 J=l,NANG
PI1(JH(2.*EN+1.)*AMU(J)*PI(J)(EN+1 )*PI0(J))/EN
PI0(J)=PI(J)
2800 CONTINUE
3000 CONTINUE
!*** Have summed sufficient terms.
1 Now compute QSCA,QEXT,QBACK,and GSCA
GSCA=2.*GSCA/QSCA
Print*,'GSCA',GSCA
QSCA=(2./(DX*DX))*QSCA
QEXT=(4./(DX*DX))*REAL(S 1(1))
QBACK=(ABS(S 1(2*NANG-1))/DX)* *2/PII
RETURN
END

!*** Compute AN and BN:
AN=(D(N)/DREFRL+EN/DX)*PSI-PSI1
AN=AN/((D(N)/DREFRL+EN/DX)*XI-XI 1)
BN=(DREFRL*D(N)+EN/DX)*PSI-PSI I
BN=BN/((DREFRL*D(N)+EN/DX)*XI-XI 1)
!*** Augment sums for Qsca and g=<cos(theta)>
QSCA=QSCA+(2.*EN+1.)*(ABS(AN)**2+ABS(BN)**2)
GSCA=GSCA+((2.*EN+1 ,)/(EN*(EN+l ,)))*(REAL(AN)*
REAL(BN)+AIMAG(AN)*AIMAG(BN))
IF(N.GT.1)THEN
!KC 25/1/06 Think there is an error on the following line
GSCA=GSCA+((EN1,)*(EN+1,)/EN)*(REAL(AN 1)*REAL(AN)+AIMAG(AN 1
)*AIMAG(AN)+REAL(BN 1)*REAL(BN)+AIMAG(BN 1)*
AIMAG(BN))
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! subroutine to lauch new photon

Double precision: :phWl
Double precision: :albedo

SUBROUTINE
lanch_photon(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,phW)
Implicit none
Double precis ion,Intent(out) Xph,Yph,Zph
Double precision,Intent(out): :EXph,EYph,EZph
Double precision,Intent(out)::phW
! initalising the photons cartesian co-ordinate
Xph=0.0d0
Yph=0 OdO
Zph=0.0d0
1Initalising the photons unit vectors
EXph=0.0d0
EYph=0.0d0
EZph=1.0d0
1Initalising the photos weight
phW=1.0d0
! write(19,*)Xph,Yph,Zph
! Write(19,*)EXph,EYph,EZph
! Write(19,*)phW
END SUBROUTINE

AIbedo=Mie_Coeffrcients(sample,p_range,4)/(Mie_Coeffici
ents(sample,p_range,3)+Mie_Coefficients(sample,p_range,4

))
phW 1=phW*albedo
!phWl=phW*alpha
! % photon that has been absorbed after interaction
ph_percent_a=ph_percent_a+(phW 1-phW)
!write( 15,*)'absorbed',ph_percent_a
phW=phWl
! Write(19,*)phW
END SUBROUTINE

! Subroutine to calculate if the photon survives the
absorbtion
SUBROUTINE
Roulette(phW,Psurvival,Babsorbed,ph_exit,ph_percent_a,ph
oton,Bph_percent_a)
Implicit none
Integer,intent(in)::photon

! Subroutine to calculate the size of the random walk
element

Double precision,Intent(in): :Psurvival

SUBROUTINE Rand_walk(MFP,Wrand)

Double precision,lntent(out): :phW

Implicit none

Integer, intent(out): :ph_exit,Babsorbed

Double precision,Intent(in)::MFP

Double precision,intent(out): :ph_percent_a,Bph_percent_a
I Local declarations

Double precision,Intent(out): :Wrand
Double precision: :Pchance
! Local declarations
If (phW.Ie.0.000000001) then
Call Random number(Wrand)
call Random_number (Pchance)
Wrand—MFP* log(Wrand)
If (Psurvival gt.Pchance) then
END SUBROUTINE
! Subroutine to adjust the photo weight due to absorption

SUBROUTINE
absorption(phW,Mie_Coefficients,ph_percent_a,p_range,sa
mple)

phW=0.0d0
Babsorbed=Babsorbed+1
Bph_percent_a=Bph_percent_a+1.OdO
ph_exit=l
ph_percent_a=l
! write( 15,*)photon,'absorbed',ph percent a
Else
phW=phW/Psurvival

Implicit none
End If
Integer,Intent(in)::p_range,sample
End If
Double
precision,DIMENSION^ :4,1:15,1:6), intent(in)::Mie_Coeffi
dents

END SUBROUTINE

Double precision,Intent(out): :phW,ph_percent_a
! Local declaration
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! subroutine to find the scatterd direction of the photon

! subroutine to up date the photon position
Subroutine
Photon_position(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,Wrand)

Subroutine Vscat_3D(EXph,EYph,EZph,theta,PI)
implicit none

Implicit none
double precision, intent (in)::theta,PI
Double precision, intent (in): :EXph,EYph,EZph,Wrand
Double precision, intent(out)::EXph,EYph,EZph
Double precision, intent (out)::Xph,Yph,Zph
! Local veriables
Xph=Xph+(Wrand*EXph)
Yph=Yph+(Wrand*EYph)
Zph=Zph+(Wrand*EZph)
1 Write( 19,*)Xph,Yph,Zph
END SUBROUTINE

Double precision: :nX,nY,nZ,rand
Double precision: :EnX,EnY,EnZ,Magn
Double precision: :En2X,En2Y,En2Z
Double precision:^
Integer: :b

! subroutine to find the photon scatter angle based on the HG scattering functionSubroutine
H_G_scattering(Mie_Coefficients,PI,theta,sample,p_range)
implicit none

! if the unit vector that is chosen to define the nl direction is
to close to zero then this
! calculation fails
! hence it is necessary in this case to chose one of the other
directions.
! cheching if any of the unit vectors are close to zero
If (abs(EZph)O.OOOOOO 1)then

Integer,intent(in)::sample,p_range
Double precision, intent (in): :PI
Double
precision,DIMENSION( 1:4,1:15,1:6),intent(in): :Mie_Coeffi
cients
Double precision, intent (out): :theta
1local declarations
Double precision: :rand,Costheta,g

EnX=O.OdO
EnY=0.0d0
EnZ=1.0d0
Else If (abs(Exph)<0.000000 l)then
EnX=1.0d0
EnY=O.OdO
EnZ=0.0d0
Else If(abs(EYph)<0.0000001)then

! code to find scattered angle from the paper by A Witt
!"Multiple scattering in reflection nebulae I a monte carlo
approach”
!The Astrophysical journal supplememt series,35:1-6,1977
September1

EnX=O.OdO
EnY=1.0d0
EnZ=0 OdO
else

1this runs faster than my original approch of
acceptance/rejection
1so will use this instead
g=Mie_Coefficients(sample,p_range,5)

Call random number(rand)
nX=(rand*2.0)-1.0
Call random_number(rand)
nY=(rand*2.0)-1.0

Call random_number(rand)
Costheta=(l 0-g**2.0)/(l ,0-g+2.0*g*rand)
Costheta=(1.0+g**2.0-costheta**2.0)/(2.0*g)

! Vector n is defined as orthogonal to ph
!Eph.n=0 EphX*nX+EphY*nY+EphZ*nZ=0
nZ=((-EXph*nX)-(EYph*nY))/EZph

Theta=acos(Costheta)
Magn=sqrt(nX**2+nY**2+nZ**2)
End subroutine

EnX=nX/Magn
EnY=nY/Magn
EnZ=nZ/Magn
End If
! To ensure that the scattered vector is uniformly distributed
arond the incoming vector
lie phi is not biased between 0 and 2pi
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! Calculating the orthoginal vector to ph and n
! using the vector cross product
!n2=Eph X En= I Eph I X I En I sin(a) where a is the angle
between the 2 vectors
!in this case a=90 so sin90=l
En2X=(EYph*EnZ)-(EZph*EnY)
En2Y=(EZph*EnX)-(EXph*EnZ)
En2Z=(EXph*EnY)-(EYph*EnX)
! can now use these to calculate the vector of the scattered
photon
!the scattered angle a is randomly chosen between 0 and 2pi
Call random_number(rand)
a=rand*2*pi
EXph=)sin(theta)*cos(a)*En2X)+(sin(theta)*sin(a)*EnX)+(
cos(theta)*EXph)
EYph=(sin(theta)*cos(a)*En2Y)+(sin(theta)*sin(a)*EnY)+(
cos)theta)* EYph)
EZph=(sin(theta)*cos(a)*En2Z)+(sin(theta)*sin(a)*EnZ)+(c
os(theta)*EZph)
! Write) 19,*)EXph,EYph,EZph

! subroutine to calculate the percentage outcomes of the
photons

Subroutine
bin_percentage(Babsorbed,Btransmitted,Breflected,photon,I
nteraction,Bin,Bins,BTtrans,BTab,BTref &
&,Bpercentage,Bph_percent_a,Bph_percent_r,Bph_percent_
t,proportion_a,proportion^,proportion^)
Implicit none
Integer,lntent(in)::Bin,Bins
Integer,
Intent(in)::Babsorbed,Btransmitted,Breflected,photon
Double
precision,intent(in)::Bph_percent_a,Bph_percent_r,Bph_per
cent_t
Double
precision,DIMENSION(l:Bin,l :3),Intent(out)::Interaction,B
percentage
Double
precision,intent)out)::proportion_a,proportion^,proportiont

END SUBROUTINE
Integer,Intent(out)::BTtrans,BTab,BTref
! subroutine to check if the photon has exited the tissue
Subroutine
photon_exit(Zph,Height,Breflected,Btransmitted,ph_exit,ph
_percent_r,ph_percent_t &
&,ph_percent_a,phW,Bph_percent_r,Bph_percent_t,Bph_pe
rcent_a,photon)
implicit none
Integer,intent(in): :photon
double precision, intent (in)::Zph,Height,phW
Integer, intent(out): :Breflected,Btransmitted,ph_exit
double precision, intent
(out)::ph_percent_r,ph_percent_t,ph_percent_a
double precision, intent
(out)::Bph_percent_r,Bph_percent_t,Bph_percent_a
If (Zph .le.O.OdO) Then
Breflected=Breflected+1
ph_exit=l
ph_percent_r=phW
Bph_percent_r=Bph_percent_r+phW
Bph_percent_a=Bph_percent_a+( 1-phW)
! write) 15,*)photon,'reflected',ph_percent_r

InteractionfBins, 1)=((dfloat(Babsorbed))/(dfloat(photon1)))* 1OO.OdO
Interaction(Bins,2)=)(dfloat(Breflected))/(dfloat(photon1)))*1 OO.OdO
Interaction(Bins,3)=((dfloat(Btransmitted))/(dfloat(photon1)))*1 OO.OdO
BpercentagefBins, 1)=(Bph_percent_a/(dfloat(photon1)))*1 OO.OdO
Bpercentage(Bins,2)=(Bph_percent_r/(dfloat(photon1)))*1 OO.OdO
Bpercentage(Bins,3)=)Bph_percent_t/(dfloat(photon1)))* lOO.OdO
! Cumulative count of the outcome of the photons
BTtrans=BTtrans+Btransmitted
BTab=BTab+Babsorbed
BTref=BTref+Breflected
proportion_a=proportion_a+Bph_percent_a
proportion_r=proportion_r+Bph_percent_r
proportion_t=proportion_t+Bph_percent_t
Write(13,*)Bins,Interaction(Bins,l),Interaction(Bins,2),Inter
action(Bins,3)
Write(16,*)Bins,Bpercentage)Bins,l),Bpercentage(Bins,2),B
percentage(Bins,3)

End If
END SUBROUTINE

Print*,Bins,Bpercentage(Bins, 1),Bpercentage(Bins,2),Bperc
entage(Bins,3)
End Subroutine
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¡Subroutine to calculate the mean and SD of the photon
outcomes
Subroutine
Overall_percentage(Bins,Interaction, Bpercentage,BTtrans,B
Tab,BTref,photon,Bin &

Do a=l,Bin

&,proportion_a,proportion_r,proportion^)
Implicit none

Sum_pa=Sum_pa+(Bpercentage(a, 1)-Mean_a)**2
Sumjir=Sum_pr+(Bpercentage(a,2)-Mean_r)**2
Sum_pt=Sum_pt+(Bpercentage(a,3)-Mean_t)**2

Integer,Intent(in): Bin,Bins,photon

End Do

Integer, Intent(in)::BTtrans,BTab,BTref

SDabs=SQRT(abs_sum/(Bin-1))
SDref=SQRT(ref_sum/(Bm-l))
SDtran=SQRT(tran_sum/(Bin-1))

Double
precision,Intent(in)::proportion_a,proportion^,proportion^
Double
precision, DIMENSION^ :Bin,l :3),Intent(out)::Interaction,B
percentage
! local declarations
Double precision: :abs_sum,ref_sum,tran_sum
Double precision ::TA,TR,TT
Double precision: :Sum_pa,Sum_pr,Sum_pt
Double precision: :T_a,T_r,T_t
Double precision: :MeanA,MeanR,MeanT
Double precision: :SDabs,SDref,SDtran
Double precision: :Mean_a,Mean_r,Mean_t
Double precision::SD_a,SD_r,SD_t
Integer: :a
! Resetting the counts
abs_sum=0.0d0
ref_sum=0.0d0
tran_sum=0.0d0

abs_sum=abs_sum+((interaction(a,l)-MeanA)**2)
ref_sum=ref_sum+((interaction(a,2)-MeanR)**2)
tran_sum=tran_sum+((interaction(a,3)-MeanT)**2)

SD_a=sqrt(Sum_pa/(Bin-1))
SD_r=sqrt(Sum_pr/(Bin-1))
SD_t=sqrt(Sum_pt/(Bin-1))
Write(14,*)'Mean absorption1,MeanA
Write(14,*)'Absoption SD',SDabs
Write( 14,*)'Mean reflectance',MeanR
Write(14,*)'reflection SD',SDref
Write(14,*)'Mean transmission',MeanT
Write(14,*)'transmission SD',SDtran
Write(17,*)'% of beam absored',Mean_a
Write(17,*)'SD of absorption',SD_a
Write(17,*)'% of beam reflected',Mean_r
Write(17,*)'SD of reflected',SD_r
Write(17,*)'% of beam transmitted',Mean_t
Write(17,*)'SD of transmitted',SD_t
End Subroutine

Sum_pa=0.0d0
Sum_pr=0.0d0
Sum_pt=0.0d0
T_a=0.0d0
T_r=0.0d0
T_t=0.0d0
TA=0.0d0
TR=0.0d0
TT=0.0d0
Do a=l,Bin
TA=TA+interaction(a, 1)
TR=TR+interaction(a,2)
TT=TT+interaction(a,3)
T_a=T_a+Bpercentage(a, 1)
T_r=T_r+Bpercentage(a,2)
T_t=T_t+Bpercentage(a,3)
End Do
MeanA=(TA/Bin)
MeanR=(TR/Bin)
MeanT=(TT/Bin)
Mean_a=T_a/Bin
Mean_r=T_r/Bin
Mean t=T t/Bin
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! select the size catogary of the particle at this interaction site
! Subroutine to reflect the photon
Subroutine
bottom_reflect(Xph,Yph,Zph,EXph,EYph,EZph,Wrand,Hei
ght)

Subroutine
particle_size(Diam_prob,sample,Min_Max_P,P_size,p_rang
e,Q,Qmax)
Implicit none

Implicit none
Double precision, intent (in): :Wrand,Height
Double precision, intent (out)::EXph,EYph,EZph
Double precision, intent (out)::Xph,Yph,Zph

Double
precision,DIMENSION) 1:30,1:15,1:4),intent) in): :Diam_pro
b
Double precision,DIMENSIONS :30,1:3)::Min_Max_P
Double precision,Dimension( 1:15): :Q
Double precision: :Qmax

!Local declarations
Double precision::Contact_pl,rand,mag,mag_squ
Double precision::tEXph,tEYph,tEZph

Integer, intent(in)::sample
Double precision,Intent(out)::P_size
Integer,Intent(out): :p_range
! Local variables

Integer: :df
df=0
If (Zph.ge.Height) then
! find path length to point of contact with the bottom of the
box
Contact_pl=(Height-Zph)/EZph
Xph=Xph+(Contact_pl*EXph)
Yph=Yph+(contact_pl*EYph)
Zph=Height
! assuming diffuse reflectance find the out going photons
unit vector
Do while (df==0)
Call random_number(rand)
tEXph=(rand*2.0d0)-1.0d0
Call random_number(rand)
tEYph=(rand*2.0d0)-l .OdO
Call random_number(rand)
tEZph=(rand*2.0d0)-1.0d0

Double precision: :rand,q_test
Integer: :P_generator,range_no,class_test,A
P_generator=0
Do while (P_generator=0)
Call randomnumber(rand)
class_test=(rand* 15.0)+1.0
Call random number(rand)
q_test=rand!*Qmax
Do range_no=l,15
If (class_test=range_no) then
If (Diam_prob(sample,range_no,3)=0.0) then
Else
If (q_test ,le. Q(range no)) then
P_generator=l
P_size=Diam_prob(sample,range_no, 1)+((Diam_prob(sampl
e,range_no,2)-Diam_prob(sample,range_no,l))/2.0d0)
Write(22,*)P_size
p_range=range_no
End If
End If
End If
End Do
End Do

mag_squ=tEXph* *2+tEYph **2+tEZph * * 2
If (mag_squ.lt. 1.OdO .and. tEZph .It. 0. OdO) then

End Subroutine

df=l
mag=sqrt(tEXph**2+tEYph**2+tEZph**2)
EXph=tEXph/mag
EYph=tEYph/mag
EZph=tEZph/mag

End If
End do
!write(19,*)'hit bottom'
!Write( 19,*)Xph, Yph,Zph
!Write(l 9,*)EXph,EYph,EZph
End if
End Subroutine
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